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#REG1868; 357 Mag. Model 27-3 w/5" bbl. & right side has gold
engraving 1935-1985 (50th Anniversary the First Magnum April 8 1935.
Case colored trigger & hammer w/wood grips, in very nice, lightly handled
condition. Comes w/tools & unmarked box. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

1 Smith & Wesson 50th Anniv. 357 Magnum Revolver
Ne

#N900163; 45ACP. 6" blued bbl case colored trigger & hammer,
checkered wood grips. Gun is in very nice, lightly handled condition w/few
small marks from storage & includes original box & tools. 700.00 - 900.00

2 Smith & Wesson Model 25-2 45 ACP Revolver
Ne

#15495; 38 S&W spec. w/2" bbl & blue finish, flat latch & plain S&W
grips. Gun has some edge wear & light spots but overall in good used
condition, comes w/original box. 400.00 - 500.00

3 Smith & Wesson 38 Centennial Revolver
Ne

#APN4056;38 spec. w /S frame. Airweight bbl & wood grips. In nice
lightly handled condition w/original box. 450.00 - 600.00

4 Smith & Wesson Model 37 Airweight Revolver
Ne

#27961; comes w/3"410/45 Colt bbl set plus 2" 22 LR & 357/38 bbls. Gun
has fancy Snake Slayer grips, SS metal & comes in wooden case. 600.00
- 800.00

5 Bond Arms 3 Bbl Snake Slayer Derringer Set
Ne

#T86468; 357 magnum. 6" bbl. w/bright blue finish & rubber Colt grips.
Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition. 2,250.00 - 2,750.00

6 Colt Python 357 Magnum Revolver
Ne

#E32103; 357 Magnum. 4" bbl. w/blue finish & checkered wood grips.
Gun has holster wear on edges & mixed spots on left side of gun.
Mechanically gun is good & is in good used condition. 750.00 - 1,250.00

7 Colt Python 357 Revolver
Ne

#691; 25 ACP. Std config w/original blue finish is spotted & fading to
grey. H&R grips are solid & in good condition, mechanically gun is good &
approx 16,000 mfg in 25 cal in 1912-1916. A good example of a scarce
self loader w/early 3 digit serial number. 750.00 - 1,000.00

8 Rare H&R 25 cal Self Loading Pistol
Ne

LOT #

#30484; 32 cal. 3 1/2" bbl. w/blued finish & hard rubber H&R grips along
w/case colored trigger. Gun has very good original blue w/some light
spots overall & grips are clean but left grip has chip out of front corner. .
Mfg 1916-1924 & this is a good example of a rare H&R Self Loader.
600.00 - 800.00

9 H&R Self Loading 32 cal. Pistol
Ne

#251702; 32 cal. Std config. w/blued finish & horn grips. Overall gun is in
good condition w/light spots & edge wear w/initials TM on right side.
300.00 - 400.00

10 Bayrd 32 cal. Semi Auto Pistol
Ne

1,500.00 - 2,000.00
11 1914 D St Gaudens $20 Gold Coin
Ne

in nice condition 2,500.00 - 3,500.00
12 United States 1934 Series $1,000 Bill
Ne

1,500.00 - 2,000.00
13 1897-S Barber Head $20 Gold Coin
Ne

in nice condition. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00
14 1934 Series US $500 Bill
Ne

1,500.00 - 2,000.00
15 1908 St Gaudens $20 Gold Coin
Ne

in good condition.
16 US Series 1914 $20 Blanket Bill
Ne

400.00 - 600.00
17 1901 US $10 Gold Coin
Ne

in fair condition.
18 US 1899 Series $5 Silver Cert. Blanket Bill
Ne

19 1910 US $5 Gold Coin
Ne

in good condition.
20 US 1917 $2 Blanket Bill
Ne
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21 1913 US Indian Head $2 1/2 Gold Coin
Ne

in good condition.
22 US 1899 Series $1 Blanket Bill
Ne

23 1845 US $2 1/2 Gold Coin
Ne

in fair condition.
24 US 1901 Series $10 Blanket Bill
Ne

25 Lot of 10 US 1921 Morgan Silver Dollars
Ne

in nice condition.
26 US 1928 "Funny Back" $1 Bill
Ne

27 Lot of 10 1922 & 1923 Peace Silver Dollars
Ne

in good condition.
28 US 1923 Series $1 Blanket Bill
Ne

29 Lot of 10 Peace Silver US Dollars
Ne

30 Lot of 10 Mixed Morgan Silver Dollars 1880 & 1890s
Ne

#M60608; 38 spec. 2" bbl w/blued finish & std checkered grips. Right grip
has some dents & marks, otherwise gun is very clean. 500.00 - 700.00

31 Colt Cobra 38 Spec Revolver
Ne

#345841; 38 cal. w/blued finish & 2" bbl. & checkered wood grips. Gun
has some holster wear on edges & the butt of the gun is stamped NO.
7010. Comes w/vintage Colt box & a nice example of a rare Colt revolver
w/approx  35,000 mfg from 1926-1943. The rack number on the end of
grip may be from the US Postal service as it equipped railway clerks
w/this model. 800.00 - 1,250.00

32 Rare Colt Bankers Special 38 Revolver
Ne

#134432; 25 ACP. Gun retains good original blue w/some wear on edges
along w/spots. Dual tone magazine & trigger & grip safety retain case
colors in protected areas. Comes w/an original box & paperwork. 600.00 -
800.00

33 Colt 1908 25 ACP Pistol w/Box
Ne

Antique. #8899; 32 short. 3 1/2" bbl w/nickel finish & case colored trigger
& hammer. Gun has some flaking & wear mainly on right side of gun.
Comes w/an original box which is in good overall condition. 500.00 -
700.00

34 Antique Smith & Wesson Model 1 1/2 Revolver w/Box
Ne

LOT #

#45407; 38 Colt automatic. Std config. w/MOP Colt grips & metal appears
professionally re-blued & gun is mechanically good. A nice early Large
caliber pocket pistol. 500.00 - 700.00

35 Colt Model 1903 38 cal Hammered Pocket Pistol
Ne

#18423; 25 ACP. Std config. Blued finish w/case colored trigger & grip
safety. Gun has holster wear on edges,  light scratches & marks w/dual
tone magazine. Overall in nice condition for age. 400.00 - 600.00

36 Early Colt Model 1908 25ACP Pocket Pistol
Ne

#423002; 32 ACP. Std config. w/good original finish & holster wear on
edges w/light scratches & marks. Gun has dual tone magazine & is in
overall good used condition. 400.00 - 600.00

37 Colt Model 1903 32 cal Pocket Pistol
Ne

#80164; 380 cal. Std config. w/nickel finish & MOP grips& nickel
magazine. Gun has light scratches & marks & overall a very clean nickel
plated 380 Pocket Pistol. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

38 Nickel Finished Colt 1908 380 cal Pocket Pistol
Ne

#95311; 380 cal. Std config w/blued finish & typical holster wear, small
scratches & marks from use. Gun has checkered wood grips, dual tone
magazine & overall is a good example of a desirable 380 cal Pocket
Pistol. 600.00 - 800.00

39 Colt 1908 380 cal Pocket Pistol
Ne

#327130; 32 cal in std config. Gun has good blue overall & appears to be
re-finished w/dual tone magazine & is mechanically good. 400.00 - 500.00

40 Colt 1903 32ACP Pocket Pistol
Ne

#133-58846; 243 cal. 20" bbl full length Mannlicher stock & topped
w/Weaver 3-10x scope. Gun is in very good, lightly used condition.
800.00 - 1,000.00

41 Ruger No. 1 International 243 cal Rifle
Ne

#131-11337; 270 cal. 22" bbl. w/checkered pistol grip stock, iron sights &
scope rings attached. Gun is in very nice, used condition. 700.00 - 900.00

42 Ruger No. 1 270 cal Rifle
Ne

131-09863; 7mm Mag. 26" bbl. w/blue finish & fancy walnut checkered
pistol grip stock. Gun has iron sights & scopes rings attached, in very
nice, used condition. 700.00 - 900.00

43 Ruger No 1 7mm Magnum Rifle
Ne

#132-29411; 270 cal. 26" bbl. w/bright bore, blued metal. spots around
action & checkered walnut stock w/rubber Ruger pad. Topped Redfield

44 Ruger No 1 270 cal Rifle w/Scope
Ne
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3-9x scope. 600.00 - 800.00

#2414; Ruger No 1 action w/custom 24" heavy weight bbl. chambered for
17 MACH II as stated in the estates notes.  Bbl is in the white, otherwise
the original Ruger is in good condition w/metal butt plate &  Weaver K12
scope. 500.00 - 750.00

45 Ruger No. 1 Rifle Custom 17 MACH II Bbl
Ne

#1308; 223 cal. 22" bbl w/checkered wooden stock & bbl have few small
spots from use & storage. Wood is very clean & topped w/Bushnell 3-9x
scope. 600.00 - 800.00

46 Kimber Model 84 223 cal Rifle
Ne

#110498D; 22LR. 28" heavy weight bbl. w/blued finish & is single shot
only. Gun has target stock & overall nice original finish in good condition.
US has been electropenciled over serial #. Topped w/14x Unertl scope
ser #77220 & scope has good optics & clean exterior & metal caps.
Overall a very nice Target Winchester & scope combo. 750.00 - 1,250.00

47 Winchester 52 Target Rifle w/Unertl 14x Scope
Ne

#NSN;  32 cal. Has single shot T/C action(?) 30" oct bbl & 7 /8" across.
Bbl is unmarked & gun has fancy laminate wood Schuetzen style butt &
unique fore stock & palm rest.  A well built target gun. 750.00 - 1,250.00

48 Custom 32 cal. Cartridge Schuetzen
Ne

#1757; 22 LR. 28" heavy weight target bbl. w/bright bore. Gun has good
blue  w/some light spots on bolt & adj rear target & hooded front. Unique
style trigger & Schuetzen style thumbhole stock w/custom palm rest &
includes 1 additional aluminum butt plate. Overall is a nice high end 22
Off Hand Target rifle.

49 Schultz & Larsen 22 Single Shot Offhand Target
Ne

#209J81; 38 spec. Airweight frame w/3" bbl & case colored trigger &
hammer. Gun has some holster wear on edges, but overall is in nice,
lightly handled condition. 400.00 - 500.00

50 Smith & Wesson Airweight Model 37 Revolver
Ne

#M52122; 22LR. 4" bbl w/nickel finish & case colored trigger & hammer.
Gun is in nice, lightly handled condition. 400.00 - 600.00

51 Smith & Wesson  34-1 Nickel Finish 22 cal Revolver
Ne

10J44; 38 S&W spec. w/2" bbl & blued finish. Gun has concealed
hammer & is in nice, lightly handled condition. 400.00 - 500.00

52 Smith & Wesson 49 38 cal Concealed Hammer Revolver
Ne

#J373666; 38 spec. 1 3/4" snub nose bbl. w/blued finish & case colored
trigger & hammer. Gun has checkered grips & is in nice used condition.
400.00 - 500.00

53 Smith & Wesson Model 36 Chiefs Spec Revolver
Ne

LOT #

#18328; 22LR. 4" bbl w/blued finish, flat latch, case color trigger &
hammer. Gun is in nice used condition w/leather holster. 400.00 - 500.00

54 Smith & Wesson 22 cal Kit Revolver
Ne

#12657; 32 cal. This was the 1st swing out cylinder by Smith & Wesson.
Nickel finished w/patent dates & markings on cylinders & gun has rubber
grips. Overall in very nice condition for age. 400.00 - 600.00

55 Smith & Wesson Model 1896 Hand Ejector Revolver
Ne

#488155; 22 cal. 6" bbl w/blued finish & wood checkered grips. Trigger &
hammer are case colored & gun has some light edgeware from use, but
overall clean for age. Last patent marking on bbl Sept.14.08. & is a very
nice Bakeart style Target Revolver. 500.00 - 700.00

56 Smith & Wesson 22 cal. Target Revolver
Ne

#36229; 38 S&W. 4" bbl. marked Regulation Police. Gun has good
original blue, case colored trigger & hammer lightly fading silver. Last
patent date on bbl is DEC.29.14. Checkered grips are in fair condition
w/some initials carved in them, otherwise nice early Regulation Police
S&W revolver. 450.00 - 650.00

57 Smith & Wesson Regulation Police 38 cal Revolver
Ne

#N828607; 45 cal 6" bbl blued finish & case colored trigger & hammer.
Gun has checkered wood grips & is in very nice condition w/original box.
700.00 - 900.00

58 Smith & Wesson Model 25-2 45 cal Revolver
Ne

#N101752; 357 Magnum. 5 7/8" bbl. w/blued finish, case colored trigger &
hammer. Gun has rubber grips & includes original box, in nice lightly
handled condition,  but box is rough. 700.00 - 900.00

59 Smith & Wesson 28-2 Highway Patrolman Revolver
Ne

#K571851; 38 S&W. blued finish w/case colored target style trigger &
hammer. Gun has  target checkered grips & is in good used condition,
includes original box. 400.00 - 600.00

60 Smith & Wesson Model 14-2 38 S&W Spec w/8 3/8" bbl
Ne

#784-22701; 223 cal. 26" medium weight bbl. in matte SS finish
w/laminate stock. Gun is in very fine, used condition & includes sling &
scope rings. 500.00 - 700.00

61 Ruger M77 Mark II 223 cal. Varmit Rifle
Ne

#PC593702; 12 ga. 30" ribbed bbl w/REM choke system. Gun has
engraved receiver & high grade walnut stock w/raised comb. Gun is in
very nice, lightly used condition, includes soft case, 5 additional choke
tubes & special light contour 12 ga 28" Target bbl.

62 Remington 11-87 Premier Trap Shotgun
Ne
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#WW062975; 223 cal. w/fluted SS 20" bbl., bronze colored receiver &
laminate wooden stock set. Gun is topped w/Bushnell AR/223 3-12x
scope & Leupold scope base. In very fine, lightly used condition. 1,000.00
- 1,500.00

63 Windham Weaponry Custom 223 cal. AR Rifle
Ne

#1005009V; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl w/3" chamber, fancy checkered
walnut stock w/150th Anniversary Logo. Gun is in very nice, lightly
handled condition. 300.00 - 400.00

64 Remington 870TC 150th Anniv. Model Shotgun
Ne

#NWTF284; 12 ga.  3 1/2" chambers & 24" bbls w/flip up iron style sight.
Gun has single selective trigger, checkered walnut stock & includes 3
additional Carlson's choke tubes & is in very nice used condition. 500.00 -
700.00

65 NWTF American Arms O/U 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

#13669PX152; 12 ga. 30" vent rib bbl. w/INV choke system. Gun has
blued finish & is in very fine, lightly handled condition. 300.00 - 400.00

66 Browning BPS 30" Field Model Pump 12 ga. Shotgun
Ne

#FSA1152; 410 ga. 26" bbls. w/3" chambers & engraved silver finished
receiver. Gun has right handed palm swell pistol grip & in very nice used
condition. 400.00 - 600.00

67 Armsport 410 ga O/U Shotgun
Ne

#VS12828; 25-06 cal. w/plain checkered walnut stock & blued finish. Gun
is in very fine, lightly used condition w/scope rings & base. 500.00 -
650.00

68 Weatherby Vanguard 25-06 cal Rifle
Ne

#F257803; 270 cal. w/custom 270 cal McGowen 24" bbl. w/threaded
muzzle. Gun has composite stock & is in nice used condition & includes
the original 30-06 bbl as well as a LEE 270 cal reloading die, plus partial
box of Sierra 270 cal bullets. 350.00 - 450.00

69 Custom Barreled Savage Model 110 Rifle in 270 cal
Ne

#R29204; 16 ga. 27 1/2" plain field grade bbl. Gun retains excellent
original blue finish & very clean & nice checkered perch belly pistol grip
stock w/FN butt plate. A fine Belgium produced 16 ga Browning shotgun.
800.00 - 1,200.00

70 Fine Browning 16 ga A5 Shotgun
Ne

#6G42176; 12 ga. 26" vent rib bbl w/checkered pistol grip perch belly
stock & golden trigger. Overall in very nice, lightly used condition w/few
small marks in wood. 500.00 - 600.00

71 Belgium Browning Light Twelve A5
Ne

LOT #

#WC2266; 45 ACP. SS finish. 1911 A1 style by Wilson combat. Gun has
special sights & checkered wood grips. Comes w/additional magazine,
soft case & paperwork. Gun is in new condition. 1,250.00 - 1,750.00

72 New Wilson Combat Classic 45
Ne

#47982G70; 45ACP w/blued finish, BOMAR target sight, pachmayr wrap
around rubber & wooden grips. Gun is in very fine, lightly handled
condition w/original box, absent magazine. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

73 Colt Series 70 45 cal 1911 Pistol
Ne

#037NCO; 45 ACP. 3 1/2" bbl. w/blued finish & walnut grips. Comes
w/soft case, 2 additional magazines, paperwork & shipping box. New,
unfired condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

74 NIB Colt Series 80 NCO Special Edition 45 Pistol
Ne

#K256628; 45 ACP. 5" bbl. w/serrated front & back straps, dished
magazines well & dual tone grey frame w/blued slide. Gun is in nice, used
condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00

75 Kimber Tactical Custom II 45 ACP Pistol
Ne

#SN18115; 45 ACP. SS finish & in Std. Gold Cup National Match config.
Gun is NIB condition. 1,200.00 - 1,500.00

76 NIB Colt Gold Cup National Match 45 Pistol
Ne

#KR167536; 45 ACP. 4" bbl. w/blued finish & in very fine lightly handled
condition. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00

77 Kimber Tactical Pro II 45 Pistol
Ne

#HR01550; 380 cal. w/golden trigger & golden comm. plaque on left side
of gun commemorating 100 years of H&R. 600.00 - 800.00

78 HK No 4 Harrington & Richardson Comm. Pistol
Ne

#73C73099; 9mm. Made in Belgium w/blued finish & checkered wood
grips. In very nice, lightly handled condition. 700.00 - 900.00

79 Belgium Browning High Power Pistol
Ne

#8619E; 9mm. 3 1/2" bbl & dbl or single action. Gun is in nice lightly
handled condition w/some spots near muzzle. 300.00 - 400.00

80 Astra Model A-100 9mm Pistol
Ne

#A6862566; 222 cal. 24" bbl w/blued finish & checkered pistol grip stock
w/black accents. Gun is in very fine lightly handled condition & topped
w/Charles Daley 4-16x scope. Also includes approx. 50 rds of 222 ammo,
LEE reloading die & approx. 40 rds of reloaded ammo. 700.00 - 900.00

81 Remington Model 700CDL 222 cal Rifle
Ne
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#C6541107; 375 H&H w/custom Jarrett 25" bbl w/muzzle break. Gun is
topped w/1.5-8x Vortex razor scope. Gun shows some rack wear from
use, but overall a fine custom bbl 375 H&H. 700.00 - 900.00

82 Remington Model 700 Custom Bbl 375 H&H Mag
Ne

approx. 41 loaded rounds plus 19 fired brass.
83 Lot of 375 H&H Ammo
Ne

#787-37398; 270 cal. Blued finish w/22" bbl., Ruger rings & Hogue Olive
Drab rubberized stock. In like new condition. 500.00 - 600.00

84 Ruger M77 Mark II 270 cal Rifle
Ne

#97635637; 22 cal single shot youth sized gun w/16" bbl & measures 33"
overall in length. Gun is in used condition. 150.00 - 250.00

85 Marlin Model 15YN Youth Rifle
Ne

#23103388; 30-30. Std config. w/few small spots & overall very nice
lightly used condition w/JM marked bbl. 400.00 - 500.00

86 Marlin 336 30-30 LA Carbine
Ne

#BB044075; 375 cal. Model 94 XTR. Gun is new w/original hang tag, but
does have few spots on metal from poor storage. 700.00 - 900.00

87 Winchester Big Bore 375 cal XTR Rifle
Ne

#2445173; 17HRM. 20" bbl. w/grey laminate stock & topped w/Nikon 3-9x
BDC scope. Gun is in very nice, lightly handled condition & comes w/5
additional magazines. 350.00 - 450.00

88 Savage Model 93R17 17HMR Rifle
Ne

#B74510l; 30-06.  22" bbl. Metal is blued w/custom stock & topped
w/Weaver K6 scope. Gun is in nice Sporter condition. 400.00 - 600.00

89 Mauser Std Model 30-06 Rifle
Ne

#7097; Inter Arms Mark X short action w/custom 24" unmarked bbl. &
plain walnut stock, topped w/Simmons rifle scope. Gun is in good used
condition & estates notes show gun is chambered for 17 REM. 400.00 -
600.00

90 Inter Arms Mark X Custom Bbl 17 REM Rifle
Ne

#V0141282; 12 ga. fully rifled 24" bbl w/cantilever mount & Hogue OD
greens stock set & Nikon 3-9x BDC scope. Gun is in very nice, lightly
used condition. 450.00 - 600.00

91 Mossberg 500 Rifled Slug bbl w/Cantilever Mount
Ne

#137PP27942;  338 WIN Mag. 24" bbl w/blued finish & checkered walnut
stock w/some scratches & marks from use. Includes sling, scope rings &
1 additional magazine. In very nice lightly used condition. 600.00 - 800.00

92 Browning BAR 338 WIN Mag Rifle
Ne

LOT #

#CBD4612; 38 spec.  Model 640-1 2" bbl concealed hammer & is NIB
condition. 450.00 - 600.00

93 NIB Smith & Wesson Airweight 38 Spec Revolver
Ne

#DEE8223; 357 S&W Mag. w/Airlite frame & 1.875" bbl. Gun is like new
in box condition. 400.00 - 600.00

94 Smith & Wesson Airlite 357 Magnum Revolver
Ne

#BDY1234; 22 LR. SS finish w/2" bbl & in very nice lightly handled
condition. Comes w/original box. 400.00 - 500.00

95 Smith & Wesson Model 63 22 cal Revolver
Ne

#R66921; 38 S&W spec w/2" bbl & SS finish. Gun is in very nice, original
condition & comes w/original box. 450.00 - 600.00

96 Smith & Wesson Model 60 SS Revolver
Ne

#CMM9128; 38 S&W spec. 1 3/4" bbl length & gun is like new in box.
400.00 - 600.00

97 New Smith & Wesson Model 637-2 Airweight Revolver
Ne

#BSP5991; 9mm Luger. SS finish w/concealed hammer & 2" bbl. Gun is
in very nice, used condition. 500.00 - 600.00

98 Smith & Wesson Model 940-1 9mm Revolver
Ne

#DJS6974; 22LR. 3" bbl. w/SS finish & rubber grips. Gun is in nice, lightly
used condition. 400.00 - 600.00

99 Smith & Wesson Model 63-5 22 cal Revolver
Ne

#CPZ9618; 357 Mag. 2" bbl, SS finish & rubber grips. Gun is in nice,
used condition w/leather holster. 400.00 - 600.00

100 Smith & Wesson Model 60-14 357 Magnum Rev
Ne

#CPA002310; 380 cal. Blued metal w/wood grips. Gun is NIB condition.
300.00 - 500.00

101 NIB FI Industries 380 cal Pistol
Ne

#5K76187; 38 spec. 4" bbl. w/SS finish & wood grips. Grips may have
been damaged & repaired at one time gun DOES NOT function properly
in the dbl action mode, it will need adjustment. Single action works fine.
400.00 - 500.00

102 Smith & Wesson Model 67 38 Spec Revolver
Ne

#1289159W; 16 ga. 28" MOD choke plain bbl w/good original blue &
some light scratches. Wood is solid w/some small marks. A nice early
870 w/nickel plated shell carrier. 400.00 - 500.00

103 Remington 870 Wingmaster 16 ga. Shotgun
Ne
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#282781; 223 cal. 24" heavy weight bbl. w/checkered walnut stock & gun
has some mixed scratches & marks & spots from storage. Gun has good
bore & includes scope rings. 400.00 - 600.00

104 Remington Model 700 223 cal Rifle
Ne

#B6499470; 7mm Magnum. 24" blued bbl & checkered walnut stock. Gun
has some scratches & marks w/6x Redfield scope. Overall in good used
condition. 450.00 - 600.00

105 Remington Model 700 7mm Magnum w/Redfield Scope
Ne

#42369; 12 ga.  w/32" FULL/IMP/MOD bbls & gun is mechanically good,
marked w/updates, absent safety lever.  Fancy checkered wood stock &
LOP is currently 14 1/2". Overall gun is in nice, used condition. 800.00 -
1,000.00

106 Remington 3200 Competition O/U Shotgun
Ne

#43664; 12 ga. 32" bbls marked FULL/IMP MOD. Bores are good &
mechanically good w/updates. Checkered walnut stock is very nice w/ 14
3/8 LOP.  A nice competition 3200. 800.00 - 1,200.00

107 Remington Model 3200 Competition 12 ga Trap Gun
Ne

#35111; 12 ga. 30" bbls FULL/FULL w/bright bore & good blued exterior.
Mechanically gun is good & wood has some small marks from handling.
Butt plate is absent but overall gun is in nice condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00

108 Remington Special Trap 3200 O/U
Ne

#41262; 12 ga. 30" bbls FULL/IMP MOD. Gun is mechanically crisp &
marked w/updates & nice checkered walnut stock w/Remington recoil pad
& raised comb. LOP of approx 14 3/8" & overall in very nice condition.
1,000.00 - 1,250.00

109 Remington Model 3200 Competition O/U Shotgun
Ne

#4739; 12 ga. 30" FULL/IMP MOD bbls w/bright bores & good exterior
blue w/some spots near muzzles. Gun has rebuild marks & Remington
butt pad. w/solid wood & LOP approx. 14 3/8". 800.00 - 1,200.00

110 Remington model 3200 O/U Shotgun
Ne

#27020; 12 ga. 25 1/4" SKEET marked bbls. Mechanically gun is crisp
w/updates, safety lever is absent & butt stock has been altered w/recoil
pad. Current LOP is 14 1/2" & gun is in good used condition. 800.00 -
1,200.00

111 Remington 3200 12 ga SKEET Shotgun
Ne

#7781; 12 ga. 30" FULL/FULL bbls. Gun is marked w/updates &
mechanically ok, but fairly loose in action. Bottom of receiver is worn grey
from handling & recoil pad has been added w/LOP approx. 14. 500.00 -
700.00

112 Remington Model 3200 Special Trap 12 ga Shogun
Ne

LOT #

#31200; 12 ga 30" FULL/IMP/MOD bbls. Mechanically ok  & metal has
light spots on receiver, action shows use. Butt stock is a replacement
w/visible chip at trigger guard & gun is absent butt plate. Gun is in fair
overall condition. 500.00 - 700.00

113 Remington Model 3200 Specialty Trap O/U
Ne

#5358; 12 ga 30" bbls. w/good bores & exterior has rust from long term
storage mainly on bottom bbl. Checkered walnut stock & mechanically ok
w/LOP approx. 14 1/4". With some TLC on bottom bbl would make a very
nice early 32TC trap gun. 400.00 - 600.00

114 Remington Model 32TC O/U Trap Gun
Ne

#4843; 12 ga. 30" bbls bores are good & gun has blued exterior &
appears to have been refinished at one time. Gun is mechanically fair
w/checkered stock & ext pistol grips. A good example of an old Model
32TC shotgun. 400.00 - 600.00

115 Remington Model 32TC O/U Shotgun
Ne

#BKBH746; 9mm.  GEN 4 w/OD green frame & blued slide w/DU logo.
Comes w/Glock fighting knife w/ DU logo, 2 extra magazine & grip
contours. Gun is NIB. 600.00 - 700.00

116 DU Glock Model 19 w/accessories
Ne

#CNE8804;38 spec. Airweight design w/conceal hammer & gun is NIB
condition. 400.00 - 600.00

117 Smith & Wesson Airweight Model 642-2 Revolver
Ne

#DCK6572; 38 spec. Blued finish & Airweight frame. In nice, lightly used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

118 Smith & Wesson Model 360 Airweight 38 cal Revolver
Ne

#M17-062320; 9mm. Std config w/desert brown finish & in like new
condition w/original box & 1 additional magazine. 500.00 - 700.00

119 NIB SIG Sauer P320 M-17 9mm Pistol
Ne

#M18-054499; 9mm. std. config. & comes in dessert brown color. Gun is
NIB condition & includes manual & 2 extended magazines. 500.00 -
700.00

120 NIB SIG P320 M18 9mm Pistol
Ne

#CJT6443; 357 Magnum. 5" bbl w/SS finish & checkered wood grips. In
nice used condition w/some marks on bbl from holster use, comes
w/original box. 700.00 - 900.00

121 Smith & Wesson Model 60-18 357 Mag Revolver
Ne

#CCW2445; 44 Magnum. 6 1/2" bbl w/ SS finish & rubber grips. In good
used condition w/original box. 700.00 - 900.00

122 Smith & Wesson 629-5 Classic 44 Magnum
Ne
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serial #1155 & is in nice used condition.
123 Precision Gold Perazzi Dbl Release Trigger Group
Ne

#1965155; 12 ga. FULL choke 30" take down bbl w/factory ventilated rib.
Gun has strong blued finish & safety button is absent for trap shooters &
gun has high grade checkered curly maple stock. LOP is approx. 14" &
this is a very attractive Model 12 Winchester Trap Gun. 750.00 - 1,250.00

124 Custom Stocked Winchester 12 12 ga w/Vent Rib Bbl
Ne

#197520; 12 ga. 30 FULL choke bbl. Blued exterior has scratches &
marks. Gun is fitted w/Brown hydro-coil stock , a rare option on
Winchester shotguns from that era. 300.00 - 500.00

125 Winchester 1400 12 ga w/rare Hydro-Coil Stock
Ne

#1630449; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl & has Simmons marked rib
w/Winchester style posts. Proof mark on bbl is located to the side. Gun
appears to have been professionally refinished & has custom trap stock
w/adj comb & Winchester butt plate. Mechanically gun is good & overall a
very nice Heavy Duck modified for trap use. 750.00 - 1,000.00

126 Winchester Model 12 Heavy Duck w/Vent Rib
Ne

#16765; 12 ga. 32" bbls. & bright bores, good original blue remaining on
exterior, bbls are marked Krupp Fluid Steel. Made by A. H. Fox Gun Co
Phila. PA. Exterior has wear on edges, mixed scratches & marks, but
overall good original condition. Bbl is dbl beaded w/ivory style beads. C
Grade engraved receiver, case colored, dbl triggers & ejectors. Gun has
been re-stoked & wood to metal fit is fair w/noticeable gap in most spots.
High grade stock has approx.  LOP 14 1/4" Mechanically gun locks up
tight & functions smoothly. Overall a fine uncut C Grade Ansley Fox.
3,000.00 - 40,000.00

127 Ansley Fox CE Grade 12 ga Dbl Bbl Shotgun
Ne

#35341; 12 ga. 27" bbls. Left bbl choked *** right bbl is choked **** Bores
are bright & bbls have very good original blue w/some light wear at
muzzles on edges of high handling. The receiver is an 8 pin lock w/silver
finish & heavily engraved. Gun has gold embossed AC on trigger guard &
finely checkered straight grip high figure walnut stock w/LOP of 14 1/4"
w/dbl triggers & ejectors & is mechanically crisp. It is a self opening
action & overall a very fine Spanish dbl. Arietta Shotguns are some of the
finest handmade shotguns. 3,000.00 - 4,000.00

128 High Grade Spanish ARIETTA 12 ga Double
Ne

#614703; 12 ga. 28" bbls w/bright bores & dbl triggers,cocking indicators,
Greener style cross bolt  bbls are nicely blued  & has case colored
receiver. Checkered walnut stock w/14 1/2" LOP & gun is mechanically
tight. Overall in very fine condition. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

129 Merkel Model 8 12 ga Side by Side Shotgun
Ne

LOT #

#737; 12 ga. 30" bbls. w/bright bores & good exterior blue, Birmingham
addressed rib & engraved game scene receiver. Mechanically gun is good
w/checkered pistol grip stock & LOP approx 14 3/4". In nice used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

130 Ellis Brothers 12 ga Double
Ne

#403326; 12 ga. 36" bb w/bright bore, blued exterior & engraved receiver.
Mechanically gun is good & wood is original & good overall w/typical
scratches & marks from use. Stock is good overall w/butt pad had been
added & current LOP  14 1/8". 400.00 - 600.00

131 Ithaca 4E SBT Shotgun
Ne

#372430; 16 ga. 28" bbl w/good bores & grey to brown exterior w/some
scratches & marks, receiver is blue to silver & gun is mechanically ok.
Wood is solid & gun is in good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

132 Fox Sterlingworth 16 ga Double
Ne

#26269; 12 ga. 28" bbls & each bore has a spot of visible pitting. Exterior
is blued w/ventilated rib,beaver tail forearm,silver receiver, single
selective trigger & ejectors, checkered pistol grip stock w/LOP approx. 14
1/4". Aside from some light scratches & marks from use, gun is in good
used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

133 A. Krausser 12 ga Double
Ne

#S68602; 12 ga. 34" bbl w/good bore & high trap rib. Bbl has been
refinished & some markings have become faint. Engraved & decorated
receiver has faded grey & wood appears to be a later replacement w/LOP
of 13 7/8". Very few Eagle Grade SBTs were ever mfg & this is a good
example worth further restoration. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

134 Rare LC Smith Eagle Grade SBT Shotgun
Ne

#401025; 12 ga. 32" bbl. w/good bore. Gun has ben nicely refinsihed
w/case colored receiver, blued bbl & release trigger. Straight grips stock
w/LOP of 14" & in very nice refinished condition. 700.00 - 900.00

135 Ithaca Victory Grade Single Bbl Trap Shotgun
Ne

#306067; 12 ga. 27 1/2" bbl w/ Briley style choke tube added. Metal
appears to be refinished w/good blue & case colored receiver w/tight
action. Fore stock is original & butt stock is a poorly fit replacement,
otherwise a nice refinished SBT. 400.00 - 600.00

136 Ithaca Model 4E Flues SBT
Ne

#278431; 12 ga. 32" bbl. w/good bore & good blued exterior. Decorative
receiver is faded grey in color & wood is solid w/some repairs, scratches
& marks. Gun has adj butt pad w/LOP of approx. 14" & gun is in good
used condition. 700.00 - 900.00

137 Ithaca Model 4E Flues SBT
Ne
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Antique #25670; 12 ga. w/Damascus pattern 30" bbls & decent bores
w/some light pitting but good for age. Mechanically good & frame has
been case colored, bbls are sliver w/good markings & replacement wood
w/ 14" LOP & approx. 2 7/8 DAH. Overall in good refinished condition.
300.00 - 400.00

138 Ithaca Hammerless 12 ga Dbl. Shotgun
Ne

#143055; 12 ga. 28" bbls. Bbls are blue w/good bores & case colored
receiver. Gun has dbl triggers & ejectors, mechanically gun is good
w/straight English stock, LOP approx. 14 7/8". In nice used condition.
400.00 - 500.00

139 Ugartechea 12 ga Double w/Ejectors
Ne

#48907; 12 ga.  Gun has good bore & 34" bbl. Blued exterior w/engraved
receiver& mechanically good. Wood appears to be a replacement  &
straight grip stock has approx 14 3/8" LOP. A good example of a Baker
Sterling Grade SBT. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

140 Sterling Grade Baker Single Bbl Trap Gun
Ne

Antique. #68388; 12 ga. 30" Damascus pattern bbls w/good bores & good
Damascus pattern on exterior. Gun has dbl triggers, ejectors, is
mechanically fair,  checkered pistol grip stock w/LOP is approx 12 1/2" &
forearm has some cracks & an extra hole. 300.00 - 400.00

141 Ithaca Hammerless Double 12 ga. Shotgun
Ne

#290143; 12 ga. 32" bbl. w/good bore & left side of rib is marked Dodge
Bros Gun Club. Bbl is spotted & faded to brown & engraved receiver is
grey to brown w/some case color in protected areas. Mechanically gun is
ok & gun has typical scratches & marks & some repair. Straight grip stock
has adj butt pad w/LOP of 14 1/2". 700.00 - 900.00

142 Dodge Bros Gun Club Ithaca Model 4E SBT
Ne

#402206; 12 ga. 32" bbl w/bright bore. Bbl retains good blue & receiver is
silver. Wood on gun is poor & butt stock is an ill fit replacement, gun is in
fair used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

143 Ithaca Victory Grade Single Bbl Trap Shotgun
Ne

#7636E; 20 ga. 28" armor steel bbls & bores are good w/some light sots.
Exterior is browned spotted patina & left bbl has 1 small dent visible
inside & out. Case colored receiver is spotted & forearm is original &
good. Butt stock is severely cracked & broken at wrist. Gun has dbl
triggers & ejectors, mechanically ok & a good restoration project. 500.00 -
750.00

144 LC Smith Field Grade 20 ga Dbl Bbl Shotgun
Ne

#581093; 12 ga. 28" bbls w/bright bores, dbl triggers, cocking indicators &
case colored receiver. Bbls have few spots & marks on receiver, gun is
mechanically crisp & butt stock has been cracked at wrist & needs repair

145 Merkel Model 8 12 ga Shotgun w/Damaged Stock
Ne

LOT #
or replacement. Otherwise a fine Merkel side by side. 750.00 - 1,500.00

#113-27274; 22 cal. w/desirable finger groove sporter stock. Gun is in like
new condition. 400.00 - 500.00

146 Rare Ruger 10-22 Finger Groove Sporter
Ne

#112-67935; 22 cal. checkered deluxe wood w/early bbl markings &
scope base attached & sights removed, includes sling swivels. Gun is in
very nice, lightly used condition. 250.00 - 350.00

147 Ruger Model 10-22 Deluxe Carbine
Ne

#N274710; 357 Magnum. Model 28-2 Highway Patrolman w/5 7/8" bbl.
blued metal case colored trigger & hammer w/wood grips. In very nice,
lightly handled condition. 600.00 - 900.00

148 Smith & Wesson Model 28-2 Highway Patrolman
Ne

#ML19996; 22LR. 5 1/2" heavy weight bbl w/Target sights & Target grips.
Gun has good original blue & some gold is worn off of trigger. Overall in
very nice, lightly used condition. 400.00 - 600.00

149 High Standard Victor 22 Target Pistol
Ne

#ADN4907; 357 Mag. 5 7/8" bbl w/blued finish & finger groove S&W
grips. Gun has some light marks from use, but overall in clean, used
condition. 500.00 - 700.00

150 Smith & Wesson Model 586 357 Magnum Revolver
Ne

#CER3372; 357 Mag. SS finish w/2" bbl & concealed hammer. Gun has
rubber grips & is in good used condition w/some light scratches & marks.
400.00 - 500.00

151 Smith & Wesson Model 649-3 357 Magnum Revolver
Ne

#131742; 357 Magnum. 8 3/8" blued & spotted bbl. Trigger & hammer are
cased colored & gun has bright bore, checkered wood grips w/out cut out.
Mechanically crisp & overall in very nice condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

152 Smith & Wesson Pre 27 357 Magnum
Ne

#24895; 22 cal. Std config w/wood grips. Gun is in nice lightly used
condition w/original manual. 300.00 - 400.00

153 Stoeger 22 cal Luger Pistol
Ne

#261-25645; 22 cal. 6 1/2" bbl w/wood finish & wood grips. Gun is in very
fine, lightly handled condition. 300.00 - 400.00

154 Ruger Single Six 22 cal Revolver
Ne

#2122025; 22 cal. 5 1/2" target weight bbl, blued finish & plastic grips.
Gold & High Standard emblem is absent from right grip, otherwise gun is
in very fine, lightly used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

155 High Standard Sharp Shooter 22 cal Pistol
Ne
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#AHR5200; 38 spec w/blued finish, case colored trigger & hammer &
wood grips. Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

156 Smith & Wesson Model 36 Chiefs Spec. Revolver
Ne

#R58456; 38 S&W w/blued finish, 2" bbl ,case color trigger & hammer.
Gun is in very nice, lighlty used condition. 450.00 - 600.00

157 Smith & Wesson 32-1 Terrier Revolver
Ne

#ABY3351; 357 Mag. 4" bbl w/SS finish & is mechanically good w/wood
grips. Gun has had use w/small scratches or marks on trigger guard & left
side of frame, otherwise in very good condition. 500.00 - 700.00

158 Smith & Wesson Model 66-2 357 Magnum Revolver
Ne

#211909; 22LR. 4 1/2" bbl blued finish & checkered wood grips. Gun has
very strong blued finish & is mechanically crisp. 500.00 - 700.00

159 Hi-Standard H/D Military 22 Pistol
Ne

#396626; 22 cal. 5 1/2" bbl. w/blued finish & walnut grips. Gun has early
bbl markings  & is in like new condition. 300.00 - 400.00

160 Early Ruger Single Six 22 Revolver
Ne

Antique. #7254; 22L . 1892 2nd year production solid frame. Gun has
good bore & mechanically is good. Original blue is faded to spotted brown
patina & receiver is spotted silver. Wood is solid & gun is still  a good
example of a rare & desirable 1st Model 1890. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

161 Rare1st Model Antique1890 Winchester in 22LONG
Ne

#24525A; 218 BEE. 24 1/2" bbl. w/good blue finish & some mixed spots
from storage & use. Wood is clean & gun is topped w/Weaver G4 scope,
in good used condition. 400.00 - 600.00

162 Winchester Model 43 Rifle in 218 BEE
Ne

#17795; 22 cal. mfg in 1941. Std config. Gun has been drilled for scope
mounts on top & left side. Bore is good & checkered walnut stock is good
overall w/some small marks. Gun has some mixed spots on metal from
storage. 400.00 - 600.00

163 Winchester Model 75 22 Sporting Rifle
Ne

#NSN; 22 cal. Std. Target config w/27" bbl & Lyman Model 55W adj Peep
Sight, bbl band & sling. Gun has bright bore & some mixed spots on
metal w/solid wood.  A nice example of a scarce Model 60A 22 Target
rifle that should clean up with some TLC. 300.00 - 500.00

164 Rare Winchester Model 60A Target 22 Rifle
Ne

#17535; 22L. Mfg in 1930. Std config. w/single bbl band & receiver does
have 2 extra holes on left side of receiver. Gun has Lyman R55WS peep

165 Winchester Model 57 22 cal Rifle
Ne

LOT #
sight & has bright bore. Metal is clean & appears to have been refinished
at one time, but overall a nice example of a scarce Winchester 22. 400.00
- 500.00

#M4875; 22 cal. receiver has been nicely case colored & bbl has some
previous scope mount holes on left side. Otherwise gun is in good overall
condition. 400.00 - 600.00

166 Case Colored Marlin Model 39A 22 cal Rifle
Ne

#S2110; 22 cal. w/oct bbl & good bore. Receiver has been case colored
w/bbl & magazine tube re-blued. Stock has been roughly hand checkered
& shows some cracks & repairs. Gun is in fair condition as refinished.
350.00 - 450.00

167 Marlin 39A Rifle w/ Oct bbl
Ne

#92977; 22 short. Mfg in 1900. Std 24" oct bbl. Mechanically good w/blue
to brown patina & a good early production 1890. 400.00 - 500.00

168 Winchester 1890 2nd Model 22 Short Pump
Ne

Antique #J204681; 22 cal. Bore is darker w/22" oct bbl, case colored
receiver & mixed spots on metal. Gun is in fair overall condition. 300.00 -
400.00

169 Antique Remington No 4 22 cal Rifle
Ne

#167810; 22 cal. single shot w/bright bore & very nice exterior blue.
Original walnut stock is in good condition & blued surfaces may have
been refinished or re-touched. Comes w/original Remington 33 box, box
is soiled but solid.

170 Remington Model 33 22 Bolt Action w/Original Box
Ne

#NSN; 22 cal. Lever action & nylon stock is in good condition w/blued
metal & some lights spots mixed on bbl & receiver. Overall in nice used
condition. 400.00 - 600.00

171 Remington Nylon 76 Lever Action 22
Ne

#NSN; 22 cal. std config w/brown nylon stock & few light scratches on
receiver. Overall in very fine condition. 300.00 - 400.00

172 Remington Nylon 66 22 Rifle
Ne

#F506505; 22 Magnum & in very fine, lightly used condition. Gun is
topped w/Redfield 3-9x Tracker scope. Overall a very nice 94 22 Mag
rifle. 700.00 - 900.00

173 Winchester Model 94 22M w/Redfield Scope
Ne

#NSN; 22 cal. Std config w/Raven wing Black receiver & bbl, nickel
finished magazine tube & gold sights. Gun has some scratches & marks
from handling & use w/wear spots on wood, otherwise in good, original
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

174 Remington Model 572 in Raven Wing Black
Ne
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#NSN; 22 cal. Gun has good original blue & fancy fine cut fully checkered
stock w/ebony cap. Overall an attractive Mossberg 22. 150.00 - 250.00

175 Mossberg 151K 22 w/Custom Checkered Stock
Ne

#02931; 22 cal 18" bbl including muzzle break. Gun is semi auto 22 cal &
somewhat resembling a Thompson Machine gun & includes original fore
grip which has been removed long ago. Topped w/Weaver 4D rifle scope
& is in good overall condition. Made in West Germany. 200.00 - 300.00

176 Landmann Automat 65 22 cal. Rifle
Ne

#N139711; 45ACP. 6 1/2" bbl. Blued finish w/case colored trigger &
hammer, checkered wood grips & includes original box w/tool. 700.00 -
900.00

177 Smith & Wesson 25-2 45 ACP Revolver
Ne

#108188F; 22 Magnum. 9 1/2" bbl w/blued finish & plain walnut grips.
Comes w/box in lightly handled condition. 400.00 - 600.00

178 Colt SA Buntline Scout 22 Magnum Revolver
Ne

#N672005; 45ACP. 5 7/8" bbl Blued finish, case colored trigger &
hammer w/wood grips. Comes in original box & in NIB condition. 700.00 -
900.00

179 NIB Smith & Wesson Model 25-2 45 cal Revolver
Ne

#J439795; 38 S&W spec. 3" bbl w/blued finish, case colored trigger &
hammer & checkered wood grips. Come w/original receipt from 1979 &
incorrect S&W box. 400.00 - 500.00

180 Smith & Wesson Model 36-1 38 cal Revolver
Ne

#ML65687; 22 cal. 5 1/2" Target weight bbl w/checkered wood grips & in
very nice, lightly handled condition w/original box. 400.00 - 600.00

181 High Standard Supermatic Trophy
Ne

#1803603; 22 cal. 6" bbl. w/blued finish & checkered plastic grips. Gun is
in like new condition w/box & has some spots from long term storage.
300.00 - 400.00

182 Hi-Standard Sentinel Deluxe Revolver
Ne

#S332651; 357 cal. 4" bbl in std config & in nice used condition w/some
holster wear on edges. Sells complete Bianchi hip holster. 500.00 -
700.00

183 Smith & Wesson Model 28-2 Highway Patrolman Rev
Ne

#481088; 22 cal. 6 3/8" bbl. Gun has strong original blue w/early bbl
markings & comes w/original box & extra cylinder. Gun is in like new
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

184 Early Ruger Single Six Convertible w/Box
Ne
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170-07112; 357 Mag. 4" bbl w/blued finish. Gun is in nice lightly used
condition w/box. 400.00 - 500.00

185 Ruger GP100 357 Magnum Revolver
Ne

#M179500; 22LR. 4" bbl. w/SS finish & in nice lightly used condition
w/original box. Right side is absent 1 of the frame screws. 400.00 -
500.00

186 Smith & Wesson Model 63 22 cal Revolver
Ne

#A01261; 45 ACP. SS w/5" bbl & comes w/original box. Gun has spots &
tarnish from long term storage, but should clean up better w/some TLC.
Otherwise in good used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

187 Wyoming Arms Parker 45 cal 1911 Pistol
Ne

#A11261; 45 cal. SS finish. 1911 config & in nice used condition, rear
sight is absent the adj screw. Comes w/2 additional magazines. 500.00 -
650.00

188 AMT 45 cal HARDBALLER Pistol
Ne

#M9-221966; US 9mm M9 in std config. & is in nice lightly used
condition. 500.00 - 600.00

189 Beretta M9 9mm Pistol
Ne

#US637484; 45 ACP. Std config & in very fine, lightly handled condition.
400.00 - 600.00

190 Springfield Armory XD45 Pistol
Ne

216-64067; 22 cal. 5 1/2" Target Weight SS bbl w/target sights & comes
w/2 additional magazines. In very fine lightly used condition w/ rubberized
pachmayr grips. 300.00 - 400.00

191 Ruger Mark II SS Target Pistol
Ne

#5194830; 30 cal carbine & bbl marked Inland 5-44 w/good bore. Gun
has parkerized finish & nice crossed cannon cartouche in stock. Includes
oiler, sling & Utica M4 leather handled bayonet w/scabbard. A nice WWII
carbine. 700.00 - 900.00

192 WWII Inland M1 Carbine & Bayonet
Ne

#13079; 22LR. bbl is marked SA3-27 w/MII marked bolt & receiver
appears to have been original MI altered to MII. Gun has parkerized metal
& finger groove stock w/SA cartouche & leather sling. Metal has some
light spots from use & storage. Overall a good example of a desirable US
training rifle. 750.00 - 1,000.00

193 US Model 1922 Military training 22Rifle
Ne
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#1585531; 30 cal carbine. Gun has under wood bbl dated 9-44 w/ nice
parkerized finish, round bolt, 2 rivet hand guard, I cut stock w/nice boxed
RIA/FB cartouche. Comes w/3 mag pouches, belt & 1 extra magazine.
Overall a very nice M1 WWII carbine. 700.00 - 900.00

194 Quality Hardware M1 Carbine
Ne

#1146407; 30-06. Bbl marked SA8-44. Receiver is cut for Pedersen
device w/parkerized & blue metal. Gun has full C stock & bores is dark,
otherwise in nice condition. 500.00 - 700.00

195 US Springfield 1903 Mark I Military Rifle
Ne

#G30503; 303 cal. w/matching bolt. Std No 4 w/sniper designation &
period scope bases & T marking on receiver. Gun has good bore & metal
is spotted brown to grey patina. Gun is in good surplus condition &
handguard has visible crack but remains solid. 500.00 - 700.00

196 British No 4 MK1 T Sniper Rifle
Ne

#1685; 7mm. Std config. w/matching bolt & nice Brazilian crest on
receiver, bore is bright & wood is good w/light import mark at muzzle.
Overall in very good surplus condition. 500.00 - 700.00

197 Brazilian 1935 Mauser Military Rifle
Ne

#G0550; 7mm. Gun has matching bolt & other matching numbers w/bright
bore good original finish & very clean walnut sock. No visible import
marks & in very fine surplus condition. 500.00 - 700.00

198 Argentine Model 1909 Military Mauser
Ne

9 Pocket Eagle Snap cartridge belt in nice condition & includes 90 rds of
WWII 30-06 ammo.

199 Rare US Eagle Snap Cartridge Belt w/30-06 US Ammo
Ne

#3206 on brass handle w/9" cruciform style blade. Overall in nice
condition for age & a very scarce bayonet.

200 Rare British Model 1836 Vivian Bayonet
Ne

marked w/Jinsen arsenal mark. Crude 15 1/2" blade & measures 19 1/4"
overall. Blade is unfullered & has plain wood grips w/no attachment
groove for a rifle. These were made to attach to poles or spears to protect
Japans main land from invasion. Includes wooden scabbard which is
cracked but solid.

201 Japanese Last Ditch Pole Bayonet
Ne

16" blade & measures 20 3/8" overall. Left side of blade is marked.
Remington Arms Co. Ilion N.Y. & is in nice overall condition.

202 Remington Marked M1899 Bayonet
Ne

LOT #

279987 blade is finished bright & SA 1908 dated w/wood handles, canvas
wrapped scabbard & leather tip. In very nice original condition.

203 Fine 1908 dated Springfield Arsenal 1903 Bayonet
Ne

14" meat cleaver blade & dated 1931 & marked CSA which stands for
CHEFS SERVICS ASSOCIATION. This is a scarce bayonet tool which
was issued to front line cooks in WWII, if you believe that we have a
bridge to sell you!

204 WWII M1 Garand Cooks Bayonet
Ne

blade only measures approx. 16 1/2" & handle is absent. Comes
w/wooden scabbard in poor condition. This style knife was heavily used
by forces in the Philippines & indigenous troops.

205 WWII Philippines BOLO Knife
Ne

all deactivated in fair to rough condition, one has an Eastern front frag
shield.

206 Lot of 3 WWII German Potato Masher Grenades
Ne

parts kits from 2 grease guns & magazines.
207 Lot of Torch Cut US M4 Grease Guns
Ne

made by Meyer of West Germany, blade is etched w/name Allen
Skillicorn, in nice overall condition.

208 USMA Military Dress Sword
Ne

blade is starting to have finish peal off in center section, otherwise in
good condition, comes w/knot & hanger which shows some repair.

209 WWII Nazi Army Dagger
Ne

both are in good condition w/aluminum buttons & overall in nice condition
210 Pair WWII German Splinter Pattern Shelter Halves
Ne

Remington Peters Police Ammunition Poster measures 22"x17"; 
2 - Winchester Model 70 Advertisement measures approx. 25 1/2"x9";
Winchester Buffalo Bill Metal sign measures approx. 18 1/2"x28" &
original WWII War Bonds Poster measures approx. 22"x28"

211 Military & Firearms Advertisement Lot
Ne

#9673; 8mm. Coded ac44, bolt has different number. Gun has threaded
muzzle, laminate wooden stock set & post war sling. Magazine is marked
K43 w/aye makers code, gun has bright bore & mechanically gun is good
w/sniper scope rail on right side & no visible import marks. Stock has few
extra holes from former sling swivels, but overall a good & desirable semi
automatic WWII German Military rifle. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00

212 German G43 Semi Automatic Military Rifle
Ne
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#22838; 6.5mm. Std military config. Gun has 1945 marked receiver
w/some light spot on metal, but good overall condition. Import marked at
muzzle & overall in good surplus condition. 700.00 - 900.00

213 Swedish Ljungman Semi Auto Military Rifle
Ne

#4031153; 30-06 Bbl is marked RA9-43. Gun has bright bore & nice
parkerized finish & clean walnut stock w/various cartouche marks on left
side. Overall a very fine WWII 03-A3 w/period US bayonet. 700.00 -
900.00

214 US Remington 03-A3 Military Rifle
Ne

#1018675; 30-06. E-18 marked bbl w/shiny bore. Metal is blued & grey on
edges w/very clean walnut stock set & canvas sling. Includes Remington
1917 bayonet & scabbard, overall a very nice WWI Military rifle &
bayonet. 600.00 - 800.00

215 Fine US 1917 Eddystone Rifle & Bayonet
Ne

#4881; 7.62x39 cal. Std config. In very nice surplus condition w/folding
bayonet. Approx. 8,000 were manufactured in the 1960's. 600.00 - 800.00

216 Egyptian Rasheed Military Rifle
Ne

#2144;  7.62x54 std config. 1941 dated & wood is good. Gun is lightly
import marked on right side & overall a very fine WWII Russian semi
automatic rifle. 800.00 - 1,200.00

217 Russian SVT40 Semi Auto Rifle
Ne

#1610; 7.62x54R. 1941 chamber date & in nice surplus condition. Lightly
import marked on right side & includes sling, oiler & cleaning tools w/a
good bore. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

218 Russian SVT40 WWII Semi Auto Military Rifle
Ne

Plastic practice ammo
219 Approx 3,400 rds Surplus 9mm Luger  (BB)
Ne

220 Approx 225 rds of 7.62x54 Russian Surplus Ammo (H)
Ne

221 Approx 950 rds of Asst. Military Surplus 45 ACP(D)
Ne

222 Approx. 230 rds of 8mm Surplus Mauser Ammo (I)
Ne

223 Approx 430 rds of 8mm clean Surplus Ammo in can(F)
Ne

224 Approx. 520 rds of 8mm Mauser Surplus Ammo (G)
Ne

225 460 rds Surplus Brazilian 30-06 Ammo (GG)
Ne

LOT #

226 4,000 rds of REM 22LR Ammo in can (A)
Ne

Denver 42 & 43 head stamps
227 Approx. 480 rds WWII era 30-30 in can (C)
Ne

228 Crate w/880 rds of Russian 7.62x54 Ammo (L)
Ne

229 Crate w/1,100 rds Chinese Norinco 7.62x39 Ammo(M)
Ne

230 Crate w/1,100 rds Chinese Norinco 7.62x39 Ammo(K)
Ne

231 2,000 rds(crate) Chinese Norinco 9mm Luger Ammo(J)
Ne

2- 30 cal canisters
232 400 rds of Surplus 7.62 NATO Ammo (KK)
Ne

2 - 30 cal Canisters
233 400 Rds of Surplus 7.62 NATO Ammo (JJ)
Ne

#132-93544; 218 BEE. 26" bbl. w/checkered walnut stock & gun is NIB
condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

234 NIB Ruger No 1 in 218 BEE
Ne

#01911PR6C7; 348 cal. 20" carbine bbl w/checkered pistol grip stock,
silver finished engraved receiver & golden accents. Gun is in NIB
condition. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00

235 Browning Model 71 High Grade 348WCF Carbine
Ne

#G1555656; 7mm Mauser. 22" blued featherweight bbl & checkered
walnut  stock. Gun is  is NIB. 600.00 - 800.00

236 Winchester Model 70XTR 7mm Mauser
Ne

#02398PT697; 45-70. 1 of 3,000. silver finished engraved receiver
w/golden accents. NIB condition. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00

237 Browning 1886 High Grade 45-70 Rifle
Ne

#G1801740; 6.5x55 Swede. 22" bbl. w/blued finish & featherweight stock.
Gun is in like new in box condition. 700.00 - 900.00

238 NIB Winchester 70 XTR Featherweight in 6.5x55 cal
Ne

#100UT0091; 22LR. 24" bbl blued metal w/checkered wood stock. Bbl is
marked  Utah Centennial 1896-1996. Gun is NIB. 600.00 - 800.00

239 NIB Winchester Model 52 Utah Comm. Rifle
Ne
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#5466884; 30-30. Deluxe Model w/fancy checkered stock. Gun is NIB
condition w/hang tag. 600.00 - 800.00

240 Deluxe Winchester Model 94AE XTR 30-30 Rifle NIB
Ne

#BS5375; 22LR. Blued finish w/24" bbl, checkered walnut stock & gun is
NIB condition. 600.00 - 800.00

241 NIB Winchester L52 22 cal Rifle
Ne

#C730; 22LR. w/finger groove Sporter stock along w/Canadian Cent.
metal & engraving on receiver. Gun is NIB condition. 400.00 - 500.00

242 NIB Ruger 10-22 Canadian Centennial Rifle
Ne

#35AMN05315; 243 cal. 22" bbl. w/blued metal & featherweight walnut
stock. Gun is NIB condition. 500.00 - 650.00

243 NIB Model 70 Winchester 243 Featherweight
Ne

#BBS002073R; 44 Mag. 17" bbl w/large loop, checkered walnut stock &
is in NIB condition. 500.00 - 700.00

244 NIB Henry Big Boy 44 Magnum Carbine
Ne

#14477MZ121; 20 ga. 28" vent rib
 bbl w/INV chokes, walnut stock & is NIB condition. 400.00 - 500.00

245 Browning BPS 20 ga Field Model Pump
Ne

#ZG06295; 30-30. Zane Grey Century Rifle NIB gun w/original hang tag.
A nice example of a scarce Marlin Commemorative. 700.00 - 900.00

246 Marlin Zane Grey Comm. Rifle
Ne

#12815; 12 ga. 30" bbls FULL/IMP/MOD. Gun appears to be NIB
condition & has not been upgraded w/std. recall items. There is some rust
on edges of wood from storage, aside from rust gun appears to be NIB.
800.00 - 1,200.00

247 Remington Model 3200 O/U Spec Trap Shotgun
Ne

#N327864; 357 cal. 5" bbl w/blued metal & case colored trigger &
hammer. Gun is in very fine lightly handled condition & comes in wood
presentation box. 900.00 - 1,100.00

248 Smith & Wesson Model 27-2 357 Revolver
Ne

#N793554; 357 Magnum. 5 7/8" bbl. w/blued finish & gun has some spots
& marks mainly from long term storage. Comes w/rubber grips & wooden
case, is mechanically good & should clean up better w/some TLC. 650.00
- 800.00

249 Smith & Wesson 27-2 357 Magnum Revolver
Ne

LOT #

#N62462; 45 ACP. 6 3/8" bbl. Gun has some storage issues w/lightly
spotted metal & mold on grips. Mechanically gun is good & should clean
up good w/some TLC. Comes w/wooden presentation box. 500.00 -
700.00

250 Smith & Wesson 25-2 45 ACP Revolver
Ne

#N752780; 44 Magnum. 8 3/8" bbl. Exterior of the gun especially right
side is lightly spotted from poor storage. Mechanically gun is good &
should cleanup better w/some TLC. Comes w/wooden presentation box.
600.00 - 800.00

251 Smith & Wesson Model 29-2 44 Magnum Revolver
Ne

#93 27400; 7.62x39. Thumbhole stock & in NIB condition. Comes
w/sling, magazine & accessories. 300.00 - 400.00

252 NIB Noricno SKS Sporter
Ne

#JT015402; 5.56 cal. w/18 1/2" bbl w/muzzle break, quad rail w/flat top,
VERSA pod attached & Laser Max sight on right side. Gun features
folding butt stock assembly & is in very nice, used condition. 1,250.00 -
1,750.00

253 SIG Sauer 5.56 Rifle
Ne

#A28286L; 12 ga. 18" CYL bbl w/3" chamber, ext magazine & tactical
sights. In very fine lightly handled condition. 450.00 - 600.00

254 Beretta Model 1201FP 12 ga Home Defense Shotgun
Ne

#DSF006516;  223 HBAR Upper on DSA Model ZM4 receiver w/magpul
pistol grip & adj butt, in very nice, lightly used condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00

255 Colt HBAR AR Rifle
Ne

#01290; 9mm carbine. 16 1/2" bbl. w/threaded muzzle, vertical fore grip &
adjustable rear stock. Mfg by Weaver Arms & is in new condition. 750.00
- 1,000.00

256 Night Hawk 9mm Carbine w/Folding Stock
Ne

#126760; 223 cal. 14" heavy weight bbl w/wood grips & plastic forearm.
Gun has 3-9x Burris scope & is in good used condition w/some light
marks from use. 500.00 - 600.00

257 Thompson Center 223 cal Contender Pistol
Ne

#945335; 22 Mag. Bolt action pistol topped w/BSA scope & comes in soft
case w/2 magazines. In very fine, like new condition. 200.00 - 300.00

258 Savage 502 22 Magnum Pistol
Ne

#391; 26" 28 ga bbl w/good bores & ejectors, strong exterior blue, gun's
weight w/28 ga bbl is approx. 6lbs.
26" 20 ga bbl has bright bores, ejectors & strong original blue. The gun
has satin coin finished receiver w/single trigger & straight grip checkered

259 Hatfield Custom 28/20 ga 2 Bbl Set
Ne
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stock. LOP is approx. 14 3/8" & DAH is approx. 2.1/8". Comes in a
custom leather & canvas case & overall is a fine custom made Dbl Bbl
shotgun set. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

in like new condition w/original box. Scope has gloss finish & standard
reticle.

260 Leupold VXIII 2.5-8x Rifle Scope
Ne

Scope w/fine cross hairs & blued finish w/some light marks on outside
from use. But overall a good high magnification Leupold Target scope.

261 Leupold 36x Target Scope
Ne

Scope has illuminated reticle w/matte black finish, adj style turrets &
cross hairs w/hash marks. In good used condition no battery to determine
if illuminated cross hairs work (B)

262 Leupold Vari XIII 3.5-10 Long Range Scope
Ne

Gloss black finish & in nice used condition w/fine cross hairs & mil dot
center (A)

263 Leupold Vari XIII 3.5-10x Target Scope
Ne

Scope w/matte black finish, fine cross hairs w/center dot, in good used
condition. Right cap is absent (C)

264 Leupold Vari XIII 3.5-10x 50mm Scope
Ne

Gloss finish w/std reticle & has few light scratches & marks, overall in
nice used condition.

265 Leupold VXIII 3.5-10x scope
Ne

matte black finish & in very nice used condition.
266 Leupold Vari XII 3-9x Scope
Ne

black finish w/std reticle & in nice used condition.
267 Bausch & Lomb 4-16x 50mm Rifle Scope
Ne

6-24x w/good optics & fine cross hair. Includes mount & original box.
Comes w/1.5-4.5 Weaver scope.

268 Bausch & Lomb BAL var 24 Rifle Scope Lot
Ne

measures 9 1/2" w/canvas case & pop up tri-pod.
269 Leupold 25x50mm Compact Gold Ring Spotting Scope
Ne

270 Pair of Ziess Military EDF 7x40 Binoculars
Ne

#RA09505C; 223 cal. w/checkered wood stock, detachable magazine &
gun is NIB condition. 400.00 - 500.00

271 NIB Remington Model 783 223 cal Rifle
Ne

LOT #

#UM696986; 12 ga. 24" vent rib bbl which is ported w/turkey choke. Gun
is in very fine lightly used condition in original box. 250.00 - 350.00

272 Mossberg Crown Grade Woodlands Camo 835 Turkey Spc
Ne

LS22609; 30-30. Std comm. config & is NIB. Gun includes special
Commemorative book Texas Guns & History serial numbered to the gun.
600.00 - 800.00

273 Winchester Lone Star Comm. Rifle & Book
Ne

#12AZN41975; 12 ga. Field Nickel finished receiver. 3" chamber 8" ribbed
bbl. w/3 INV choke tubes. Gun in NIB. 300.00 - 400.00

274 NIB Winchester Super X Pump Shotgun
Ne

#J015209; 22 cal. Gun has checkered walnut stock & mfg in Canada.
NIB condition. 400.00 - 500.00

275 NIB Winchester Model 490 22 Semi Auto Rifle
Ne

#12AZN41974; 12 ga. Field Nickel finished receiver. 3" chamber 8" ribbed
bbl. w/3 INV choke tubes. Gun in NIB. 300.00 - 400.00

276 NIB Winchester Super X Pump Shotgun
Ne

#34461; 22 cal. Bolt action w/blued finish & checkered walnut stock. Gun
is in NIB condition. 300.00 - 400.00

277 Charles Daley Bolt Action 22 Rifle
Ne

#12AZN41967; 12 ga. Field Nickel finished receiver. 3" chamber 8" ribbed
bbl. w/3 INV choke tubes. Gun in NIB. 300.00 - 400.00

278 NIB Winchester Super X Pump Shotgun
Ne

#35AMP03986; 270 cal. 2008 Limited Edition Featherweight w/checkered
walnut stock, blued finish &  engraved floor plate. Gun is NIB condition &
comes w/leather sling. 600.00 - 800.00

279 NIB Winchester 70 Featherweight Deluxe 270 cal
Ne

#AH49584; 12 ga. 3 1/2" chamber & 28" vent rib bbl w/composite stock.
Gun is in nice used condition & includes original hard case, choke tubes
& sling. 500.00 - 700.00

280 Franchi 912 Variomax 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

#3830086; 30-06. bbl is marked  SA6-45 w/ME of 1 & TE of 2. Gun has
nice cartouche on stock & comes w/CMP case & certificate. 700.00 -
900.00

281 CMP M1 Garand Rifle
Ne

#2552072; 30-06. Bbl is Springfield & gun has H&R 1-54 stock w/ME of 2
& TE of 2. Comes w/CMP case & paperwork. 700.00 - 900.00

282 CMP M1 Garand Rifle
Ne
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#CMH042141; 223 cal. HBAR bbl. In very nice, lightly used condition.
Includes original case, magazine, sling & original pistol grip. Overall very
nice lightly handled condition. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00

283 Colt Match Target HBAR AR Rifle
Ne

284 Mix of  Approx. 3,000 rd of 22 LR Ammo in can (B)
Ne

285 460 rds Surplus Brazilian 30-06 Ammo (HH)
Ne

286 420 count Surplus 8mm Mauser Ammo (DD)
Ne

287 200 rds of Surplus 308 Ammo in Bandoleers (FF)
Ne

288 420 count Surplus 8mm Mauser Ammo (EE)
Ne

289 2,000 rds of Remington 22LR Ammo (II)
Ne

290 1,440 Surplus  7.62x39 Ammo(AA)
Ne

291 440 count Case 7.62x54R Ammo (CC)
Ne

292 200 rds of Surplus 30-06 Brazilian Ammo (ZZ)
Ne

293 1,000 rds Surplus 303 British in wooden crate (XX)
Ne

294 Approx 900 rds of Surplus 7.62x39 Ammo (SS)
Ne

295 Approx. 350 rds of Surplus 308 Ammo (RR)
Ne

296 Approx. 335 rds of Surplus 308 Ammo (OO)
Ne

2- 30 cal ammo cans
297 Approx. 500 rds Suprlus Belted 308 Ammo (PP)
Ne

4+ mixed kinds of assorted 9mm Luger Ammo
298 Approx 1,600 Asst. Surplus 9mm Luger Ammo (E)
Ne

repacked in US bandoleers
299 Approx 600 rds 303 British Ammo on Clips (WW)
Ne

Single Action #1454PM;   Python #1454PY;  Dragoon #1454DG;  All 3
guns are in std. comm config & in new un-handled condition. The guns
come in wooden presentation case & it is in very fine condition, includes
Samuel Colt book. Overall an attractive comm. set. 4,000.00 - 5,000.00

300 Colt Bicentennial Heritage 3 Gun Commemorative Set
Ne

LOT #

Black Powder #31562; 44 cal. Std config, blue & case colored w/ brass
frame. Gun has few light marks from handling, but overall very fine
condition & comes in original box. 400.00 - 600.00

301 Colt Black Box 1st Model Dragoon Revolver
Ne

Black Powder. #25624; 44 cal. Blued & case colored w/brass frame. Gun
is in new condition w/some marks from storage. Comes in original box &
is in very good condition overall. 400.00 - 600.00

302 Colt Black Box 2nd Model Dragoon Revolver
Ne

Black powder set includes 2 1860 Army Revolvers #1250US & #US1250;
both are blue & case colored, includes a detachable shoulder stock, bullet
mold & powder flask. Comes in a walnut presentation case & includes
both original pistol boxes. Both are in very fine, lightly handled new
condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

303 Colt United States Cavalry Comm. Revolver Set
Ne

Black Powder. #10273;  44 cal. America Remembers Commemorative
w/gold & silver Native American decorations. Gun 81 of 300. Gun is like
new in glass & wood display case. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

304 Special Comm Spirit of American Indian Colt Walker
Ne

Colt SA Army #1192WC; 44-40 7 1/2" bbl. Metal is blued & case colored
w/extensive gold decoration.
Winchester Model 94 #1192WC; 44-40. Blued w/case colored lever &
fancy High Grade Walnut stock w/golden decoration on bbl & receiver.
Both come in oak presentation case. Case does have finish loss on top &
a fine as new commemorative set. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

305 Winchester/Colt Comm Set of 44/40 Firearms
Ne

Black powder. #565; 36 cal. w/9" bbl. Blued metal & wood grips, in very
good, lightly handled condition. Comes w/wooden case which includes
tools, accessories, capper & powder loader. 500.00 - 600.00

306 Navy Arms Replica Colt Patterson Revolver
Ne

Black Powder. #1096; 44 cal. Walker replica w/blued metal & case
colors. Gun has some light spots from age & handling, but overall in good
used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

307 Replica Arms Walker Percussion Revolver
Ne

#82002; 44WCF. 4 3/4" blued bbl. case colored frame & wood grips.
Cylinder seems to have some excess play & may need to be tuned,
otherwise in good used condition w/mixed scratches & marks. 300.00 -
400.00

308 44WCF Uberti Single Action Replica
Ne
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Black Powder. # 800;  36 cal Blue & case colored w/black frame. In very
fine, lightly handled condition w/few small spots from storage & includes a
wooden case w/tools. 300.00 - 400.00

309 Italian 1862 Replica Colt
Ne

Black Powder. #D26569; 36 cal. w/brass frame, blued bbl & engraving
Gun is NIB, includes presentation case & tools. 100.00 - 200.00

310 1851 Navy Black Powder Pistol w/case
Ne

Black Powder 45 cal Flintlock pistol w/approx 9 1/2" bbl brass tack wood
& in nice condition.
45 cal Target Percussion Pistol w/metal in white & spotted, otherwise in
good used condition. 200.00 - 300.00

311 Pair of Replica Black Powder Plains Pistols
Ne

Black Powder. #568714; 44 cal. Gun is NIB w/engraved nickel plated
brass frame & ivory style grips w/Wild Bill Hickok decoration. 200.00 -
300.00

312 Pietta Bill Hickok 1851 Navy BP Revolver
Ne

Black Powder. 1860 Army #45837; 44 cal w/brass frame & blued finish.
In like new condition.
Black Powder copy of 1851 Navy #C14887;  36 cal. Comes w/original
box & is in good used condition w/some spots. 200.00 - 300.00

313 Pair of Colt Style Italian BP Revolvers
Ne

Black Powder. #R300079; 44 cal. SS finish & gun is NIB. 150.00 - 250.00
314 Pietta 1858 SS New Model BP Revolver
Ne

Antique. 38 cal. Schuetzen style offhand target rifle. w/30" oct bbl & good
rifled bore. Bbl is marked J Meunier Milwaukee which is partially covered
by rear sight.  Gun has checkered walnut Schuetzen style stock w/dbl
triggers & includes brass ball starter & target sights. Overall in very nice
condition for age. Meunier rifles were produced circa 1850-1890 any
many are considered to be the finest Target Rifles of that era. 2,500.00 -
3,500.00

315 J. Meunier Milwaukee WI Schuetzen Rifle
Ne

Antique. Lock is marked Panchaud A Lausanne w/40 cal. 32" oct bbl &
bore shows good rifling. Gun has dbl triggers & period target sights
w/decorative stock. Muzzle is recessed w/horn cap on the end of stock &
wood is good w/some repairs visible along bbl channel toward muzzle &
later horn rest attached. Overall in very nice condition for age. 1,250.00 -
2,000.00

316 Fine Swiss Schuetzen Rifle
Ne

LOT #

Antique. 30 cal cartridge gun w/30 1/4" oct, fluted bbl. & matted rib. Bore
is bright & bbl is marked G. FISGH PFAFFENHOFEN Receiver is heavily
engraved & case colored w/dbl set triggers & ornate Schuetzen butt
stock. Wood is good & metal is very good w/only small spots mixed.
Overall a very fine & original Schuetzen rifle. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

317 Fine German Schuetzen Rifle
Ne

Antique. 30" oct bbl w/false muzzle & ball starter. gun has Redfield
receiver sight & hooded front w/spirit level. This gun was stocked by Ted
Dunnam & made for Kevin Tinney w/brass furniture case colored lock &
hammer,  palm rest & in very fine lightly used condition. 1,000.00 -
1,500.00

318 E. C. Swain 33 cal. Schuetzen Rifle
Ne

Black Powder. bbl measures 31" & is 1 1/2" across at flats. Bbl is marked
J.J Henry Boulton & has walnut stock w/false muzzle, in good overall
condition. Includes a tool box of accessories, including ball starter, patch
cutter, molds & related gear. This historic slug gun was previously owned
by Elmer Keith, Hervey Lovell, Jim Croft, Jim Chapman & Phil Orem.
Also includes a folder full of documents from past shooters, owners along
w/some of the targets fired throughout the years. A great chance to own a
very historic slug gun. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00

319 J.J Henry 49 cal Slug Gun w/Accessories
Ne

Black Powder. 24" round bbl. w/approx. 1 3/8 in diameter. Metal is in the
white, walnut stock, brass butt & includes false muzzle, ball starter, patch
cutter, bullet swags & molds. Overall in very nice condition, weighs
approx. 15 lbs w/false muzzle & ball starter. 750.00 - 1,250.00

320 22 cal Armbruster Slug Gun
Ne

Black Powder. 36 cal w/ 24 1/4" round bbl & approx. 1 3/8" in diameter.
Gun has wooden stock & brass butt, includes false muzzle, bullet starter,
bullet swags, bbl rests & some cast slugs. In overall nice condition &
weighs 18 lbs w/false muzzle. 750.00 - 1,250.00

321 36 cal Armbruster Slug Gun
Ne

Black Powder. 31" oct bbl. & approx. 1 1/2" across flats & marked P.A.
Reinhard Loudonville Ash. Co. O 1879 Cast Steel.  Has checkered walnut
stock & brass butt plate & is in nice overall condition, weighs approx. 18
lbs w/false muzzle. This gun includes tools & accessories, ball starter
patch cutters, bullet swag, etc 1,000.00 - 2,000.00

322 P.A. Reinhard 45 cal Slug Gun
Ne

Black Powder. 52 cal bore & has 32 1/4" round bbl which is 1 3/4" in
diameter. Includes a ball starter. Bbl is marked J. Mclemore & is in good
condition & comes w/Debrusson action. Gun is in nice condition & does
not include additional tools, bbl weight w/false muzzle is 21 lbs. 750.00 -
1,250.00

323 Mclemore Slug Gun w/Debrusson Action
Ne
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Black Powder. 27" round bbl. & 1 1/2" in diameter. Gun has false muzzle
& ball starter, includes bullet mold & other accessories. Weight w/false
muzzle is approx. 23 1/2 lbs. 750.00 - 1,250.00

324 Crowley 38 cal Slug Gun
Ne

Black Powder. gun weight 61 lbs w/false muzzle.  Gun has a 28" oct to
round heavily sleeved bbl. w/brown patina. This gun includes the false
muzzle, ball starter, bullet swags, patch cutter, cast bullets & molds. This
gun was made by Haalck Sutton Stocked & is in nice condition. NO
SHIPPING, PICK UP ONLY ITEM

325 R. Haalck Old Earth Quake 54 cal Slug Gun
Ne

Black Powder. 31" oct bbl. & 1 1/4" across flats w/bright rifled bore &
includes false muzzle & ball starter. Gun has plain pistol grip walnut stock
& dbl set triggers w/rear lollipop style peep sight & modern adj. front
target sight. Accessories include patch cutter, nipples, cast slug, bullet
swag, etc. Overall in nice condition & weighs 14 1/2 lbs w/false muzzle.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00

326 J. R. Miller 36 cal. Slug Gun
Ne

Black Powder. 26" round bbl & approx. 1 1/8" in diameter w/dbl triggers,
brass style receiver & walnut stock set. Gun has Redfield receiver sight &
case includes ball starter, false muzzle, bullet swag, reloading tools &
related small items. The unique case measures approx. 43" long by 10
1/2" wide w/4" ext for bbl. Overall in good condition & an interesting
vintage slug gun cased gun, weight is 14lbs w/ball starter & false muzzle.
Case also include some old targets, notes & history of the gun. 750.00 -
1,250.00

327 Cased Lester Cox 30 cal Slug Gun
Ne

Black Powder. 28" round bbl & approx. 2" diameter. Includes ball starter
& mounted on customized Ruger No. 1 action. This gun includes ball
starter, bullet sways, patch cutter, bbl rest & bullet molds, in good
condition & weighs approx. 27 1/2 lbs  w/false muzzle. 750.00 - 1,250.00

328 38 cal. Bassett Slug Gun on Ruger No. 1 Action
Ne

Black Powder. 29 1/2" round bbl & approx. 1 1/2" diameter. Gun has false
muzzle & wooden stock & utilizes a Ruger No. 1 action. Includes false
starter, bullet swag, patch cutter, bbl rest & other associated tools. 750.00
- 1,250.00

329 33 cal Bassett Slug Gun w/Ruger No 1 Action
Ne

Antique #149204; appears to have centerfire conversion & std config. Bbl
is grey & brown, heavily pitted & bore is poor. Mechanically good & brass
frame is solid, butt stock has been sanded & overall a good example of a
1866 Winchester Carbine. 2,500.00 - 3,500.00

330 Winchester 1866 Saddle Ring Carbine
Ne

LOT #

Antique. #110995; 38-56. Mfg in 1897 in std Saddle Ring config & metal
has been re-blued over visible pits & marks on receiver & bbl.
Mechanically good & bore is weak. Saddle ring stock is solid but shows
some heavy wear patterns on forearm & left side of butt stock has some
circle star marks possibly old ranch designation. A good example of a
very rare 1886 SRC. 2,500.00 - 3,500.00

331 Winchester 1886 Saddle Ring Carbine
Ne

Antique. #12234; 45-60. Std Saddle Ring config. Metal is spotted grey &
brown w/some small pitting in areas. Top tang has been broken &
repaired. Stock set is a replacement wood front & back. Still a fair
example of a rare Winchester. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00

332 Winchester 1876 Saddle Ring Carbine
Ne

Antique. #68727; 40-82, 1894 mfg. w/No 3 30" oct bbl. Bore is fair
w/pitting, case colored receiver is faded silver w/mixed spot overall, blued
bbl is spotted sliver & brown. Wood is solid & mechanically gun is ok.
800.00 - 1,500.00

333 Winchester 1885 Highwall in 40-82 cal
Ne

#Antique. #3788; chambered in 38 Ballard Extra Long w/28" oct. bbl. &
fair bore. Mechanically gun is good & has brown to grey spotted metal
even patina. Wood is solid & good overall & includes a 38 cal bullet die.
750.00 - 1,000.00

334 Remington No 1 Sporting rifle in 38 Ballard
Ne

Antique. #135873; 38-56. Mfg in 1905 but classifies antique due to
caliber. Gun is equipped w/rare 32" bbl. Bore is good & gun has 2
magazine bands & retains fairly good original finish Receiver is worn grey
on bottom w/some pits on lever, frame edges & butt plate. Wood is good
& mechanically gun is crisp. A good example of a rare Special Order
1886. 3,000.00 - 4,000.00

335 Rare Winchester 1886 w/ Factory 32" Bbl.
Ne

Antique. #61087; 40-60. Mfg. in 1887. 28" oct bbl w/weak bore. Gun has
spotted brown patina w/mixed pits on bbl & receiver, mechanically ok &
wood is solid. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

336 Winchester 1876 40-60 cal Lever Action Rifle
Ne

Antique. 30" oct to round bbl w/good rifled bore & Goulcher lock &
unmarked bbl. Gun has period front & rear target sights, unique square
back action, single trigger, walnut stock w/brass decoration, brass butt
plate & iron trigger guard. Gun is in nice condition for age & includes
period ball starter. 750.00 - 1,250.00

337 47 cal. Civil War Era Sniper Rifle
Ne
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Black Powder.Gun has bright rifled bore w/bbl & lock marked J. wurfflein
Philada & checkered walnut stock, brass butt plate, dbl set triggers &
front & rear target sights. Overall in good condition for age. 1,000.00 -
15,000.00

338 J. Wurfflein Percussion 40 cal. Target Rifle
Ne

Black Powder. 40 cal rifled bore w/32 1/2" bll & 1 1/8" across
flats,.Comes w/false muzzle. Bbl marked H Steven Watertown NY Cast
Steel located rear sight blank. Gun has walnut stock & brass furniture &
has single trigger, bbl is blue to brown patina & slightly rougher in the lock
area. Overall a good rifle for its ages & weighs approx. 14 1/2 lbs. 750.00
- 1,250.00

339 H.P Stevens Watertown NY Percussion Target Rifle
Ne

Black Powder. 40 cal w/30" oct bbl  approx. 1 1/8" across flats. Lock is
marked H. Pierce Ohio & bbl marked H. Pierce Grafton, Ohio. Gun has
walnut stock w/brass & silver decoration & small square patch box. A
unique single set trigger & lollipop style rear sight along w/vintage hooded
target sight. Includes brass ball starter & is in nice overall condition for
age, although wood has some visible repairs which are well done.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00

340 H. Pierce Grafton Ohio Percussion Target Rifle
Ne

Black Powder. 45 cal 2601/2" oct bbl7 approx 1" across at flats w/bright
rifled bore. Bbl is marked N. Lewis Maker Troy NY w/walnut half stock,
iron furniture, dbl triggers & lollipop rear target sight. Metal is spotted blue
to brown & gun is in overall good condition. 750.00 - 1,250.00

341 Nelson Lewis Troy NY 45 cal Percussion Rifle
Ne

Black Powder. 36 cal. rifled bore is in very good condition w/31 1/2" oct.
bbl. & 1" across at flat. Includes false muzzle & ball starter w/plain walnut
stock & dbl triggers. Gun has flip up lollipop sight & modern target front.
Overall in nice condition. 750.00 - 1,250.00

342 J.B. Miller Percussion Target Rifle
Ne

#176455; 32 WCF. Mfg in 1900 in std Saddle ring config w/spotted blue to
grey metal & bright bore. Wood is clean & a gun which should clean up
with some TLC. 750.00 - 1,250.00

343 Winchester 1892 Saddle Ring Carbine
Ne

#768295; 25-20. 24" oct bbl. w/good bore. Bbl & magazine retain good
original blue w/edge ware & mixed spots. Receiver is grey w/mixed spots
& wood is clean, mechanically gun is good & in fair overall condition.
750.00 - 1,250.00

344 Winchester Model 1892 25-20 cal Rifle
Ne

LOT #

Antique. #158079; 44 cal. Std Saddle Ring config. w/saddle ring removed.
Spotted grey metal overall. Bore is dark & gun is mechanically good.
Wood is fair, hand guard shows a full length crack on bottom, but remains
solid & in fair overall condition. 1,250.00 - 1,750.00

345 Winchester 1873 Saddle Ring Carbine
Ne

#137531; 22 Short .28" bbl w/good bore & spotted blue to brown patina.
Wood is good & gun is in fair overall condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00

346 Winchester 1885 "Winder" 22 Musket
Ne

#99434; 22LR. 1912 production. 28" round bbl. w/darker bore & spotted
blue to brown patina on metal. Gun is mechanically ok & wood is solid
w/typical scratches & marks w/visible crack upper & lower tang, absent
cleaning rod. 400.00 - 600.00

347 Winchester 1885 High Wall 22LR Musket
Ne

#425257; 30 Army. Gun has nice blue finish remaining & bright bore
w/typical edge wear & small marks. Comes w/Deluxe checkered walnut
stock & sling swivel studs have been added. Overall a very nice Deluxe
carbine. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00

348 Deluxe Winchester 1895 Carbine
Ne

Antique. #27794; 25 Stevens cal. w/26" oct bbl. & fair bore. Gun has
spotted grey to brown patina & is mechanically good. Solid original wood
w/typical scratches & marks. Overall a nice original Ballard single shot.
700.00 - 900.00

349 Marlin Ballard Single shot Rifle in 25 Stevens cal
Ne

Antique.  28 ga 31" dbl. bbls both having bright clean bores. The center
rib is marked Gun Maker for Royal Highness the Price of Wales, the
breech of the bbls are marked in gold Baker London w/gold accents &
each lock is marked Baker in gold. Gun has iron trigger guard is marked E
Baker for Ezekiel & has iron butt plate w/checkered stock & is in overall
fine condition. Flintlock mechanisms are in good working order. 5,000.00 -
7,500.00

350 Fine Baker 28 ga Prince of Wales Dbl Bbl Shotgun
Ne

#90990; 30 Army (30-06). 28" bbl. w/2 rear dovetail slots filled w/blanks,
good bore & good original blue on bbl, magazine & bolt. Receiver is faded
silver & wood is good, sling swivels have been added & includes Lyman
receiver sight on left side.  Overall a nice 1895 rifle. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

351 Winchester Model 1895 30 ARMY cal Rifle
Ne

Antique. 40 cal. 31" oct bbl. w/good bore & includes false muzzle & ball
starter.  Lock is marked R. Dunlap Jr Pittsburg & has period adj target
rear & hooded target front. Dbl. set triggers & iron furniture & overall in
very nice vintage condition. 750.00 - 1,250.00

352 R. Dunlap Jr Pittsburg Sharp Shooters Rifle
Ne
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#145689; 33WCF. mfg in 1908 w/good bore. 24" bbl w/half magazine &
receiver is blue to grey w/mixed light spots. Bbl has few mixed spots, gun
is mechanically good & wood is solid but upper toe of butt plate is broken.
Otherwise a good, used 1886 Lightweight Winchester. 800.00 - 1,200.00

353 Winchester Model 1886 33WCF Lightweight Rifle
Ne

Antique. 42 cal. 34" oct rifled bbl. bbl marked J. Craig Pittsburg & has
walnut stock, brass furniture, dbl triggers & is mechanically good. J. Craig
started in Pittsburgh as gun smith circa1840-1850's & followed the Gold
Rush West to CA in1857-1899. A nice example of a identified American
Plains rifle. 750.00 - 1,250.00

354 J. Craig Gold Rush Half Stock Plains Rifle
Ne

Black Powder. 20" oct. bbl & 1" across at flats w/bright rifled bore. Bbl is
marked NO 1275 & D.H. Hilliard, Cornish N.H. Gun has walnut stock,
bass furniture, single trigger w/target rear peep sight & overall in very nice
condition. 750.00 - 1,250.00

355 D.H. Hilliard 35 cal Underhammer Boys Target Rifle
Ne

Black Powder. Appears to be 38 cal. w/bright bore & oct bbl is 33" long &
1 5/8" across at flats. The false muzzle marked Addicks & gun has
unique skeletonized Addicks marked ball starter. Top flat of bbl is marked
J. Bean & left side flat is marked J.F.Brown Cast Steel. Case colored
frame is marked Wagner w/fine checkered walnut stock. Overall in nice
condition on a well made slug gun & weight w/false muzzle & ball starter
is approx. 30 lbs. 1,000.00 - 2,000.00

356 J. Bean/J.F. Brown Slug Gun
Ne

Black Powder. Approx. 38 cal bore w/32" oct bbl  &1 1/4" across at flats.
Bbl appears unmarked w/false muzzle & hooded front sight attached.
Walnut stock w/heavy metal forearm attachment & single trigger. Gun
includes a unique mechanical crank loading rod w/various small tools &
wooden bbl rest. A very interesting vintage Pickett rifle, custom fit case
measures 38 1/4" x 10 1/4" x4" tall & weight of the bbl & false muzzle is
approx. 13 lbs. 1,250.00 - 2,000.00

357 Cased Pickett Rifle w/Accessories
Ne

Black Powder. Round ball appears to be 56 cal. & has 39 1/2" round bbl
& 1 5/8" in diameter, includes false muzzle & scope base, in nice
condition. 40 cal. Slug bbl is 33" & 1 5/8" in diameter, includes false
muzzle. One action fits both guns w/unique thumbhole stock. The set
includes sights, tools for both bbl sets. Each bbl weighs approx. 22 lbs.
1,000.00 - 2,000.00

358 Morris Round Ball & Slug 2 Bbl Set
Ne

Black Powder. 28 " oct to round bbl w/diameter approx 1 7/8".  Bbl is
marked E. C. Swain & includes false muzzle & ball starter. There is no
stock or trigger assembly & tools include patch cutter, bullet swags &

359 44 cal Swain Slug Gun Bbl
Ne

LOT #
mold, Bbl & false muzzle weigh approx 21 lbs. 750.00 - 1,250.00

Black powder. 28" oct to round bbl & approx. 2" in diameter. Bbl is
marked 1-16 H. Llyod Resor Union City. IND .388-1955. In good overall
condition & includes false muzzle along w/unique ball starter, various
bullet molds patch cutter, bullet swags & removable nipple. Gun is wood
stocked w/rubber recoil pad, wood is fair & gun is in good used condition.
Weight w/stock & false muzzle approx 25lbs 750.00 - 1,250.00

360 Resor .388 cal Slug Gun Circa 1955
Ne

361 Approx 800 rds Surplus 7.62x39 Steel Case Ammo(TT)
Ne

362 Approx. 500 rds Surplus 308 Ammo (VV)
Ne

363 Approx. 500 rds Surplus 308 Ammo (UU)
Ne

364 2,000 rds (4 Bricks) Remington 22LR Ammo (QQ)
Ne

365 Approx 585 rds Surplus 8mm Ammo (MM)
Ne

366 Approx 840 rds Surplus 9mm Czech Ammo (NN)
Ne

367 Approx. 345 rds of Surplus 8mm Ammo (LL)
Ne

260 rds FMJ Ammo in box. & 3 bandoleers 60 rds each of Surplus 30-06.
Circa 1940's. Plus 36 M1 Garand Clips.

368 Lot of Surplus 30-06 Ammo & M1 Clips(U)
Ne

approx 850 rd of Steel Case 7.62x39 ammo & approx. 290 rds Mixed
copper 7.62x39 Ammo

369 Large lot of  Surplus 7.62x39  Ammo (R)
Ne

370 Approx. 495 rds 7.62x45 Czech Ammo (S)
Ne

265 rds of Surplus 308 or 7.62x51 Ammo;  plus  380 rds of 9x18 Makarov
ammo.

371 7.62x51/308 ammo & 9x18 Makarov Ammo Lot
Ne

approx. 500 rds
372 Lot of Surplus 7.62x51 NATO(308) Ammo(O)
Ne

most appears to be Lake City Ammo from the 50 & 60's
373 745 rds of Assorted 30 cal Carbine Ammo(V)
Ne
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374 Approx 1500 rds of 357 Magnum Reloads(W)
Ne

Antique. #811; 7.65mm. 7 1/2" bbl & receiver is marked WAFFENFABRK
LOEWE BERLIN &  D.R.P. No.75837 marked toggle. Bore is fair but has
some pitting visible & extractor is absent. Gun has numerous Crown/B,
Crown/G & Crown/U proof marks, the serial # 811 appears on all visible
parts including butt stock. Gun has good original blue finish overall
w/typical areas on grips fading grey to brown w/mixed light spots on bbl &
other metal parts. Wooden grips are solid & right grip has some chips &
the butt stock is nice overall w/matching numbers. Produced 1893-1899
w/approx. 3,000 mfg this was one of the first practical self loading pistols
& although not commercially successful, it is know as the predecessor of
the modern Luger pistol.  A fine example of a very desirable & historic
Semi Automatic pistol. 10,000.00 - 15,000.00

375 Rare C-93 Borschardt Pistol w/Shoulder Stock
Ne

#792215; 32 cal. Std. config. Good original blue w/some light spots &
original wooden grips are good. Gun Eagle L marked on rear bow of
trigger guard designating Police issue. A nice example of a desirable
WWII Police issued Mauser. 600.00 - 800.00

376 German Mauser Police Marked HSc Pistol
Ne

#247963; 45 ACP. Mfg in 1918 . Gun has circle JM cartouche on left
side, HP markings on bbl.,diamond checkered grips & original blue finish
which is fading grey or brown in different areas. Comes w/dual tone
magazine & mechanically gun is tight. A nice WWI automatic. 1,500.00 -
2,250.00

377 WWI Colt 1911 45 Pistol
Ne

#525; 9mm. G Code on frame designating 1935 production & toggle is
marked S/42. All numbers aside from magazine are matching & gun has
checkered wooden grips. Original blue to grey on edges w/holster wear.
Some straw colored parts have faded to silver, others remain in color.
Mechanically good & a gun is a nice example of a matching G date Luger
pistol. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00

378 Rare G Code Pre War Luger Pistol
Ne

#39648; 45 ACP. std military config US Property marked bbl. w/RAC
proof marks on frame, military style finish, plain wood grips & US marked
butt. Gun has some mixed spots & marks from use. Overall a nice, early
US Military revolver. 500.00 - 700.00

379 Colt 1909 Military 45 Pistol
Ne

#21685; 30 cal. 11 3/4" bbl. All visible numbers are matching plus hidden
grips  w/straw colored trigger, extractor & take down latch. Gun retains
much original blue w/typical wear on edges w/some spots & small pits are
present when bbl closely inspected.  The fore end is in nice original
condition w/some dents & marks. Front grip strap has faded silver from

380 Rare & Desirable 1902 Luger Carbine
Ne

LOT #
use w/ early dished toggle is DWM marked & unmarked extractor. Gun
has sliding 3 position rear sight & includes a period shoulder stock & horn
butt plate. The metal attachment on stock is not numbered. Overall a very
nice example of one of the most iconic hand guns from that period.
7,000.00 - 9,000.00

#1054; 9mm. Coded byf44 for Mauser production. Gun has good blue
finish & holster wear on edges. Comes w/war time magazine & is in
overall nice condition. 600.00 - 700.00

381 German Mauser P38 Military Pistol
Ne

#1459i; 9mm. Chamber is marked 42 & byf marked toggle. All numbers
are matching aside from magazine. P.08 is stamped on left side of frame
& gun has black plastic grips w/aluminum based magazine. Strong
original blue finish w/some light holster wear on edges, but overall a nice
example of the "Black Widow" luger pistol. 1,250.00 - 1,750.00

382 German P08 Black Widow WWII Luger
Ne

#7047; 30 cal. 4.75" bbl w/American Eagle crest on receiver & DWM
toggle. This gun has no "Germany" stampings or proof marks. Good
original blue finish w/standard holster wear on edges. Straw colored parts
retain their gold coloration & checkered walnut grips are original, matching
& in good overall condition. This gun falls in the known Bannerman serial
number range which is attributed to the last 1,000 guns which were
manufactured & designated specifically for US Military revolver tests. A
good example of a desirable & correct 1900 Test Luger. 4,000.00 -
6,000.00

383 American Eagle Test Luger
Ne

#1868; 9mm. All visible numbers are matching w/1937 chamber date &
S/42 toggle.  Good original blue w/some holster wear on edges & some
small spots. Straw colored parts are fading silver & gun is mechanically
good w/good bore. Comes w/1 non matching aluminum bottom mag & 1
non matching wood bottom mag. Brown Police style holster includes
takedown tool & 1937 makers mark w/early style waffenamt. Overall a
nice original 1937 dated Luger & holster. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00

384 1937 dated S/42 Luger & Holster
Ne

#4502; 30 cal. All visible numbers are matching aside from magazine.
Gun is in std config. & original blue has light spots mixed, scratches &
marks w/some pitting around grip area & grip safety visible. Aluminum
magazine has reproduction wood base & straw colored parts are toning
dark, but still a good example of a scarce contract Luger as only approx.
5,000 of this model were manufactured. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

385 1906 Brazilian Contract Luger
Ne

in nice overall condition.
386 Swiss Luger Holster & Shoulder Strap
Ne
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#2138470; 45 ACP. Std config w/FJA cartouche. Gun has strong original
finish & mechanically tight. A very nice WWII 45. 1,500.00 - 2,250.00

387 WWII Remington Rand A1 45 Pistol
Ne

#4442; 5 1/2" bbl. w/adj rear sight.  Frames are milled flat. Left flat of
chamber is marked w/DV. Bottom of bbl is marked Crown/AV. Approx.
5,000 of these manufactured in 1899. This model features the large ring &
overall is in good refinished condition w/replacement grips. All visible
numbers are matching & although refinished gun was professionally done
& not showing pitting or marks beneath the blue. A good example of a
rare Italian contract Mauser Broom handle. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00

388 1899 Flat Side Italian Contract Mauser Broomhandle
Ne

#2096; 1939 receiver date w/42 coded toggle. All visible numbers are
matching aside from magazine. Gun has nice original blue finish w/holster
wear on edges, checkered wood grips & overall a nice early WWII
German Luger. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

389 German 1939 Dated Luger Pistol
Ne

#981679; 45ACP. Gun has nice parkerized finish w/FJA cartouche.
Overall in very nice condition & includes a leather holster plus 2 additional
magazines w/leather pouch. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

390 US Ithaca 1911 A1 WWII 45 Pistol
Ne

#82768; 45 ACP. Std config. w/United States Property marked bbl.,
military cartouches & Army Model markings on butt. Original blue finish
w/mixed spots & scratches from age & use, gun is mechanically good.
500.00 - 700.00

391 Smith & Wesson Model 19-17 Military Revolver
Ne

#11368;  mfg in 1918. Gun has strong blued finish & right bow of trigger
guard marked 37, left bow E. Left side also marked E.E.C/Springfield
eagle head proof. Gun has clean diamond checkered walnut grips & P
marked bbl. w/some light edge wear & light scratches & or marks over its
dull blue finish. Overall gun looks to be a very good example of a scarce
& desirable WWI UMC 45 pistol. 8,000.00 - 10,000.00

392 Rare Remington "UMC" 1911 US Army Pistol
Ne

#V330475; 38 cal. Std config. w/parkerized finish & case colored trigger &
hammer. Gun has US Property markings on top of frame w/wood military
girps. In very nice overall condition. 500.00 - 700.00

393 Smith & Wesson Victory Model Revolver
Ne

#2386002; 45 ACP. Std config. w/cross cannon cartouche on right side &
FJA cartouche on left. Overall in nice used military condition. 1,000.00 -
1,250.00

394 United States Remington Rand 1911A1 45
Ne

LOT #

#26962; 45 ACP. This model is a Colt 1911A1 mfg in Argentina w/grey
parkerized finish & import marked on left side by magazine release. Gun
has rubber grips & is in nice surplus condition. 400.00 - 500.00

395 Argentine Sistema 1927 Military 45
Ne

#3779084; 30-06. FA6-95 30-06 marked bbl. Gun has ME of 3.5 & TE of
approx. 3. Parkerized metal & military stock is well worn but solid & in fair
overall condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00

396 US Springfield M1 Garand Rifle
Ne

#1027431; 30-06. bbl marked SA5-27. ME is approx. 3 & TE is approx. &
has darker bore, parkerized metal & scant style stock w/military
cartouches. Gun has some light spots on metal & is in fair overall
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

397 US Springfield 1903 Military Rifle
Ne

#13158; 30-06. Std config. bbl is marked W8-17 w/grey parkerized finish,
clean walnut stock & a good bore. Overall in very nice condition. 500.00 -
700.00

398 Winchester Model 1917 Military Rifle
Ne

#7002396; 30-06. bbl is dated 3-52 w/TE of approx. 3 & ME of 2.5. Gun
has nice parkerized finish, walnut stock & includes some 8 round clips &
rear peep sights. Stock is bedded for accuracy & gun is in overall in very
nice condition. 900.00 - 1,200.00

399 Springfield M1 Garand Rifle
Ne

#493403; 30-06. Bbl is marked W1-18. Muzzle area of bbl is pitted &
rough w/grey parkerized receiver & has nice walnut stock w/military &
Winchester cartouches. Overall a good WWI Winchester military rifle.
500.00 - 600.00

400 US Model 1917 Winchester Rifle
Ne

#359436; Std carbine config & metal is spotted & pitted grey finish. Gun
has correct carbine sight & hand guard w/faint 1901 cartouche in wood.
Stock has been drilled for additional sling swivels. A fair example of rare
Krag Carbine.

401 Springfield 1899 Krag Carbine
Ne

#174533; 30-40 Krag in std config w/good bore. Metal is brown to grey
patina w/mixed spots overall. 1898 cartouche & wood is fair but well worn
w/visible crack in but stock. Gun comes w/period brass muzzle cap.
400.00 - 600.00

402 Springfield 1898 Krag Military Rifle
Ne

403 2 Rifle Practice Grenades (A8)
Ne
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in good surplus condition.
404 Vietnam M77 Law Shoulder Fire Rocket Launcher
Ne

#31147; 7.62x54R. 1931 dated receiver & std config w/matching bolt &
pitted near muzzle, otherwise in good surplus condition & bore is good.
300.00 - 500.00

405 Early Russian Hex Receiver Nagant Rifle
Ne

#204903; 6.5 cal. Carl Gustaf 1907. Bolt & other visible numbers are
matching w/good bore & nice blued finish. Wood is good overall w/some
typical scratches & markings & import marked at muzzle. Overall a very
nice Swedish Military rifle. 400.00 - 500.00

406 Swedish 1895 Military Rifle
Ne

#9053; 303 British w/matching bolt in good surplus condition & import
marked at receiver. Gun has bright bore & wood is solid w/sling & 1907
dated bayonet, in good surplus condition. 400.00 - 500.00

407 British Mark III Military Rifle & Bayonet
Ne

#174335; 6.5 cal w/Gustaf marked receiver dated 1905. Gun has
matching bolt & numbers on gun, very clean surplus condition w/light
import mark at muzzle & good bore. Wood is very good & includes
bayonet & scabbard. A very fine Swedish Rifle. 500.00 - 700.00

408 Swedish Model 1896 Military Rifle & Bayonet
Ne

200280; 30-06. Std config. Bbl marked SA2-42. Gun has finger groove
stock & good bore w/lightly spotted grey to blue metal. Comes w/sling &
WWI RIA 1918 dated bayonet w/WWII scabbard. 400.00 - 600.00

409 US Rock Island Model 1903 Military Rifle
Ne

#K31287; 303 cal. Gun has matching bolt & good bore, in std surplus
condition w/spike bayonet & is 1944 dated. 300.00 - 500.00

410 British No 4 Mark I Military Rifle & Bayonet
Ne

#1304499; bbl marked SA1-63 me of approx 3 & TE of approx. 5
w/parkerized finish  & light import mark on left side of receiver. Stock is
solid but well worn & gun comes w/bayonet & scabbard. 800.00 -
1,000.00

411 Winchester M1 Garand Rifle
Ne

Panzer collar tabs, aluminum silverware, TENO Overseas hat, Edelweiss
pin & other paper & patches.

412 Lot of WWII Nazi Items
Ne

#10374; 8mm Nambu std config. dated 10.2 (Oct. 1927). Gun has good
original blue, lightly spotted,  straw colored trigger fading silver & grips are
solid but worn. Magazine does not match  but overall a good early Nambu
pistol. 500.00 - 700.00

413 Japanese Type 14 Small Trigger Guard Nambu Pistol
Ne

LOT #

#67701; 8mm Nambu. Std. config. w/plain wood grips & matching
magazine. Gun is dated 20.1(Jan 1945). Comes w/late war rubberized
holster which includes additional firing pin. Overall nice condition. 600.00
- 800.00

414 Late War Japanese Type 14 Nambu Pistol w/Holster
Ne

comes in original wooden case appears to be be fairly complete & in good
condition, crate has some damage

415 WWII Japanese Land Mine Training kit
Ne

#225711; cylinder has been shaved to accept 45 ACP. Gun has spotted
blue to parkerized finish & numerous military markings & proofs. Grips
are good & gun is mechanically good. 400.00 - 500.00

416 Webley Mark IV 45 cal Revolver
Ne

#ZB7583; 38 S&W. Gun has spur hammer for tank regiments & military
style finish, in good surplus condition. 350.00 - 450.00

417 Enfield No 2 Mark I Military Tanker Revolver
Ne

#292019P; 32 ACP. Gun is import marked & waffenamt. Gun has been
refinished & in fair, surplus good condition. 300.00 - 500.00

418 Walther PPK German Pistol
Ne

#243927; 25 ACP. Wood one piece grips are in good condition & metal
appears to be re-blued. Gun is fair condition overall 250.00 - 400.00

419 Mauser 25 ACP Pocket Pistol
Ne

8867; 25 ACP. 2" bbl w/blued finish & wearing spotted grey. Hard plastic
grips are solid & all markings are visible. Fair condition for age & a rare 25
ACP revolver. 300.00 - 400.00

420 Belgium made Clement's Patent 25ACP Revolver
Ne

#171843; 38 cal. Std config. w/blued finish & wooden grips. Wooden grips
have cartouche markings on both sides. Bbl is brown more grey than
frame & gun is mechanically good. A good example of an early US
Military revolver. 500.00 - 700.00

421 US Army Model 1901 38 cal Revolver
Ne

#19924a; 32ACP. Std config. w/waffenamt markings & war time wood
grips. Metal has some spots, but overall a good German occupation
pistol. 350.00 - 500.00

422 Nazi Marked Browning 1922 Pistol
Ne

#13011783; 7.62 Tokarev cal. dated 1966 w/original blue worn spotted
grey & brown. Magazine is mismatched & gun is not import marked.
Overall in solid bring back condition. 500.00 - 750.00

423 Vietnam Bring Back Chinese Type 54 Tokarev Pistol
Ne
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#29078; 25 ACP. Gun is in fair condition w/spots & marks, right grip is
broken & repaired at bottom.

424 MAB 6.35 Pocket Pistol
Ne

#229924; 45 ACP. Gun has Eagle head cartouche on frame & military
markings on butt, bbl appears to be a later commercial replacement as it
is void of US Property markings. Overall a fine 1917. 500.00 - 700.00

425 Colt 1917 45 cal Revolver
Ne

#91187; 45 ACP. Std config. w/blued finish, case colored trigger, hammer
& wooden grips. Gun has all US Property markings & cartouches, is
mechanically good w/some holster wear on edged. Overall a nice original
Miltary sidearm. 650.00 - 850.00

426 Smith & Wesson US Model 1917 Revolver
Ne

#208532; 45 ACP. Std config w/Brazilian crest on right side w/mixed
spots & marks, but good surplus condition. 400.00 - 600.00

427 1937 Brazilian S&W Revolver
Ne

#386072; 38 S&W cal. Std config w/parkerized finish & mixed spots on
metal. Gun is US property marked on top of frame,  import marked
beneath cylinder w/case colored trigger & hammer. Gun is in nice surplus
condition w/one chip on front toe of right grips. 400.00 - 500.00

428 Smith & Wesson US Property marked Victory Revolver
Ne

#52691; 45ACP. Std config w/various US markings. Blue to grey metal
w/mixed spots & scratches. Mechanically fair & hammer does not always
rebound in dbl action mode. Gun is in fair overall condition. 400.00 -
500.00

429 Smith & Wesson Model 1917 US 45
Ne

#695326; 38 cal. Parkerized finish w/US Property markings on top strap.
Gun has some mixed spots, but overall in good surplus condition. 350.00
- 500.00

430 Smith & Wesson Victory Model Revolver
Ne

#2CH7660; 9mm. Std config w/tangent rear sight. Gun is import marked
& heavily used w/grey spotted & some pitted metal. Back strap is slotted
for a shoulder stock & a good example of a rare Canadian side arm.
450.00 - 700.00

431 Canadian Inglis High Power Pistol
Ne

#1600A; 9mm Steyr.  Import marked & in rougher brown spotted
condition. Mechanically ok & marked Steyr 1913 on left side. 350.00 -
500.00

432 Steyr Hahn 1911 Pistol
Ne

LOT #

#30627; 9mm Luger. Std config w/good original blue, light spots, edge
wear & wooden grips. Gun is in good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

433 Astra Model 600/43 9mm Luger Pistol
Ne

#91005; 9mm/38 cal. (9mm Largo). Brown patina w/wood grips & in good
surplus condition. 300.00 - 400.00

434 1921 Astra Model 400 Pistol
Ne

#RIA1043625; 45 ACP. std config w/parkerized frame, blue slide & is in
nice used condition. 450.00 - 600.00

435 Rock Island Armory 1911 45 cal Pistol
Ne

#206838; 9mm. Std config. w/numerous German waffenamts on frame,
slide & bbl. Gun has wood grips & appear to have been refinished at one
time & comes w/post war holster. 450.00 - 700.00

436 Nazi Marked Browning High Power Pistol
Ne

#52172; 9mm Luger. Std config w/nice original blue w/light spots &
wooden grips. Gun comes w/military style holster & additional magazine.
400.00 - 500.00

437 Spanish Astra 9mm Model 600-43
Ne

#16085; 7.62 Nagant. 1909 dated w/import marks & in good surplus
condition w/holster. 300.00 - 400.00

438 Russian 1895 Nagant Pistol
Ne

#9693; 22 cal. 4 3/4" bbl w/blued finish & wood grips. Gun has 1
additional magazine, bbl weight & cleaning rod. Gun is in NIB condition.
350.00 - 500.00

439 TT-Olympia 22 cal Pistol NIB
Ne

#AA007783; 45 ACP. Model GKK w/blued finish & wood grips. New in
box condition w/one additional magazine. 300.00 - 400.00

440 NIB FEG 45 cal Pistol
Ne

#1352; US Navy marked & in std military config. Metal is a spotted grey
to brown patina. Bore is dark & mechanically fair & stock is cracked along
top & bottom edges(see photos). A fair example of a rare Winchester
Navy Rifle. 750.00 - 1,000.00

441 Winchester Lee Straight Pull Navy Rifle
Ne

Antique. #15977; 45-70. Mfg circa 1882-1883. 24" bbl. w/brown metal
patina & bore is good. Stock is cracked around the magazine cut of
device, otherwise good condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00

442 Winchester Hotchkiss Saddle Ring Carbine
Ne
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#66263; 45-70.  32" bbl w/good bore. Gun has spotted grey to brown
patina on metal. Mechanically gun is ok, gun has full length musket style
stock & cleaning rod is absent. 750.00 - 1,250.00

443 Winchester High Wall 45-70 Musket
Ne

Antique. #33488; 38-72 black powder cal 26" oct bbl. Bore is dark &
exterior metal has a dark brown spotted patina, mechanically ok & wood
is fair w/some small cracks & dents. 600.00 - 800.00

444 Antique Winchester 1895 in 38-72 cal.
Ne

Antique. #348044; 22L. w/dark bore & mechanically fair. Exterior metal is
spotted & pitted brown to grey. The 22 cal magazine loading tube is
absent & the forearm is cracked front to back on bottom. Please buy as a
parts or project rifle only. 750.00 - 1,000.00

445 Winchester 1873 22L Lever Action Rifle
Ne

Antique. #89165; 44-40. 27" bbl. w/musket style wood. Metal is a spotted
brown & pitted grey patina. Bore is dark & gun is mechanically ok. A fair
example of a 1873 Musket. 750.00 - 1,250.00

446 Winchester Model 1873 44-40 cal Musket
Ne

#468267; 38WCF. Mfg in 1894. Gun has good bore & good blue to grey
lightly spotted exterior, mechanically good & has good wood. 1,250.00 -
1,500.00

447 Winchester Model 1873 38WCF Rifle
Ne

Antique. #11019; 40-82 cal. mfg in 1887 (2nd year production).  26" oct
bbl. & bore is dark. Exterior metal has spotted brown patina &
mechanically gun is fair w/solid wood but upper tang looks like it is
cracked at screw head. Still a decent early production 1886. 1,000.00 -
1,500.00

448 Antique Winchester 1886 40-82 cal Rifle
Ne

Plastic backed board measuring approx. 22"x28" & missing the size No 4
Shot container & Super Ranger Shell in middle top has broken brass.
Otherwise looks complete & in good over but needs some TLC cleaning.
A rare Bullet Board in United States & less than 1,000 were made in
Australian circa 1981.

449 Rare Winchester Australian Bullet Board
Ne

48" in diameter 2 sided Winchester Western Horseman sign w/scratches
& marks but overall in good condition.

450 2 Sided Metal Winchester Western Sign
Ne

Metal bullet board measuring 20"x13 1/4" & is in good shape, slightly dirty
but should clean up.

451 Winchester Western Bullet Board
Ne

LOT #

#VZ08PM-009688; 7.62x39 w/folding stock & bake light furniture.
Includes 4 magazines & leather pouch, in very fine surplus condition.
600.00 - 800.00

452 Century Arms VZ 2008 Paratroop Rifle
Ne

#3H1197; 7.62x39. Visible numbers are matching & receiver is dated
1952, in good surplus condition. 400.00 - 500.00

453 Russian 1952 dated SKS Carbine
Ne

#BM3358N; 7.62x39. Russian mfg w/all visible numbers matching &
import marked. Stock is dated 1954 & gun is in very fine surplus
condition. 500.00 - 600.00

454 Russian SKS Carbine
Ne

#66129; 7.62x45 cal chambered. Std config w/folding bayonet & metal
hand guard. Wood is solid & overall gun is in good surplus condition.
300.00 - 500.00

455 Czech Model 52 Rifle
Ne

#C29415; 7.62x39 in nice surplus condition. 300.00 - 400.00
456 Yugo SKS Rifle
Ne

#12344607; 7.2x39. Chinese mfg. w/cruciform bayonet & in good surplus
condition w/out visible import marks. 300.00 - 400.00

457 Chinese SKS Carbine
Ne

#27990; 7.62x39. blued metal & pistol grip stock. Gun is in very
nice,includes 2 30 rd. mags, nice lightly used condition. 450.00 - 600.00

458 Norinco Mak 90 7.62x39 Sporter
Ne

approx cruciform style bayonets in wrap.
459 Large lot  Surplus Take Off SKS Folding Bayonets
Ne

4 various Russian AK or SBD rifle bayonets.
460 Lot of Russian Cold War Era Bayonets
Ne

3 torch cut parts kits 1 w/folding rear stock
461 Lot of 3 Surplus AK47/74 Parts Kits
Ne

462 13 SKS & Nagant Bayonets (A2)
Ne

2 - 75 round AK drums & Russian RPK belt drum.
463 Magazine Lot
Ne

#47718;   w/21 3/4" bbl. which has been re-chambered & remarked to
50-110 cal. Grey pitted & spotted metal & mechanically fair, wood is
replacement. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

464 50-110 cal Winchester Rifle
Ne
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#1004274; 25-20 cal. 22" bbl. w/good bore. Metal is spotted & pitted, grey
to brown & wood is fair but sanded. A good project rifle. 400.00 - 500.00

465 Winchester Model 65 25-20 Lever Action Rifle
Ne

#383888; 30US/30-06 cal. 22" bbl. w/spotted blue to grey finish & bore is
darker.  Mechanically good & wood is solid. Overall in fair used condition.
750.00 - 1,000.00

466 Winchester 1895 Rifle in 30 US cal.
Ne

#2854; 348 WCF. 2nd year production w/long tang & 24" bbl.
Mechanically gun is good & bore is fair but w/some visible spots. Blue to
grey finish w/mixed spots & marks, recoil pad added & has sling swivels.
Overall good used condition & should clean up better w/TLC. 1,000.00 -
1,250.00

467 Pre War Winchester Model 71 Rifle
Ne

#80830; 30 Army (30-06). Std carbine config. w/hand guard. Metal
exterior is grey w/mixed spots & wood is solid. Gun is in fair overall
condition. 600.00 - 800.00

468 Winchester 1895 SRC
Ne

#2976; 32WCF. 22" Take down bbl & gun appears to have been re-blued
still w/spots & rust marks. Bore is good, gun is mechanically good & wood
is solid. 400.00 - 600.00

469 Winchester Model 53 32 WCF Take Down Rifle
Ne

#14405; 236 Navy cal. 24" bbl w/sporter stock & Winchester pistol grip.
Blue to grey spotted metal & wood is solid but the toe of butt has been
repaired. 500.00 - 700.00

470 Commercial Winchester LEE Sporting Rifle
Ne

#75470; 303 SAV. 23 1/4" bbl. Gun has good bore & metal has been
re-blued Mechanically gun is ok & stock has been cracked & repaired at
wrist w/recoil pad added. 300.00 - 400.00

471 Savage Model 1899 303 cal. Rifle
Ne

#75587; 10 ga. FULL choke 32" bbl. Blue to grey metal w/mixed spots &
bore is good, wood is good & mechanically good. Gun should clean up
with some TLC. 750.00 - 1,000.00

472 Winchester Model 1901 10 ga Lever Action Shotgun
Ne

Antique. #NSN; 22 Short. 28" bbl. Bore is fair & original blue finish is
fading brown w/spotted exterior. Bbl also has some dents in metal around
bbl. band. Mechanically ok & wood is good. 400.00 - 600.00

473 Winchester 1885 22 Short Musket
Ne

LOT #

Antique. #343919; 32WCF. 24" round bbl, gun has spotted brown patina
& is mechanically good w/solid wood. 750.00 - 1,250.00

474 Antique Winchester 1873 32WCF rifle
Ne

#HS18614; 22 cal. w/24" oct bbl. Receiver has been nicely case colored
& bbl has original blue w/typical edge ware & bore is bright. Wood has
been sanded & toe of butt stock has been broken, aside from the wood, a
very nice early 39A. 400.00 - 600.00

475 Marlin Model 39 w/Oct Bbl & Case Colored Receiver
Ne

Antique. #170371; 12 ga. bores are fair & gun has grey to brown spotted
metal w/exposed hammers & wood is solid. Gun is in fair overall
condition. 200.00 - 300.00

476 Antique Husqvarna 12 ga Double
Ne

Antique. #15; 9mm/22cal. Left bbl is 9mm for smooth bore shot cartridges
& right bbl is 22 cal. Spotted brown patina & wood is fair, an unusual early
combination gun.

477 Antique German Combo Gun
Ne

#F18914; 32 spec. 20" carbine bbl. Good original blue w/light edge ware,
Williams receiver sight,  fiber optic front & leather sling. In good used
condition. 350.00 - 450.00

478 Marlin Model 336RC 32 Spec Rifle
Ne

#05427MV341; 7mm-08. 20" bbl. w/matte SS finish & laminate stock.
Gun has scope rings attached & has few small marks w/chip right side of
forearm. Overall in good used condition. 500.00 - 600.00

479 Browning All Weather BLR 7mm-08 Rifle
Ne

#152971; 308 cal. std config w/good original blue finish & basket weave
stock. Comes w/4x Bushnell scope & includes 1 additional magazine.
Stock has some scratches & marks, but overall very clean. 400.00 -
600.00

480 Winchester Model 100 308 cal Rifle w/Scope
Ne

#H240819; 243 cal. w/carbine length bbl & single bbl band. Gun is lightly
used but has mixed spots & rust from long term storage. Should clean up
better w/some TLC & wood is very good. 400.00 - 600.00

481 Winchester Model 88 Lever Action 243 cal Carbine
Ne

#153982; 308 cal. std Carbine config. & gun appears lightly used, but
mixed spot on metal from long term storage. Wood is good & clean.
400.00 - 600.00

482 Winchester Model 100 308 cal Semi Auto Carbine
Ne
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#4405; 401 cal. Std config. Fair original blue w/wear on edges & mixed
scratches. Forearm is solid & butt stock has compass carved into left
side. Overall in fair used condition. 400.00 - 600.00

483 Winchester Model 1910 SLR 401 cal Rifle
Ne

#30614; 351 cal. std config. Original blue metal w/grey on edges & mixed
brown splotches.  Hand guard is cracked & butt stock is solid. Gun is in
fair overall condition. 300.00 - 400.00

484 Winchester Model 1907 351 SLR Rifle
Ne

#166; 35 cal. 1st year production. Std config. Receiver is spotted brown &
grey, blued bbl fading to brown w/spots in mixed areas. Forearm is
cracked on right & left side, butt stock is solid. Gun has 12 tally marks
along ejection port & gun is in fair used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

485 Winchester 1st year Production 1905 35 cal SLR
Ne

#34863; 12 ga. 27.5" bbls. Bores are good w/ strong twist pattern on
outside, front bead is ivory style, Dbl. triggers extractor, & cocking
indicators on locks, locks retain some good case colors. Mechanically
gun is good & checkered pistol grip stock is solid with original but plate.
Overall Nice condition. 350.00 - 450.00

486 Antique Lefever H 12 ga Dbl Bbl Shotgun
Ne

Antique. 12 ga 22" twist bbls. both w/fair bores & some visible pitting, but
overall good. Exterior or bbls is a nice spotted grey patina. Center rib &
locks are marked Powell & nipples are replaced, gun is mechanically
good & stock is solid. 250.00 - 500.00

487 Powell Percussion 12 ga Dbl Coach Gun
Ne

Black Powder. #012418; 12 ga. 28" browned  bbls. Gun has plain walnut
stock & is in very nice, lightly used condition. 250.00 - 350.00

488 Pedersoli Dbl Bbl. 12 ga Muzzle Loader
Ne

Antique. 12 ga. 30" bbls w/good bores & center rib marked A. Wurfflein
Philada in gold.  Gun also has some gold & silver line inlay around the
nipples. Walnut stock is mechanically good & overall in nice condition for
age. A nice American made percussion shotgun. 500.00 - 750.00

489 A. Wurfflein Dbl Bbl Percussion Shotgun
Ne

Antique. 29" twist bbls w/fair bores & light pitting visible. Exterior metal is
grey to brown patina gun has replaced nipples. Mechanically gun is good
& wood is solid. 250.00 - 400.00

490 Percussion 12 ga Double
Ne

Antique. #66; 16 ga. Gun has good bores & exterior blue to brown bbls.
Receiver is spotted silver patina & mechanically gun is good w/nice
checkered English straight stock. Overall a nice antique 16 ga double.
400.00 - 600.00

491 Antique Bernardelli 16 ga Hammer Gun
Ne
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#3127614; 16 ga. Good bores & nice exterior blue & silver finish receiver.
Gun has dbl triggers, visible repaired crack at wrist, oval name plate
absent on stock w/ some scratches & marks, overall in fair condition.
300.00 - 400.00

492 Husqvarna 16 ga Double
Ne

Black Powder. right bbl is smooth bore 45 cal & left bbl. is rifled 45 cal.
Bbls are oct & bbl flat marked RW AMSDEN Saratoga Spgs. Gun has
walnut stock,iron furniture, lollipop rear sight & is in good overall
condition. 750.00 - 1,250.00

493 R. W. AMSDEN Dbl Bbl Combo Gun
Ne

Black Powder. 35" oct bbl. & 1 1/8" across at flats. Gun has browned
patina & unique stock w/brass patch box & target sights.

494 Flintlock 50 cal Chunck Gun
Ne

Antique. 32 cal w/ 3 1/4" bbl & English proof marks. Gun has 2  folding
blades one measuring 3 1/4" & other is 2 1/4" w/horn handles on each
side &  fold down trigger. Comes complete w/bullet mold & cap tweezers
in butt stock, along w/trap door for loading accessories & in nice original
condition. 750.00 - 1,500.00

495 Early English William Jackson 32 cal Pistol Knife
Ne

Antique. #NSN; 36 cal. percussion screw bbl w/1" bbl. Gun has finely
checkered wood grips. Locking mechanism marked EDGE on left side &
right side marked MANCHESTER.  Mechanically good w/fold down trigger
& an original bbl tool. 250.00 - 350.00

496 Antique Screw Bbl Edge Percussion Pistol w/tool
Ne

Antique. #5148; std config. w/original blue finish & faded to brown patina.
Mechanically gun functions ok & is a complete example of a scarce &
unique pocket derringer. 750.00 - 1,250.00

497 Rare Antique Chicago Palm Pistol
Ne

Antique. 32 cal. w/5" bbls & spotted grey to brown patina. Gun is
mechanically good w/wood grips & hammer is marked Richard Smith,
London. 500.00 - 600.00

498 Richard Smith London Pepperbox
Ne

Antique. #NSN; 32 cal. 3" bbls & mechanically good w/1845 patent on
hammer & metal is spotted grey. 400.00 - 500.00

499 Antique Allen & Thurber 32 cal Pepperbox Pistol
Ne

Antique & marked Michael LePage & is all iron construction 45 cal screw
bbl. In good working order & trigger guard slides forward to lock frizzen to
prevent accidental discharge. Revolutionary War period & is mixed
w/some light spots & pits, but overall very good for age. 750.00 -

500 45 cal. All Iron Screw Bbl Flintlock Pistol
Ne
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Antique. #127; 41 Rim fire. w/nickel finish, blued hammer & trigger. MOP
grips & right grip has some chips on top end & bores are good. Overall a
high conditioned Dbl Derringer. 750.00 - 1,250.00

501 Fine Nickel Finished Remington Dbl Derringer
Ne

Antique. #122696; 22 short. Brass frame w/blued bbl & mechanically
good. Good visible patent on cylinder w/clean bbl markings & wood is
good. A nice antique S&W revolver. 200.00 - 400.00

502 Early Smith & Wesson No. 1 Revolver
Ne

Antique. #1191; 41 rim fire w/brass frame & bbl is in the white marked
National Arms Co & gun is mechanically good. In fair overall condition.
750.00 - 1,000.00

503 National Arms Co 41 cal Derringer Pistol
Ne

Antique. #5829; 30 cal. Std config, mechanically good & overall in very
nice, original condition. 350.00 - 450.00

504 Merwin & Bray 30 cal. Plant Revolver
Ne

Antique. #619;  22 short. Blued bbl & blue & engraved cylinder, silver
frame & wood grips. Mechanically gun is good w/very good original finish
& some spots are forming under finish on frame. Overall a very nice early
cartridge revolver. 300.00 - 400.00

505 Allen & Wheellock Side Hammer Revolver
Ne

Antique. #21712; 22 Short. Std config w/nickel finish & wood grips. Gun
is in very good original condition w/some light flaking on edges,
mechanically cylinder does not rotate when cocking, otherwise a nice
original side hammer. 200.00 - 300.00

506 Forehand & Wadsworth 22 Short Side Hammer Revolver
Ne

Antique. #209; Civil War era w/brass frame & wood grips. 30 cal rim fire &
in fair overall condition. 100.00 - 200.00

507 Antique Prescott Rim Fire Cartridge Revolver
Ne

Antique. 30 cal rim fire w/nickel finish, hard plastic grips & in good overall
condition 100.00 - 200.00

508 Antique Lee Arms Red Jacket Rim Fire Revolver
Ne

Antique. #NSN; 32 cal. nickel finished w/wood grips & mechanically fair
but cylinder does not always rotate. 200 200.00 - 300.00

509 Antique Bulldog Style Revolver
Ne

Antique. Smith & Wesson Baby Russian #52501; 38 cal Top Break w/ 3
1/4" bbl. & nickel finish & checkered plastic grips. Nickel has spots &

510 Pair of Antique S&W Top Break Revolvers
Ne

LOT #
flaking mainly on right side. Overall in good condition. 
Smith & Wesson Model 1 1/2 SA Revolver #38541; 32 cal. 3 1/4" bbl.
case colored hammer & hard plastic S&W grips. mechanically good
w/good original nickel, overall a nice example of S&W 1 1/2. A good pair
of early S&W Top Break revolvers. 400.00 - 600.00

#438099; 32 Long w/nickel finish & 4 1/4" bbl. Mechanically gun is good
& nickel is showing some spots & flaking, but overall in very nice original
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

511 S&W Model 1903 Hand Ejector Revolver
Ne

one has etched blade & is somewhat poor condition w/handle being
re-wrapped, absent scabbard. 
the other has ray skin wire wrapped handle, blade appeared etched at
one time but is spotted silver & brown, decorative guard & absent
scabbard. Blades on both swords measure approx. 31"

512 Pair of Civil War Era Staff Swords
Ne

18 3/4" blade & measures 24 3/4" overall scalloped brass handle w/3
rivets. Blade is dark & pitted & comes w/leather & metal tipped scabbard,
scabbard is solid but unusable to house blade at this time.

513 US Civil War Artillery Sword
Ne

Leather & in good condition for age, believed to be 1860 Model, French
made 18th Massachuettes(?)

514 US Civil War Era Army Infantry Shako
Ne

Black Powder. 45 cal. w/42 1/2" oct bbl. J.ALLE(?) on bbl flat & locked
marked LONDON & WARANTEED. The bbl has a nice bright rifle bore
w/attractive full length stropped maple stock & some decoration w/4 bbl
pins. Gun has brass patch box & trigger guard w/sharp drop to the toe of
the stock. The wood overall is very good for age, overall length is approx.
58". An attractive early, marker marked Kentucky Rifle. 1,500.00 -
2,500.00

515 Fine 45 cal Flintlock Long Rile
Ne

Black Powder. 36 cal. 42 1/2" oct bbl & bbl flat marked D. Ward &  lock is
marked T. Neav & Sons. Gun has full maple stripped stock w/old repair
visible at wrist, otherwise stock is in good condition w/brass patch box &
furniture. Gun has dbl triggers & overall length is approx. 59", & is an
attractive early Long Rifle. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

516 D.Ward Marked 36 cal Percussion Long Rifle
Ne

Black Powder 40 cal w/bright rifled bore. Bbl appears unmarked & has
later style target sights added. J. Bishop marked on sight w/iron patch
box & furniture. Gun has some period repair at wrist, but otherwise in
good condition. Note in patch box says FAIRCHILD EAST TENN. 750.00
- 1,250.00

517 Full Stock Kentucky Mountain Rifle
Ne
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Antique. #271; 36 cal. 33" oct bbl w/bright bore & good rifling. Exterior of
bbl is marked w/brown to grey patina & has square back action w/dbl
trigger. Gun has walnut stock w/brass patch box  & circa 1850. Overall in
nice original condition, hammer & nipple are replacements. 
750.00 - 1,250.00

518 Wesson 36 cal Percussion Rifle
Ne

Black Powder. 32 cal 28" oct bbl & overall length is approx. 43" Lock is
marked Leman PA. Gun has a bright bore & FULL stock w/brass
furniture. A nice usable boys rifle. 400.00 - 600.00

519 32 cal Boys Full Stock Percussion Rifle
Ne

Antique. 48 cal. 30 1/2" oct to round bbl. round bbl is 1 1/2" in diameter.
Bore is bright w/brown patina on bbl. Bbl flat is marked D.H. Hilliard.
Cornish W.H. & gun has walnut stock which is stamped on right side S.
W. Allen 1868. Gun has iron trigger guard in butt plate & period target
style front & rear sights. Includes false muzzle, ball starter, bullet mold &
some slugs. Also a copy of an article on David Hilliard NH gunsmith from
the 1970's. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00

520 Civil War Era Hilliard Sniper Rifle
Ne

Antique. 45 cal. Picket Ball Gun & bbl marked H. Pierce Grafton. Ohio.
The bbl is 30" oct &  1 1/2" across at flat. w/bright rifled bore. Exterior of
the rifle is brown & lock is marked H. Pierce w/iron trigger guard & butt
plate, dbl triggers & unique period target style sights. Gun includes a false
muzzle & brass ball starter. Ram rod is absent & forearm is metal. A fine
early Civil War era marksman's rifle. Overall weigh is approx. 22lbs
w/tools. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00

521 H. Pierce Pickett Gun w/Accessories
Ne

#NSN; 7mm. Std. Military config w/hand guard & bayonet lug. Case
colored receiver & blued bbl w/mixed spots on most metal surfaces.
Mechanically gun is good w/good bore & is in nice overall condition.
500.00 - 750.00

522 Remington 7mm Rolling Block Military Rifle
Ne

#81686; 45-70. 28" bbl. w/darker bore. Mechanically gun is good & metal
is spotted grey to brown. Wood is well worn but solid & has large visible
crack running down spine of butt stock. A good example of a rare military
Winchester. 500.00 - 750.00

523 Winchester Hotchkiss 45-70 cal Musket
Ne

12 lb cannon ball w/Borman fuse, diameter is approx. 5" & the other is
Parrott cannon projectile measures approx. 7 1/2" in length w/fuse on end
& weighs approx. 9lbs.

524 Pair of Relic Civil War Artillery Pieces
Ne
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both are in fair condition & each has some small straps or buckles
broken, but are in fair condition for age.

525 Pair of US Civil War Cartridge Boxes
Ne

Note is framed & in rougher condition, poorly cut, but appears original.
526 1863 $2 Confederate Note
Ne

has brass US buckle w/visible maker mark & strap & in fair condition.
527 US Union Cartridge Box & Strap
Ne

pair of McKeever cartridge boxes in fair condition; 2 US Saddle Ring
Carbine boots; a Musket Cap pouch & a Tin lined pistol cartridge box.

528 Lot of Civil War & Indian War Accoutrements
Ne

Carbine barrel boot; 2 McKeever cartridge boxes 1 of which includes
suspenders w/No 7 Keeper buckle on back; & a US belt w/brass buckle.

529 Lot of US Marked Indian War Era Accoutrements
Ne

1 is marked JUSTI Philadelphia(?) 21 3/4" blade & measures 26 1/2"
overall. 1 is a 1841 Mississippi rifle bayonet w/21 5/8" blade & measures
26 1/2" overall. 1 is 1862 Zuove bayonet w/20 1/8" blade & measures 25"
overall. 1 is Crown/W marked bayonets w/20" blade & scalloped handled,
measures 24 3/4" overall. All in various states of condition but very
interesting Civil War era bayonets.

530 Lot of Civil War Era Brass Handle Saber Bayonets
Ne

includes scabbard, scabbard is in poor condition. Bayonet is in overall
good condition & includes wooden entrenching handle

531 US Trapdoor Trowel Bayonet
Ne

Antique. #309867; 45-70. Brown to grey spotted metal & bore is fair.
Mechanically gun is ok & wood is solid but rougher. Gun has alternate
cleaning rod & includes bayonet. 400.00 - 500.00

532 Antique Springfield Trapdoor Rifle
Ne

Black powder. Gun has 1864 dated US Bridesburg lock. w/ 32 1/2" bbl. &
is 50 cal centerfire. Gun has darker bore & metal appears to have been
refinished at one time & stock is sanded. Comes w/period sling & US
marked bayonet. 600.00 - 800.00

533 50 cal Trapdoor Musket & Bayonet
Ne

Antique. #561495; 45-70 cal. Bore is fair but has 1 dark area & case
colored lock, blued bbl & mixed spots on metal surfaces.  Comes
w/cleaning rod & tools in butt plate & has couple of extra sight holes in
wood at wrist, otherwise in fair condition. 400.00 - 500.00

534 Springfield 1888 Ramrod Bayonet Trapdoor Rifle
Ne
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Antique. Lock is marked US & Colts Mfg Co. Hartford CT dated 1864,
w/1864 marked bbl & VP Eagle head markings. Gun appears to have
some rack numbers on bbl & stock. Metal is in the white w/mixed spots.
Wood is repaired beneath hammer & typical scratches in wood. A good
example of a Colt mfg. Civil War musket. 700.00 - 900.00

535 Colt 1864 Civil War Musket
Ne

2 include metal scabbards, most in good to very good condition & are US
marked.

536 Lot of 12 US Marked Trapdoor Bayonets
Ne

537 12 Pre Civil War US & Foreign Socket Bayonets (A3)
Ne

538 12 US Trapdoor Bayonets (A4)
Ne

#287844; 32WCF. Mfg in 1906 w/4 3/4" bbl. & nickel finish. Mechanically
gun is good & finish is wore heavily on edges & cylinder. Grips are solid
but worn almost smooth, left grip has a small crack. A good example of
an early heavily handled single action Colt Army. 750.00 - 1,250.00

539 Early Colt Single Action 32 cal Nickel Finish Rev.
Ne

Antique. #16193; 44 cal. dbl action model in std config & is mechanically
good. Metal is spotted silver patina & has case colored loading lever,
wood grips w/nice clear cartouches. Overall a nice example of a desirable
Civil War revolver. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

540 Starr Civil War 1858 Army  Revolver
Ne

Black powder. #6092; 32 cal. Retains good original finish 4" overall
w/clean bbl makings & 1863 patents. Cylinder shows different numbers &
gun is mechanically fair. Wood grips are original but well worn & gun is
overall a good example of a Civil War era percussion revolver.

541 Civil War era Cooper Percussion Revolver
Ne

#3135; 32 cal. 6" bbl. w/silver finished frame & bbl is faded to grey. Gun
has original grips, mechanically good & has some light spots mixed.
Overall a good antique. S&W. 300.00 - 500.00

542 Smith & Wesson No 2 Revolver
Ne

Antique. #93858(?); 32 cal. Blue to brown finish & mechanically good
w/good original wood grips. 300.00 - 400.00

543 Smith & Wesson No 1 1/2 2nd Model Revolver
Ne

Antique. 69 cal. w/7 1/2" bbl w/sash hook & ramrod. Mfg at St. Etienne
Arsenal. In good working order & includes initials & tally marks on grips.
This pistol pattern served as the 1st US Military Pistol  the 1799 North &
Chaney. 750.00 - 1,250.00

544 French Model 1777 flintlock Military Pistol
Ne

LOT #

Antiques. #190536; 38 cal. w/nickel finish & in nice original condition. 
#333982; 38 cal. w/blued finish & brown town showing through w/edge
wear. Mechanically gun is good. Overall a nice pair of early antique dbl
action Top Break revolvers. 400.00 - 600.00

545 Pair of Antique S&W 38 Dbl Action Revolvers
Ne

#30984; 32 short. grip safety hammerless revolver, mechanically good
w/some light flaking & wear, overall in nice condition. 
Dbl Action #175680; 32 short, mechanically good & gun appears to be
re-nickeled over former pits & marks, in fair overall condition. 500.00 -
700.00

546 Pair of Early 32 Short Smith & Wesson Revolvers
Ne

includes: 2 - $100 notes, $20 note, $50 note & $1 note.
547 Lot of Civil War Confederate Bills
Ne

548 Bank of Louisiana $50 Note
Ne

549 Bank of South Carolina $5 Note
Ne

#H5826; 7.62 Nagant. Std config & 1940 dated on left side. Good original
blue finish w/holster wear & light spots. Gun is mechanically good & has
no visible import marks. 350.00 - 500.00

550 WWII Russian 1895 Nagant Pistol
Ne

Antique. #26277; std config  Good original blue w/wooden grips &
mechanically good. Overall in nice condition. 500.00 - 600.00

551 French 1892 Military Revolver
Ne

Antique. #X2322; 11 mm cartridge & used through WWII. Std config &
has straw colored trigger & hammer, the rest is left in the white from use
& age. Mechanically good, gun has wood grips & is in good condition for
age. 500.00 - 750.00

552 Antique French Model 1873 Revolver
Ne

large sight measuring 5" long & approx. 7" tall when extended, marked
Marbles Game Getter & appears to be hand made or prototype sight out
of brass. Interesting overall.

553 Unusual Marbles Game Getter marked Brass Sight
Ne

full box of Stevens 25 Short, a full box Stevens 25 Long & 2 full boxes of
32 Long. Boxes & ammo are in good overall condition.

554 Canuck Stevens Ammunition
Ne

this special run was loaded for "H.H. The Ruler of Qatar" & box is in solid
condition w/ Arabic markings & complete w/original shells.

555 Rare Box of Westley Richards 12 ga. Cartridges
Ne
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4 vintage Lever Action rifles & 5 handgun dug relics
556 Lot of Dug Relic Winchester Firearms
Ne

measures 24"x15" & stands approx. 15" tall & heavy weight. NO
SHIPPING PICK UP ONLY ITEM

557 US Strong Box w/Key
Ne

One is Damon-Howatt Hunter model 45 lbs & 28", the other is Palmer
Classic 50 lb & 62" re-curve.

558 Pair of Custom Re-curve Bows
Ne

one is The Patriot Model, a Kodiak Hunter & Bear Cub
559 Lot of 3 of Bear Re-curve Bows
Ne

560 Bear Kodiak Hunter Recuve w/Vintage Bear Quiver
Ne

561 New pair Iverson Snow Shoes w/Leather Bindings
Ne

Red handle bow w/White Knight limbs & Black Frame w/Fascore limbs.
Comes w/2 additional sets of take down limbs & soft case.

562 Pair of Bear Take Down Bows
Ne

re curve bows include: Pro Hoyt Custom; Root;  & an Aluminum
563 Lot of 3 Factory Re-curve Bows
Ne

one re-curve 53lb 60" from Sauk trail archery, a re-curve Rebel 20lb 26" .
Limited Edition No 1 "THE HAWK" by Don Schram

564 Lot of Custom Bows
Ne

2 are wooden & one is fiberglass
565 Lot of 3 Custom made Re-curve Bows
Ne

Right handed bow, 70 lb with 80% let off & has 29" draw, BK Gold sight,
Mathews rest & quiver w/bow guard hard case. In nice used condition.

566 Mathews Drenalin Compound Bow
Ne

Comes w/Hawke 1.5x32 scope 6 arrows, quiver, case, manual & is in
fine, used condition.

567 Mathews Mission 360 Crossbow
Ne

21" axle to axle, right hand, 65lb, 29.9 draw length & includes quiver,
sight, rest & soft case.

568 Liberty Compact Compound Bow
Ne

measures approx. 5 1/2 ft nose to tail & is in good overall condition, but
missing some claws w/all front claws in tack.

569 Grizzly Bear Rug
Ne

LOT #

#184-62623; 223 cal. SS finish w/folding pistol grip stock. Includes a
Bushnell 3-9x scope & is nice used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

570 SS Ruger Mini 14 w/Folding Stock
Ne

#181-40294; 223 cal. w/blued metal & plain wood stock. Topped
w/Bushnell 3-9x scope & comes w/leather sling & additional 20 round
magazine. In nice used condition. 500.00 - 600.00

571 Ruger Mini 14 223 cal Rifle w/Scope
Ne

#530150; 22 WRF. Good bore w/spotted blue to grey metal, mechanically
ok & wood is solid but well worn. 400.00 - 600.00

572 Winchester Model 1890 22WRF Rifle
Ne

#139584; 22WRF. 1902 production w/spotted grey metal & bore is dark.
Mechanically gun is ok & wood is rougher. 300.00 - 500.00

573 Rare 2nd Model 1890 22WRF Winchester
Ne

175907; 22 cal. single shot w/good original blue & clean stock. In nice,
lightly used condition. 150.00 - 250.00

574 Ithaca Model 49 22 Single Shot LA
Ne

173109; 22 LR w/grooved receiver top& good blued finish. Forearm cap
has been painted black. otherwise in nice used condition. 500.00 - 600.00

575 Winchester 63 22 Semi Auto w/Grooved Receiver
Ne

#122-07123; 22 cal. Std config. & in nice used condition w/Weaver V22
scope. 200.00 - 300.00

576 Ruger 10-22 Carbine w/Scope
Ne

#297300; 22 Mag. w/grooved receiver & some light edge wear. w/small
spots on metal. Pistol grip has added rubber pad & gun is mechanically
good. Overall a nice used 22 Magnum Model 61. 750.00 - 1,000.00

577 Winchester Model 61 22 Magnum w/Grooved Receiver
Ne

#11319; 410 ga. 26" bbls w/good bores & blue to brown patina. Case
colored receiver is fading silver w/mixed scratches & marks, overall in fair
used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

578 Kingsland 410 ga Double
Ne

Model 94 US Border Patrol Saddle Ring #BP765; 30-30 w/16" bbl. & gun
has some spots on bbl & receiver from poor storage. 
Wrangler Carbine #5091378; 32 spec. 16" bbl. w/Saddle Ring frame &
large loop. Gun is new but w/spots on receiver & bbl from poor storage.
800.00 - 1,200.00

579 Pair of Winchester Comm Carbines
Ne
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#14248; 410 ga. 26" FULL choke bbl w/bright bore. Original blue metal
fading to grey & stock is solid w/well worn Winchester butt pad & some
small marks. 300.00 - 400.00

580 Winchester Model 20 410 Single Shot
Ne

Antique. #154299; 16 ga. w/34" bbl. Mechanically good & bore is pitted
w/brown to grey patina & wood is solid. A nice early Remington shotgun.
200.00 - 300.00

581 Rare Antique Remington Side Snap 16 ga.
Ne

#A62846; bbl is marked 410/44 cal w/case colored receiver & good bore.
Metal has some light spots mixed & wood is solid. 100.00 - 200.00

582 H&R 410/44 cal Single Shot
Ne

#23121674; 30-30. std. config. w/good original blue, scratches & marks.
Topped w/Bushnell scope. 400.00 - 500.00

583 Marlin Model 336 30-30 w/Scope
Ne

Model 131 #NSN; 22 cal. Magazine fed & in fair condition w/some spots. 
Model 320 #D5929; 22 cal. Magazine fed & in good condition. 200.00 -
400.00

584 Pair of Winchester Late Production Bolt Action 22s
Ne

#27061055; 30-30. JM marked bbl. Gun has good original blue w/some
light spots from storage. Mechanically good & gun has good wood. 400.00
- 500.00

585 Marlin Model 336 30-30 Rifle
Ne

#1208999; 16 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl. w/vent rib added. Gun has good
original blue w/typical scratches & marks, mechanically gun is solid.
400.00 - 500.00

586 Winchester Model 12 16 ga w/Vent Rib
Ne

#1562672; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke w/3" chamber, rubber recoil pad & in
good refinished condition. 400.00 - 600.00

587 Winchester Model 12  Heavy Duck 3" Shotgun
Ne

#NSN; 22 cal. std config w/bright bore, very fine blued finish, gun has
clear bbl markings & clean wood. 250.00 - 350.00

588 Fine Winchester Model 67A 22 cal Rifle
Ne

#E6732808; 223 cal. Heavy weight 20" bbl w/3 large flutes. Remington
tactical style stock & safety has been removed. Metal has some light
spots & marks, includes scope rings & base. Gun is a good tactical style
223 that could use some TLC. 400.00 - 600.00

589 Remington Model 700 223 cal Tactical Rifle
Ne

LOT #

#371188053; 20 ga. 28" vent rib bbl & full choke. Gun has good original
blue & wood is clean. Overall in nice, used condition. 300.00 - 500.00

590 Ithaca Model 37 Featherlight 20 ga w/Rib
Ne

#277354; 12 ga. plain 30" bbl w/FULL choke. Gun has good original blue
& checkered pistol grip stock w/nice folk art Pheasant carved on right
side. Overall a nice Ithaca Model 37. 250.00 - 350.00

591 Ithaca Model 37 12 ga Pump Shotgun
Ne

#371307712; 12 ga. 26" rubbed bbl marked IMP CYL. Mechanically gun
is good w/good wood. Bbl & receiver appear to ha been nicely re-blued
w/some pits visible under new finish. Overall in nice condition. 300.00 -
400.00

592 Ithaca Model 37 Featherlight 12 ga w/Vent Rib
Ne

#J025208; 22 cal. Blued metal w/checkered stock & in fair used
condition. 150.00 - 250.00

593 Winchester Model 490 Canadian Mfg 22 Rifle
Ne

#NSN; 22 cal. Blued metal w/some spots & wood is solid but has
scratches & marks. Gun is in fair overall condition. 150.00 - 300.00

594 Winchester Model 55 Semi Auto Single Shot Rifle
Ne

#2; bbl is marked "Only 22 Short Gallery". Spotted blue metal w/no other
markings & somewhat resembles a Winchester Model 74 automatic rifle.
300.00 - 600.00

595 Winchester 22 Automatic Prototype Rifle
Ne

#52261; 12 ga 30" FULL Choke w/Simmons vent rib. Gun has good
original blue remaining w/few small marks on bbl & wood is clean. Overall
in nice used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

596 Winchester Model 50 w/Custom Vent Rib Bbl
Ne

#18243; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke plain bbl. Blue to grey metal & checkered
wood stock. Wood is clean w/some small marks on metal, overall in nice
used condition. 200.00 - 300.00

597 Winchester Model 50 12 ga Semi Auto Shotgun
Ne

#53016; 12 ga. 28" MOD bbl. w/good original finish & small scratches &
marks. Forearm has visible crack on left side & otherwise in good used
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

598 Winchester Model 59  WIN Lite 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

#80072; 12 ga. 26" bbl. w/threaded MOD choke.  Gun has very nice
original finish & checkered walnut stock. Overall in very nice, lightly
handled condition. 400.00 - 500.00

599 Winchester Model 59 Win-Lite 12 ga Shotgun
Ne
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#74645; 20 ga. 28" POLY choke vent rib bbl. w/good original blue & light
wear on edges. Nice checkered wood stock & in good overall condition.
300.00 - 400.00

600 Winchester Model 50 20 ga w/Vent Rib
Ne

#1320468; 12 ga.  30" FULL choke bbl w/3" chamber & factory ventilated
rib w/round posts. Metal is blue but w/some grey spots & scratches from
use. Original wood is solid but has scratches & marks from use w/red
rubber Winchester pad & in overall good, original condition. 600.00 -
800.00

601 Winchester Model 12 Heavy Duck w/Ventilated Rib
Ne

#1632677; 12 ga. FULL choke 30" bbl w/3" chamber. Gun has factory
vent rib w/proof marks located on left side & good original blue w/some
light scratches & marks. Checkered forearm & plain butt stock
w/Winchester recoiled pad. In very nice, lightly condition 700.00 - 900.00

602 Winchester Model 12 Heavy Duck w/Factory Rib
Ne

#NSN; 410 ga. bolt action w/24" bbl & good bore. Good original blue
w/some marks & wood is solid w/mixed scratches & marks. 400.00 -
600.00

603 Rare Winchester Model 41 410 Single Shot Shotgun
Ne

#IS30291; 30-30. Std comm. config. Gun has some edge wear from use
& handling. Overall in good used condition. 350.00 - 450.00

604 Winchester Illinois Sesquentennial Model 94 Rifle
Ne

Antique. #140677; 38-55. mfg in 1898. Newer 26" round bbl w/button
magazine & bright bore. Gun has Beech front sight & gun is mechanically
good w/good wood. A fine antique framed Winchester in desirable 38-55
cal. 750.00 - 1,000.00

605 Antique Winchester Model 1894 38-55 Rifle
Ne

#D907; 30-30. 20" carbine bbl w/blue to grey metal & plain pistol grip
stock. In fair used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

606 Early Marlin Model 336 30-30 Carbine
Ne

#842560; 30WCF. Std carbine config & bore is fair, spotted grey & brown
metal. Wood is well worn but solid & gun is in fair condition for age.
500.00 - 600.00

607 Winchester 1894 SRC
Ne

#26080690; 35 REM.  20" bbl blued finish & few small spots, overall in
good used condition. 350.00 - 450.00

608 Marlin Model 336 35 cal Lever Action
Ne

LOT #

#H522835; 243 cal. 22" bbl. w/detachable magazine & ACCU trigger. Gun
is in like new condition w/Nikon 3-9x BDC scope. 400.00 - 500.00

609 Savage Model 11 243 cal Rifle w/Scope
Ne

#720926; 30-30. Comm. rifle made for Montgomery Ward 100 years
1872-1972 w/decorative receiver & plaque in stock. Bbl & magazine tube
have mixed spots but overall a good example of a rare commemorative
Westernfield. 400.00 - 500.00

610 Westernfield M72A Montgomery Ward Comm. Rifle
Ne

#4816; 38 WCF. 24" Take down bbl. Metal is mix of grey & blue w/spots
overall. Mechanically gun is fair & wood is sling swivel holes drilled but
solid & rougher in appearance. 400.00 - 600.00

611 Winchester Model 55 30 WCF Take Down Rifle
Ne

#B000729; 45-70 cal. 22" bbl. w/half magazine, blued finish & straight
grip stock. Gun has few mixed spots on metal & in overall good used
condition. 500.00 - 600.00

612 Marlin Model 1895 45-70 cal River
Ne

#135100; 30 WCF. std config. Gun has good original blue w/grey on
edges & mixed spots & marks. Wood is solid w/metal butt plate. 400.00 -
500.00

613 Winchester Model 94 30 WCF Carbine
Ne

#03351NP171; 12 ga.  34" bbl. w/INV chokes, adj. comb & soft kick adj
butt pad.  Gun has std Beaver tail forearm & comes w/ 2 additional
chokes tubes & is in very fine, used condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00

614 Browning BT100 Single Bbl Trap Gun
Ne

5.56 NATO HBAR bbl., w/front hand guard & is in good used condition.
No bolt & bore is good, exterior of bbl has some scratches & marks from
use. 
The other is Smith & Wesson 5.56 NATO bbl w/flat top receiver & flip up
rear sight, in good lightly used condition, no bolt.

615 Pair of  5.56 AR Barreled Uppers
Ne

#NRA28330; 30-30. Std config w/musket length wood & in good handled
condition. 400.00 - 600.00

616 Winchester Model 94 NRA Musket
Ne

#F74425; 22 Mag. std config. w/20" bbl & blued receiver. Gun has some
flaking & wear on edge of receiver & mixed spots. Wood has some marks
& gun is fair overall condition. 400.00 - 600.00

617 Winchester Model 94-22M 22 Magnum
Ne
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#LS36320; 30-30. 26" half round half oct bbl. Std comm. config. w/few
scratches & marks from handling. Otherwise in very good used condition,
absent the box. 400.00 - 500.00

618 Winchester Lone Star Commemorative
Ne

#F492386; 22 cal. 20" bbl. w/blued finish & Saddle Ring receiver. Screw
is absent in bbl band & butt stock has different finish than forearm.
300.00 - 600.00

619 Winchester 94-22 XTR SRC
Ne

#3556407; 30-30. 24" bbl w/blued metal & few small spots mixed. Wood
is clean & overall gun is in nice condition. 500.00 - 700.00

620 Winchester Model 64A Lever Action Rifle
Ne

#4317068; 30-30. Late Production Model 94 w/pistol grip stock & mixed
spots on metal. Wood is fair & gun should clean up better, most marks
look to be from long term storage. 400.00 - 600.00

621 Winchester Model 94 30-30 w/Pistol Grip Stock
Ne

#2526118; 30-30 std config w/good blue finish & few small spots &
marks. Gun is absent butt plate & overall in good used condition. 350.00 -
450.00

622 Winchester Pre 64 Model 94 Lever Action Carbine
Ne

#5467940; 44 Mag. w/blued metal & plain walnut stock. Gun is in nice,
lightly handled condition. 500.00 - 600.00

623 Winchester Model 94AE 44 Magnum Trapper Carbine
Ne

#107467; 22 cal. Original blue w/mixed spots & marks, mainly on bbl &
left side of receiver. Bore is good & wood is solid w/scratches & marks.
Gun is in fair overall condition. 300.00 - 500.00

624 Winchester Model 63 22 cal Semi Auto Rifle
Ne

#NSN; 20 ga. 28" bbl w/good original blue & some light spots & wood is
good 150.00 - 250.00

625 Winchester Model 37 20 ga Single Shot Shotgun
Ne

#1955; 22 cal. bolt action w/magazine & in good surplus condition. 200.00
- 300.00

626 USSR 22 cal Training Rifle
Ne

#12799; 410 ga std config. Spotted grey to brown patina metal &
mechanically good. Wood is solid but w/visible crack at wrist. 200.00 -
300.00

627 Winchester Model 20 410 ga Shotgun
Ne

LOT #

#382941; 22 cal. Std config w/good original blue & some light spots.
Overall in nice used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

628 Winchester Model 62A 22 Pump Rifle
Ne

#NSN; 410 ga. Std config. single shot bolt action w/blue to brown patina,
mechanically good, plain walnut stock & butt plate. Stock appears to be
re sanded, otherwise in good overall condition. 400.00 - 500.00

629 Rare Winchester 41 410 ga Bolt Action Shotgun
Ne

#5284221; 30-30 16" blued bbl & case colored receiver. Gun is in nice,
lightly handled condition. 500.00 - 600.00

630 Winchester 94AE Saddle Ring Trapper w/case color
Ne

#873614; 12 ga. 28" FULL choke take down bbl. Bbl retains good blue &
frame is brown to grey patina. Mechanically gun is good,  bore is rough &
wood is solid. 300.00 - 400.00

631 Winchester Model 97 12 ga Pump Shotgun
Ne

#9320; 12 ga. 28" MOD bbl. w/good original blue & light spots overall.
Wood is solid & a rare Winchester shotgun which was recalled after
production started. 300.00 - 500.00

632 Rare Winchester Model 40 Semi Auto 12 ga. Shotgun
Ne

#4098; 12 ga Std config & spotted blue to grey metal. Forearm  is rough
& butt stock is replacement. 200.00 - 300.00

633 Winchester 1911 12 ga Widow Maker Shotgun
Ne

Antique. #17445; 12 ga. Solid frame w/30" bbl. & bore is pitted. Outside
of gun has been re-blued & forearm has been replaced. Gun is in fair
condition & a rare predecessor of the 1897 Pump. 300.00 - 400.00

634 Rare Winchester 1893 Pump Rifle
Ne

#1626210; 12 ga. 28" take down bbl w/MOD choke. Gun has strong
original blue & has clean stock w/some scratches & marks. Overall a
nice, lightly used Model 12. 300.00 - 400.00

635 Winchester Model 12 12 ga Pump
Ne

#77749; 12 ga.  28" MOD bbl. w/good original blue & some light edge
wear. Gun has clean walnut stock & is in very good overall condition.
300.00 - 400.00

636 Winchester Model 25 12 ga Pump Shotgun
Ne

#1090485; 12 ga. 28" MOD bbl w/nice re-blued finish & mechanically gun
is good w/solid wood. In nice overall condition. 300.00 - 400.00

637 Winchester Model 12 12 ga Pump Shotgun
Ne
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#426445; 12 ga. 28" MOD bbl. bbl has strong blue, receiver is fadiing
sliver a recoil pad is added & gun has visible repair at wrist. 250.00 -
350.00

638 Winchester Model 1897 12 ga Pump
Ne

#93105; 20 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl & ventilated rib. Gun has good blue &
turning grey on bottom edges, checkered stock is clean & solid. A nice
used 20 ga Winchester. 250.00 - 350.00

639 Winchester Model 50 20 ga w/Vent Rib
Ne

#146320; 20 ga. 28" MOD bbl w/Simmons vent rib. Good blue metal  &
nice clean checkered walnut stock. 300.00 - 500.00

640 Winchester Model 50 20 ga w/Vent Rib
Ne

#196223; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl & vent rib w/round Winchester
posts. Gun has good blued finish & checkered wood stock. In nice used
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

641 Winchester Model 50 12 ga w/Vent Rib
Ne

#FS45185; 20 ga. 26" SKEET marked bbl w/ 2 3/4" chamber, gold
decorated receiver & fancy checkered walnut stock. Gun is in very nice
lightly used condition. 300.00 - 500.00

642 Smith & Wesson Model 1000 20 ga Semi Auto Shotgun
Ne

Legendary Lawman #LL03071; 30-30. Gun has spotted metal from poor
storage & forearms is rough. 
WACA Carbine #4990385; 30-30. Saddle ring frame & receiver has spots
& rust from poor storage. A good pair of Modern Saddle Rings which
could use some TLC. 800.00 - 1,000.00

643 Pair of Winchester Commemorative SRCs
Ne

#513073; 22 cal. w/spotted grey to brown metal & mechanically fair.
 #95767; 22 short. Gallery Gun. Blue to spotted brown patina &
mechanically ok, in fair overall condition.  A good pair for some TLC.
500.00 - 700.00

644 Pair of Winchester Model 1906 22 Pumps
Ne

Model 255 #111062; 22 Magnum. Spotted blue finish & in fair overall
condition. 
Model 150 #B1240248; 22 cal. Blued finish w/some spots & marks, in fair
overall condition. 400.00 - 500.00

645 Pair of Winchester Late Production LA 22 Rifles
Ne

Model 68 #NSN; 22 cal w/good bore & 27" bbl w/mixed spots & fair
overall condition. 
Model 67A #NSN; 22 cal. 27" bbl. w/bright bore & blue to grey metal
w/mixed spots. 200.00 - 400.00

646 Winchester Model 67 & 68 22 Bolt Action Rifles
Ne

LOT #

Model 255 #B861503; 22 Magnum lever action. Metal is spotted w/
scratches & marks, basket weave stock is solid but heavily worn & in
rougher condition. 
Model 290 #598700; 22 cal semi auto. Metal has mixed rust spots,
scratches marks, basket weave is solid but shows heavy wear & front
sling swivel is absent. 300.00 - 400.00

647 Pair of Late Production 22 Rifles
Ne

Model 140 #N907381;  20 ga. w/vent rib & WIN choke system in nice,
lightly handled condition. 
Super Model 1 #M20562; 12 ga  w/MOD choke & 28" vent rib bbl. Comes
w/original hang tag & in like new condition w/some spots from storage.
400.00 - 600.00

648 Pair of Winchester Semi Auto Shotguns
Ne

Model 310 #D29744; 22 cal. w/blued metal & mixed spots. 
Model 121 #NSN; 22 cal. single shot w/blued metal & some mixed spots
from storage, in fair overall condition. 300.00 - 400.00

649 Pair of Late Production Winchester Bolt Action 22s
Ne

#62218; 22 cal. 28"  target weight bbl & bright bore. Blued metal is lightly
spotted & gun has Lyman receiver sight, metal butt plate & target style
stock. Gun should benefit greatly from some TLC. 450.00 - 650.00

650 Winchester Model 52 22 cal. Target Rifle
Ne

includes: MOD 28";   WS-1 26"; FULL 30" & MOD 20". All bbls are used &
in good to fair condition.

651 Lot of Winchester Model 59 WIN-Lite Bbls
Ne

includes:  2- FULL Choke 30" bbls; MOD 28" bbl; & SKEET 26" bbl. All
are in good to fair used condition.

652 Lot of Smith & Wesson Model 1000 Pump Shotgun Bbls
Ne

26" bbl w/vent rib & adj chokes and 22" slug bbl w/rifle sights. Both are
new in box.

653 Pair Smith & Wesson Model 3000 20 ga Shotgun Bbls
Ne

Smooth bore deer slug bbl w/iron sights, in like new condition;  28" MOD
bbl w/vent rib & in very fine condition; FULL Trap choke 30" bbl; & 30"
FULL choke bbl. All bbls are in lightly used or like new condition.

654 Lot of Winchester Super X Model 1 Shotgun Bbls
Ne

7 Winchester Knife Sets; a Gerber Knife w/mini tool;  Smith & Wesson
Texas Ranger Commemorative Set.

655 Lot of Winchester & other New Knife Sets
Ne
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M14 appears to be BB gun which does not appear to function, but looks
good for display.
M16 is dummy gun only & made by Denix of Spain.

656 Pair of Replica Firearms M14 & M16
Ne

49" long by 29" wide & 17 1/2" tall w/3 pad lock latches. NO SHIPPING
PICK UP ONLY ITEM

657 Large Iron Storage Chest
Ne

M79 replica Grenade Launcher & a 1903 Training Rifle, both non-gun.
658 03 Training Rifle & Dummy Grenade Launcher lot
Ne

Non-gun #5439 w/Swedish crown/C & spring loaded rod for bayonet
training. Gun has old repaired crack at wrist, otherwise a unique Swedish
training gun.

659 Swedish Bayonet Training Gun
Ne

660 Lot of 3 WWII Training Rifles
Ne

#82352; 7.7 cal. Std config. Mum on receiver is in tack & bolt handle is
bent , otherwise gun is in good condition w/spotted grey metal. Include
bayonet & scabbard. 300.00 - 400.00

661 WWII Japanese Type 99 Rifle w/Bayonet
Ne

#0051174; 6.5 cal. Std config. Mum has some additional marks &
includes dust cover, mismatched bolt & wood is good w/period sling.
200.00 - 300.00

662 Japanese Type 96 Military Rifle
Ne

#55867; 7.7 cal. Last Ditch config. w/simple sights, wooden butt plate &
mum is mostly in tact. 150.00 - 250.00

663 Japanese Type 99 Last Ditch Rifle
Ne

664 Lot of 3 1903 Styled US Training Rifles
Ne

#02691; 7.62x51. In good surplus condition w/sling & bayonet. 300.00 -
400.00

665 Spanish FR7 Military Rifle w/Bayonet
Ne

#33301; 303 British. Gun is in good partially sporterized condition. 200.00
- 300.00

666 British Military Sporter Rifle
Ne

#937T; 8x56R. In good surplus condition w/bayonet. 300.00 - 400.00
667 Austrian Steyr M95 Military Rifle & Bayonet
Ne

LOT #

Made by Denix of Spain, a good looking replica of the US M3 Grease gun
& includes a not pictured 1911A1 replica pistol.

668 US M3 Grease Gun Replica
Ne

#RA84206; 6.5 cal. 18" bbl. matching stock & wood is good w/bayonet &
scabbard. Overall in nice surplus condition. 300.00 - 500.00

669 Italian Carcano Carbine & Bayonet
Ne

#2845721; 30-06. Std config. Bbl marked SA4-44. Gun has early style
rear sight w/locking bar. ME of approx. 9 & TE of approx. 5. Bore is dark,
handguard has visible crack, WWII cartouched stock has been repaired
on left side & metal has some rust spots. A WWII era Garand which could
use some TLC. 600.00 - 800.00

670 WWII Springfield M1 Garand Rifle
Ne

#821; 8mm & bolt is mismatched w/ Yugoslavian crest on receiver. Gun
is import marked on bbl & gun is in fair surplus condition. 300.00 - 400.00

671 Yugoslavian K98 8mm Rifle
Ne

#78670; 303 British in partially sporterized condition & rough overall.
100.00 - 200.00

672 British Enfield Sporter Rifle
Ne

#2984870; 30 cal carbine. Inland mfg. & polished in the white, in fair
condition w/after market paratrooper stock & is absent trigger grouping,
does come w/non pictured hand guard & magazine.

673 US M1 Carbine w/Paratrooper Stock
Ne

3 cases for carbine & 2 for M1 Garand
674 M1 Garand & Carbine Canvas Gun Cases
Ne

NO SHIPPING PICK UP ONLY ITEM
675 Pair of AN/GRR-5 Signal Radios Sets
Ne

2 - periscopes; Tank bbl sight & Geiger counter
676 Lot of Military Scopes & Sites
Ne

includes: Model 1919 T&E for tripod; Post war Trench Gun shield;
practice grenade & mortar

677 Lot of US Military Items
Ne

WWI haversack w/5 wooden tent pegs & WWI canteen kit, mounted
30-06 cartridge belt. In good overall condition.

678 WWI US Haversack & Cartridge Belt
Ne
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Includes holsters, canteen, military magazine, M14 pouch, US Binoculars
& booby trap simulator.

679 Box lot of Misc. Military Items
Ne

approx. 115 rds 7.65 Argentine ammo on stripper clips; approx 100 rds of
6.5 Italian(?); 30 rds of 7.35 Italian; approx 100 rds of loose 303 British

680 Lot of Mixed Surplus Military Ammo (Z)
Ne

681 Approx 560 rds Surplus 8mm Ammo (N)
Ne

682 850 rds of 38 spec Ammo (X)
Ne

#L20770; 357 Mag. w/nickel finish(?) 4" bbl & rubber grips. In good used
condition. 500.00 - 700.00

683 Colt Trooper MKIII 357 Magnum Revolver
Ne

#126244; 38 S&W spec. 2" bbl blued finish & flat latch. Case colored
trigger & hammer & gun show some holster wear & light spots, otherwise
in good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

684 Smith & Wesson Chiefs Special 38 cal Revolver
Ne

#BKV2381; chambered in 38 S&W spec. nickel finish w/2" bbl. Gun is in
very nice, lightly handled condition & has Pachmayr grips. 450.00 -
600.00

685 Smith & Wesson Model 36-7 Nickel Finish Revolver
Ne

Early Smith Model 31 Regulation Police #356304; 32 Long. Nickel finish
w/2" bbl. Nickel is flaking w/spots & back strap has had area ground off
(see photos).  Mechanically gun is good & in fair overall condition. 
Model 38 Airweight. #BAC1137; 38 spec. w/concealed hammer & wood
grips. Blued finish is worn to silver in numerous spots from use & holster
wear. A good pair of S&W vintage revolvers. 500.00 - 800.00

686 Pair of Smith & Wesson Vintage Revolvers
Ne

#741496; 38 spec. 3" bbl. w/blued metal & some light scratches & marks
from use, but overall in good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

687 Smith & Wesson Model 36 38 S&W Revolver
Ne

#418932; 38 spec. 3" bbl. w/blued finish, case colored trigger & hammer.
Gun has Pachmayr rubber grips & holster wear on edges w/spotted
metal. Mechanically gun is ok & overall in fair used condition. 300.00 -
400.00

688 Smith & Wesson Model 36 38 Spec Revolver
Ne

#C236379; 38 spec. 2" bbl. w/airweight alloy frame. Metal is polished in
the white & gun is mechanically good, has flat latch & checkered grips.
300.00 - 500.00

689 Rare Large Frame S&W Airweight 38 spec Revolver
Ne

LOT #

#CAC9583; 38 S&W spec. w/concealed hammer & in good used
condition but has some holster wear on edges. 350.00 - 500.00

690 Smith & Wesson Model 442 Airweight 38 spec Rev
Ne

#EKW4666; 45 ACP. 3" bbl. & compact style. Gun is good used condition
w/some holster wear on edges & includes one additional magazine.
400.00 - 500.00

691 Smith & Wesson Model CS45 Chiefs Special Automatic
Ne

#EBB1919; 380 cal. compact in size & comes w/soft case & built in laser
sight. 250.00 - 350.00

692 S&W Body Guard 380 Pistol w/Laser Sight
Ne

#541-35163; 38 Spec. Std config in like new condition w/soft case 250.00
- 350.00

693 Ruger LCR 38 Spec Revolver
Ne

#467551V; 12 ga. 30" ribbed bbl w/FULL choke, good original blue &
fancy walnut stock. Gun is in nice used condition. 450.00 - 600.00

694 Remington Model 1100 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

#250147; 30-06. Model 742 Woodmaster. Gun has 150th Anniv. on left
side & gun has some mixed spots & marks from storage, in fair overall
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

695 Remington Model 742 150th Anniv. Rifle
Ne

#S7307178; 12 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl w/vent rib, decorative receiver &
fancy stock. Gun has visible repair to crack in wrist & bbl is fading brown
near receiver. 200.00 - 300.00

696 Ithaca Model 900 12 ga Automatic
Ne

#GFXB; 410 ga. w/nice case colored receiver & blued bbl w/carved
Pheasants on fore end, nice overall condition.
#27538; 410 ga. metal is fading to spotted grey to brown finish, bore is
bright & mechanically good w/very good wood. A nice pair of Champion
410's. 350.00 - 500.00

697 Pair of Iver Johnson Champion 410 ga Shotgun
Ne

#M938714V; 12 ga. 28" vent rib bbl. w/good original blue & custom trap
stock w/raised cheek piece. In good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

698 Remington Model 1100 w/Custom Stock
Ne

#F216834; 7mm Mag. 24" bbl. w/blued finish & cleaned to a grey in
areas. Checkered wood is clean. 300.00 - 400.00

699 Savage Model 110 7mm Magnum
Ne
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#25511; 12 ga. 26" bbls w/single selective trigger. Gun has been re-blued
& markings are faint. Mechanically gun shows signs of use. Stock has
been repaired at wrist w/adjustable butt pad, fair overall condition. 450.00
- 600.00

700 Browning Superposed 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

#10335; 22 cal. 28" bbl. Spotted metal overall & gun has Unertl mounts &
Unertl empty sighting tube. Bore is good, otherwise gun needs TLC.
300.00 - 400.00

701 Winchester Model 75 Target Rifle w/Unertl Sight
Ne

#1117093; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl. w/good original blue & light edge
ware & scratches. Wood is solid w/recoil pad added. 300.00 - 400.00

702 Winchester Model 12 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

#T19285; 30-30. 20" bbl. w/blued metal, scope rings & base attached.
Gun has some standard edge ware, but in nice used condition. 300.00 -
400.00

703 Marlin Model 336 30-30 Lever Action
Ne

#G1018259; 30-06. 22" bbl. Front sight is a small replacement & wood
has scratches & marks, in fair overall condition. 300.00 - 400.00

704 Winchester Model 70 30-06 Rifle
Ne

#L821874; 20 ga. 28" vent rib bbl w/WIN choke system. Gun has mixed
scratches & marks w/chip at the toe & gun is mechanically ok. In fair
overall condition. 150.00 - 250.00

705 Winchester Model 1200 20 ga Pump
Ne

#102087; 12 ga. 30" bbls & right bore is heavily pitted in center. Metal is
spotted blue to grey, gun is mechanically good & wood is good 300.00 -
400.00

706 Winchester Model 24 12 ga Dbl Bbl Shotgun
Ne

#848230; 12 ga. FULL choke w/30" take down bbl. Bbl is blue w/spots &
receiver is brown & grey. Gun has recoil pad added & is mechanically
good but has small visible crack at wrist. 250.00 - 350.00

707 Winchester Model 97 12 ga Pump Shotgun
Ne

#NSN; 20 ga std config. Overall nice original blue w/some scratches &
marks on wood, otherwise good overall condition. 150.00 - 250.00

708 Winchester Model 37 20 ga Single Shot Shotgun
Ne

Antique. #31120; 12 ga. 30" bbl. w/spotted grey to brown patina metal &
bore is dark. Mechanically gun operates & wood is well worn but solid.
600.00 - 800.00

709 Antique Winchester 1887 12 ga Lever Action Shotgun
Ne

LOT #

#2165015; 22 Mag bolt action in like new condition. 150.00 - 250.00
710 Savage Model 93 22 Magnum Rifle
Ne

#NSN; w/heavy weight Shilen bbl approx. 24" w/out caliber designation &
appears to be 223 or similar cal chambering. Custom single shot action &
includes scope rings w/adj trigger & thumbhole stock. 500.00 - 700.00

711 Custom Bench Rest Rifle w/Shilen Bbl
Ne

#FB68788; 12 ga. 28" bbl w/MOD choke & vent rib. Gun has some light
scratches & marks from use, but overall in good clean, used condition.
150.00 - 250.00

712 Smith & Wesson Model 3000 12 ga Pump
Ne

#111-76950; 22 cal. std config w/early bbl markings. Some light spots on
metal w/light scratches on wood. In good used condition. 150.00 - 200.00

713 Ruger 10-22 Rifle
Ne

#NSN; 12 ga. 28" bbl w/good bores & mixed spots near muzzle. Gun has
case colored receiver, is mechanically good & has recoil pad. 200.00 -
300.00

714 Stevens Model 311A 12 ga Double
Ne

#NSN; 16 ga. 28" blued bbls w/good bores. Gun has case colored
receiver fading grey & mechanically good. Butt stock may be replacement
as it fits slightly heavy. 300.00 - 500.00

715 Fox Model B 16 ga Double
Ne

#KM123064; 410 ga. w/3" chamber & 25 1/2" bbl. & case colored frame.
Gun is in very nice condition. 200.00 - 300.00

716 Marlin Model 200 410 ga Single Shot
Ne

#227345; 30WCF. 21 3/4" bbl w/half magazine, spotted blue bbl  &
spotted grey receiver. Mechanically gun is ok & wood is fair fitting
replacement, gun is fair overall. 300.00 - 400.00

717 Winchester Model 1894 30 WCF Rifle
Ne

#1609228; 30WCF. Std config. w/few mixed spots on bbl & receiver.
Wood is good & overall gun is in nice used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

718 Winchester Model 94 30WCF Carbine
Ne

#252-44463; 22 cal w/Butler Creek 22 cal heavy weight bbl & Harris
bi-pod attached. Gun is in good lightly used condition. 250.00 - 350.00

719 Ruger 10-22 w/Custom Butler Creek Bbl & Bipod
Ne

#FS40995; 20 ga. 2 3/4" chamber & 28" vent rib bbl. Gun is in very nice
lightly used condition w/checkered walnut stock. 300.00 - 400.00

720 Smith & Wesson Model 1000 20 ga Semi Auto
Ne
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#FS83232; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl w/3" chamber, blued metal &
checkered walnut stock. Gun is in like new condition. 300.00 - 400.00

721 Smith & Wesson Model 1000M 12 ga Magnum
Ne

#FD06778; 12 ga. Mfg by HOWA for Mossberg w/3" chamber,smooth
bore 22" bbl, rifle sights & checkered walnut stock & in very fine, like new
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

722 Mossberg Model 1000 Super 12 Slug Gun
Ne

#180815A; 12 ga. 28" vent rib bbl w/MOD choke. Gun has some light
wear on edges, otherwise metal is clean & wood is very good. A nice
used Model 50. 250.00 - 350.00

723 Winchester Model 50 12 ga w/Vent Rib
Ne

#A192647; 22 cal. Take down in fair condition.
724 AR-7 Explorer 22 Rifle
Ne

#561067; 45-70 in partially sporterized condition & mechanically good.
400.00 - 500.00

725 Springfield 45-70 Trapdoor Sporter
Ne

#7851; 30-06. 24" bbl. Spotted blue to grey metal & bore is dark. Gun has
Lyman receiver sight, checkered stock & rubber recoil pad. In fair overall
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

726 Winchester Model 54 30-06 Rifle
Ne

#69G127; 12 ga. 26" ribbed bbl w/blue to grey metal & some edge wear &
spots. Wood is solid w/some scratches & marks w/recoil pad added. Gun
is in fair used condition. 300.00 - 500.00

727 Browning Light Twelve Shotgun
Ne

#1438958; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl w/solid rib. Blue to grey finish
w/typical wear on edges & mechanically good. Wood is solid w/typical
scratches & marks, has rubber recoil pad added. 400.00 - 500.00

728 Winchester Model 12 12 ga Shotgun w/Solid Rib
Ne

Model 04 #NSN; 22 cal w/spotted grey metal, good bore & wood is fair. 
Model 02 #NSN; 22 cal  spotted grey metal & bore is good, wood is fair.
Both could use some TLC otherwise good gun pair. 300.00 - 400.00

729 Pair of Winchester 02 & 04 22 cal Boys Rifles
Ne

Model 250 #B1021458; 22 cal. lever action w/some mixed spots & in fair
condition. 
Model 190 #B1678989; 22 cal. w/blued finish & some spots, in fair
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

730 Pair of Winchester 22 Rifles
Ne

LOT #

#185020; 22 cal. Std config. grey spotted metal & mechanically ok but
could use some TLC. 200.00 - 300.00

731 Winchester Model 61 22 cal Pump Rifle
Ne

Stevens Model 87N #NSN; 22 cal. & in fair condition, absent butt plate. 
Ranger Model 101 #NSN; 22 cal semi auto. Metal is spotted grey &
overall in fair condition. 100.00 - 200.00

732 Pair of 22 cal Semi Auto Rifles
Ne

#139055; 22 cal. Std config. w/some small scratches & marks & in good
used condition. 150.00 - 250.00

733 Winchester Model 74 22 cal Rifle
Ne

Antique. #12695; 12 ga. 26" Damascus bbls. Bores are fair but each
show visible pitting. Gun has dbl triggers, cocking indicators & wood
seems solid but well worn. Fore end is a replacement. 200.00 - 300.00

734 Antique LeFever F Grade 12 ga dbl
Ne

#5825; 1920 dated Spandau Military receiver & transformed into a single
shot rifle w/28" bbl. 22-250 cal(?) & bbls are grey. 300.00 - 500.00

735 GEW 98  Custom Bbl Sporting Rifle
Ne

Model 840 #CE66857; 20 ga. 28" bbl. Metal has light spots mixed. 
Model 37 #NSN; 20 ga. w/brown to grey metal & Winchester recoil pad, in
fair coverall condition. 200.00 - 300.00

736 Pair of Winchester 20 ga Shotguns
Ne

Black Powder #035072; 58 cal. 28" oct bbl in Hawken styling & in like
new condition. 150.00 - 250.00

737 58 cal Italian Hawken Rifle
Ne

613880; 22 cal Std config w/spotted grey to brown metal & mechanically
ok. Butt plate is absent. 100.00 - 200.00

738 Remington Model 12 22 cal.
Ne

Savage 220B #NSN; 410 ga. & overall in good used condition. 
Sears Model 101 #P384997; 410 ga. w/spotted grey metal & original
finish worn off, bore is good, mechanically gun is good & wood has been
sanded & retained, in fair condition. 200.00 - 300.00

739 Pair of 410 Single Shot Shotguns
Ne

Appears to be 16 ga & when retro fitted to a single shot shotgun, turns it
into an auto loading shotgun. Overall in nice condition.

740 Alofs Mfg Co. Single Shot Reloading Magazine
Ne
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#CMK4609; 38 cal. w/blued finish & rubber grips. Gun is in nice, lightly
handled condition w/original box. 400.00 - 500.00

741 Smith & Wesson Airweight 38 cal Revolver
Ne

#CND4144; 38 spec. Gun has concealed hammer & rubber grips, in like
new condition in box. 400.00 - 600.00

742 Smith & Wesson Airweight Model 638-3 Revolver
Ne

#M035123; 22LR/22 Mag. Nickel finish w/MOP grips. Gun comes
w/original box & gun has some spots & flaking from long term storage.
Overall gun is in good condition. 300.00 - 500.00

743 High Standard Double Nine Convertible 22 Revolver
Ne

#A428385; 22 cal. 1911-A1 styling & gun is NIB condition. 300.00 -
400.00

744 GSG 1911 22 Pistol
Ne

#61K7189; 357 Magnum. 5 7/8" bbl. w/blued finish & case colored trigger
& hammer. Gun has holster wear w/mixed marks & mechanically gun is
ok & in fair overall condition. 500.00 - 600.00

745 Smith & Wesson 19-4 357 mag Revolver
Ne

#89446; 22 cal. Std config. Gun is in good used condition w/some small
scratches & marks. 200.00 - 300.00

746 Ruger 22 cal Bear Cat Revolver
Ne

#CWW6412; 38 spec. in std config w/Crimson trace laser sight. Gun is
NIB condition. 300.00 - 400.00

747 Smith & Wesson M&P Body Guard w/Laser Sight
Ne

#SH11932; 22 cal. 7 1/4" fluted Target bbl w/target sights & wood target
grips. Original blue has mixed spots & areas toning to grey & brown.
Overall gun is in good used condition. 350.00 - 450.00

748 High Standard Supermatic Citation 22 Pistol
Ne

#7607; 30 cal. American Eagle marked chamber & DWM dished toggle.
Gun has a 7 1/2" bbl added & wooden contoured grips. Some parts are
matching & others are custom made. Safety has been removed & target
style sights are added. 750.00 - 1,250.00

749 Custom American Eagle 30 cal Luger Pistol
Ne

Colt 1917 #288646; 45ACP. Gun is in rough overall condition,
mechanically gun is poor. 
Smith & Wesson Hand Ejector #50051; 32-20 cal. circa 1909-1915 &
mechanically ok, metal is spotted heavily on both sides. 
400.00 - 600.00

750 Pair of Early Revolvers
Ne

LOT #

#389; 22 cal. 1st Model gun has been polished into the white,
mechanically ok & markings are weak.
#8468; 22 cal. 2nd Model .Blued finish wearing grey w/spots &
mechanically ok. 
#18472; 22 cal 3rd Model has nickel finish & heavily flaking w/spots,
MOP grips & mechanically fair. A good group of early Lady Smith
revolvers 500.00 - 800.00

751 Group of 3 Early S&W Lady Smith 22 cal Revolvers
Ne

Model 69 #NSN; 22 cal. 25" bbl. w/rear peep sight, bright bore & 22 short
only magazine. Gun has some mixed spots & magazine has some spots,
wood is good. 
Model 69A #NSN; 22 cal. 25" bbl. w/good bore & has spotted brown
patina & 10 round magazine, in fair overall condition. 300.00 - 500.00

752 Pair of Winchester Model 69 & 69A 22 cal Rifles
Ne

Model 1400 #173155; 20 ga. FULL choke w/28" vent rib bbl. & has rust at
muzzle, otherwise fair condition. 
Model 140 #N918451; 12 ga. 2 3/4" chamber w/ ventilated rib & WIN
choke system. Gun is in new condition w/hang tag & may have some
spots from long term storage. 400.00 - 600.00

753 Pair of Winchester Semi Auto Shotguns
Ne

#NSN; 22 cal. Resembles a Military rifle w/handguard & has visible crack
at wrist. Otherwise gun is in fair overall condition. 100.00 - 150.00

754 HOBAN No 4 Boys Rifle 22 Single Shot
Ne

Model 36 Garden Gun #NSN; 9mm. Grey spotted metal & stock has a
large crack through forearm, rougher overall condition.
Model 1900 #NSN; 22 single shot w/spotted grey metal & stock has been
broken & repaired at wrist. A good pair of project Winchesters. 200.00 -
300.00

755 Pair of Early Winchester Boys Rifles
Ne

Model 50 #63498; 12 ga.  2 3/4" chamber w/FULL choke & 30" bbl. Metal
has light spots & in good used condition overall, front bead is absent. 
Model 59 "WIN-LITE" #66080; 12 ga. 26" bbl. w/ported tube. Bore is
pitted & rough. Exterior is in fair condition & wood is well worn. 400.00 -
500.00

756 Pair of Winchester Semi Auto Shotguns
Ne

Ruger Mini 14 w/Fire Damage #182-00294; metal only in fire damaged
condition
Winchester Model 60A Target bbl #NSN; w/dark bore, bolt & peep sight,
in rough condition
Winchester 1885 Musket bbl & Stock 22 short 28" bbl w/poor bore &
musket forearm is in good condition.

757 Gun Parts Lot
Ne
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J Stevens #22546; 12 ga grey to brown metal & in fair overall condition.
Winchester Model 12 #282764; 12 ga. 30 FULL choke solid rib bbl. Metal
is grey & spotted, receiver has extra holes on left side, wood is a
replacement. In fair overall condition. 300.00 - 400.00

758 Pair of Pump 12 ga Shotguns
Ne

Model 270 #NSN; 22 cal w/bakelite forearm pump, blued metal has some
spots & wear on edges, fair overall condition. 
Model 270 #248830; 22 cal. w/wooden forearm handle & wood has
various spots & marks. Fair overall condition. 300.00 - 400.00

759 Pair of Winchester Pump Action 22 Rifles
Ne

#112414;  & #215546A; both are 22 cal.,have spotted blue to grey metal,
wood is clean & in fair overall condition. 200.00 - 400.00

760 Pair of Winchester Model 74 22 Semi Auto Rifles
Ne

Model 58 #NSN; 22 cal. 18" bbl. w/good bore & spotted brown exterior.
Stock has cracks & chips. 
Model 59 #NSN; 22 cal. 23" bbl. w/bright bore & silver to brown spotted
metal, wood is solid but well worn. 200.00 - 400.00

761 Winchester Model 58 & 59 Bolt Action boys Rifles
Ne

Model 56 #19119; 22 cal. 22" bbl. w/darker bore, greyed metal & wood is
solid but sanded. 
Model 60 #NSN; 22 cal single shot w/bright bore, blue to brown metal
w/mixed spots & bore is fair. 300.00 - 400.00

762 Pair of Early Winchester 22 Bolt Action Rifle
Ne

#730065; 22 cal. Std config w/scratches & marks, otherwise fair
condition. #B217221; 22 cal. Gun has Weaver 4x scope attached
w/mixed scratches & marks, in fair overall condition. 250.00 - 350.00

763 Pair of Winchester Model 190 Semi Auto 22 Rifles
Ne

Model 60A #NSN; 22 cal. w/good bore & spotted grey to brown metal, in
fair overall condition
Model 67 #NSN; 22 cal. w/bright bore & blue to brown patina, mixed
marks & wood is fair. 200.00 - 400.00

764 Pair of Winchester Finger Groove 22 Rifles
Ne

Model 77 #37871; 22 LR. in good overall condition w/some light spots on
metal. 
Model 77 #34119; 22 LR w/blued metal & light spots &  toe of stock
broken off. 200.00 - 300.00

765 Pair of Winchester Semi Auto 22 Rifles
Ne

#404462; 32 cal. Blued finish w/mixed spots & marks on metal, grey or
brown in areas. Gun has MOP grips & is in fair condition w/holster.
250.00 - 350.00

766 Colt 1903 32 cal Pocket Pistol
Ne

LOT #

#353773; 6 1/2" bbl. w/blued finish & frame is worn silver w/wood grips.
Gun has mixed holster wear & early bbl markings. Comes w/22 & 22 Mag
cylinders. 150.00 - 250.00

767 Early Ruger Single Six Revolver
Ne

#5020; 22 cal. 7 shot cylinder w/7" bbl. Metal is blue to grey & gun is
mechanically good. 150.00 - 200.00

768 Iver Johnson 22 Supershot Revolver
Ne

#815069; 38 S&W Gun was a Victory model which has been refinished to
commercial specs w/some edge wear & spots, gun is mechanically good.
350.00 - 450.00

769 Smith & Wesson 38 cal Revolver
Ne

#M48854; 22 cal. 6" bbl. dbl action only. Metal is blue to grey & gun
comes w/holster. 75.00 - 125.00

770 Iver Johnson Target Sealed 8 Revolver
Ne

Antiques. Safety Hammer #NSN; 38 short & in fair condition. 
New York Arms Columbian #NSN; 38 short  & in rougher overall
condition.

771 Pair of Antique Early DA 38 short Revolvers
Ne

Antiques. Smith & Wesson #159856; 32 short in fair condition. H&R
Premier #154620; 22 rim fire in fair condition. 150.00 - 250.00

772 Pair of Antique Top Break Dbl Action Revolvers
Ne

Butler #B39506; 22 short. & in good condition
H&R Premier #498883; 22 cal top break w/nickel finish & in very nice
condition. 250.00 - 350.00

773 Pair of Nickel Finished Pistols
Ne

334121; 25 ACP, comes w/one additional magazine & in fine used
condition. 100.00 - 150.00

774 Raven Arms P25 25 cal Semi Auto Pistol
Ne

#25637; 410 ga. 18" bbl w/SS finish & in like new condition. 150.00 -
250.00

775 Snake Charmer II 410 Shotgun
Ne

#688; 16 ga. w/good bores & in fair condition. Bottom of receiver forward
of forearm has some wear & tear damage. Buy as a parts gun only, not
safe to be fired. 100.00 - 200.00

776 Sportsman's 16 ga Double Shotgun
Ne
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Model 72  #NSN;  22 cal. w/tube magazine & spotted metal, in fair
condition. 
Model 47 #NSN; 22 cal single shot w/blue to grey metal & in fair
condition. 200.00 - 300.00

777 Pair of Winchester Bolt Action 22s
Ne

Antique. #301011; 22 cal. Receiver has been case colored & bbl has
been re-blued. Mechanically gun needs work & is in rougher restored
condition. 150.00 - 250.00

778 Antique Remington No. 4 22 cal Rifle
Ne

Model 1903  #22375; 22 automatic in rough condition. 
Model 06 #587145; 22 cal  in very rough condition. Parts or project pair
only.

779 Pair of Winchester 22 Rifles
Ne

#4462; 12 ga & in rough condition w/forearm totally cracked, butt is
replacement & mechanically does not work.

780 Winchester Model 1911 Semi Auto Shotgun
Ne

Model 62 #62510; 22 cal & in rough condition. 
Model 1906 Expert #55604; 22 cal. w/nickel receiver, pistol grip stock &
in rough condition. 400.00 - 600.00

781 Pair of Pump Action Winchester 22's
Ne

#368700; 22 cal. in rough condition w/Rutledge style bore. 
#400599; 22 cal. in very rough condition. 100.00 - 200.00

782 Pair of Winchester 1906 22 Pumps
Ne

#130785; 22 short. 16 1/4" bbl. US markings on tang & made from a
former Winder musket, rougher overall condition. 
#53288; 32 WCF. 28" oct. bbl w/dark bore & mechanically ok w/spotted
grey & brown patina, fair overall condition. 
High Wall action #114186; rare 20 ga single shot w/26" FULL choke bbl.
Bore is rough & overall metal is spotted, in poor condition. Gun has
correct shotgun butt plate & overall a rough example of a rare single shot
model. 750.00 - 1,250.00

783 Lot of 3 Winchester 1885 Firearms
Ne

includes heavy weight bbl w/scope mounts & medium weight bbl w/iron
sights & scope mount

784 Pair of New 223 cal. Handi Rifle Bbls
Ne

#241428; 12 ga. 28" plain bbl w/spotted brown to grey metal. Wood is
solid &  gun is in good used condition. 150.00 - 200.00

785 Remington Model 11 12 ga Automatic
Ne

LOT #

Iver Johnson Champion #29149; 16 ga. & in rough condition.
Revelation Model 350 #P276709; 410 ga & in rougher overall condition.
100.00 - 150.00

786 Pair of Single Shot Shotguns
Ne

Model 600 Cooey #NSN; 22 cal. w/spotted metal & in fair condition
Model 141 #NSN; 22 cal. & missing tube fed magazine, in fair condition.
200.00 - 300.00

787 Pair of Winchester Bolt Action 22's
Ne

Iver Johnson Champion #FHGI; 20 ga & in fair overall condition.
Montgomery Ward Hercules # 64933; 12 ga. Spotted brown to grey metal
& in fair condition. 150.00 - 250.00

788 Pair of Single Shot Shotguns
Ne

Model 25 #74336; 12 ga. Blue to grey metal & in fair, used condition. 
Model 12 #1366225; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl w/blue to grey metal &
mixed spots, in fair overall condition. 300.00 - 500.00

789 Winchester Model 12 & 25 Shotgun Pair
Ne

Model 1200 #L662081; 12 ga. 26" ribbed bbl w/WIN choke system &
mixed spots & marks on metal & wood, in fair condition. 
Model 12 Featherweight #1805999F; 12 ga. 28" MOD bbl. & is in rougher
condition overall w/spots & cracked hand guard, etc. 250.00 - 400.00

790 Pair of Winchester Pump Shotguns
Ne

Remington Model 12 #72627; 22 cal. Polished in the grey & mechanically
needs work.  
Antique Stevens Tip Up #19619; 22 cal rough condition & needs work.

791 22 Rifle & Pistol Project Pair
Ne

Black powder. #31020; 44 cal w/brass frame & some light spots from
storage. Gun has some light spots from storage, otherwise unused
condition. 100.00 - 150.00

792 Navy Arms 1860 Army Reproduction
Ne

Model 55 #H22917; 22 cal 6" bbl w/blued finish, edge wear & spots, good
overall condition.
Model 55A #H68689; 22 cal. has edge wear & spots, mechanically good.
250.00 - 350.00

793 Pair of Iver Johnson 22 Target Revolvers
Ne

Black Powders. Italian replica of 51 Navy #24910; in fair used condition
w/some light rust spots mainly around cylinder & muzzle. 
Spanish Flintlock belt pistol 40 cal kit made pistol & in fair condition.
100.00 - 200.00

794 Pair of Black Powder Pistols
Ne
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#84-20590; 44 Magnum. blued finish w/mixed spots & the ejector rod
housing is loose & would need to be fixed & reattached to bbl. Gun has
rubber grips & is mechanically good. 400.00 - 500.00

795 Ruger Super Blackhawk 44 Mag w/10 1/2" bbl
Ne

Black Powder #96841; 36 cal. Brass & SS finish w/engraving. Gun is
modeled after a Colt Police Revolver & is in like new condition. 150.00 -
200.00

796 Italian BP Engraved Revolver
Ne

Black Powder. #140-00968; 44 cal. & in good used condition w/some
spots & marks, drag line on cylinder & front sight has been altered.
Overall gun is in fair used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

797 Ruger Old Army 44 cal Black Powder Revolver
Ne

Black powder. Navy Arms 36 cal w/brass frame #05300; in good used
condition w/some spots & tarnish. 
Euro Arms Rogers & Spencer replica #01636; 44 cal & in good used
condition w/some marks. 300.00 - 400.00

798 Pair of Black Powder Reproduction Revolvers
Ne

Black powder #1108; 44 cal. std. config. In good used condition & gun
shows edge wear w/mixed spots on metal. Gun has checkered wood
grips & comes in interesting form fit case w/loading tools & accessories.
200.00 - 300.00

799 Navy Arms 1858 BP Revolver
Ne

Antiques. Model 1 1/2 #68527(?); in fair condition.
Model 1 #4228; in fair condition. 
Model 1 #800111; in fair condition. 400.00 - 600.00

800 Lot of 3 Antique Smith & Wesson Revolvers
Ne

Rossi #981993; 38 spec. w/3" bbl & is in rough condition. 
Armi Italian #MI81113; 25ACP & in rougher, fair used condition.

801 Rossi & Armi Handgun Pair
Ne

Antiques. Iver Johnson #49615; 2" bbl.,  US Revolver Co #37777; 3" bbl
&
H&R #329393; 5" bbl. Most are in fair condition & may not function
mechanically. 

802 Lot of 3 Antique Top Break 32 Short Revolvers
Ne

All are in rough military surplus condition in 7.62x45 cal #16344; #00622;
#14991; #35778; #31610; buy as is only.

803 Lot of Surplus CZ 52 Military Rifles
Ne

LOT #

804 Partial case(900 count) of Surplus 7.62x45 Ammo
Ne

K-Mart Model 151 #838212; 20 ga. w/spotted grey metal & in fair overall
condition. 
Stevens Single #522; 12 ga & in rough condition & bbl is oct at breech
w/stock being cracked & in poor condition.

805 Pair of Single Shot Shotguns
Ne

Rough condition, some are missing parts #19555; #21428; #11766;
#6493; #Q-849. Buy AS IS only

806 Lot of 5 Rough Military Surplus Mausers
Ne

British No 3 #31491; 303 cal. Absent magazine & in fair sporter condition.

Rock Island 1903 #31694; WWII dated bbl & receiver has been tapped &
gun is in rough sporter condition.

807 Pair Sporterized Military Rifles
Ne

Springfield 84C #NSN; 22 cal. Absent magazine & in fair overall
condition. 
Spanish Mauser #01514; in fair sporter condition.

808 Pair of Bolt Action Rifles
Ne

Air Rifles all in rougher surplus condition, buy AS IS only
809 Lot of 4 Egyptian Military Trainer Air Rifles
Ne

8 Remington bolts & 8 Remington magazines
810 Remington 22 Bolts & Magazines lot
Ne

3 M1 Garand bayonets; M14, 2 leather handled carbine bayonets & 2
M16 bayonets, all in various condition.

811 Lot of 8 US Bayonets
Ne

approx. 850 (estimate - AS IS)
812 Large lot various 303 British Surplus Ammo (P)
Ne

813 Approx. 245 rds of 7.35 French Surplus Ammo(Y)
Ne

814 400 rds 7.62 Ball Surplus Ammo in Bandoleers
Ne

815 400 rds 7.62 Ball Surplus Ammo in Bandoleers
Ne

approx. 650 loose rounds FMJ Ammo & approx. 125 rds of 223 Hunting
Ammo.

816 Large Lot of 223 Ammo (T)
Ne
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817 Case w/250 rds of 32 ACP Ammo (A5)
Ne

818 50 rds of 45 Colt & 50 rds 32-20WIN Ammo (A7)
Ne

819 20 rds of Super X 307 WIN Ammo( A6)
Ne

820 1,000 rds Surplus 300 British in sealed case(YY)
Ne

821 6 cases of Chinese Lead Pellets  (A12)
Ne

14 w/50 rds each = 700 rds
822 Lot of British 303 Ammo on Bandoleers(Q)
Ne

60 rds of  3 1/2" 12 ga shells, no 4 & no 6 Shot.
823 Lot of Remington 12 ga Turkey Loads
Ne

45 Essex frame #75305 & comes w/Brazilian slide & back of small parts
High Power frame #7855 includes a slide grips & numerous bags of small
parts. Both are in fair to rougher condition, FFL required.

824 1911 45 & High Power 9mm Pistol kits
Ne

game loads & OOO Buckshot
825 Approx. 300 rds of Asst. 410 Ammo (A9)
Ne

826 6 M16  Bayonets w/Scabbards (A1)
Ne

New in box condition.
827 NIB Case Astronaut Knife M-1 2019
Ne

39 boxes w/250 per box
828 39 NIB Copperhead .177 cal Pellets (A10)
Ne

WWI & WWII era bayonets in various states of condition, some are poor
& some w/scabbards.

829 Lot of 7 German K98 Bayonets
Ne

each tin is 325 count.
830 5 tins of Remington 175th Anniv 22LR Ammo (A11)
Ne

2 Argentine, 2 Belgium exports & others in various condition, some
w/scabbards, some without.

831 Lot of 6 Foreign Mauser Bayonets
Ne

1907 Wilkinson; Anderson & 2 others, all vary in condition.
832 Lot of 4 English Model 1907 Bayonets
Ne

LOT #

Antique. 10 ga. w/20" bbl, locks are marked the Continental & in rougher
condition but fits nicely in a trumpet case. A good looking boot leggers
shotgun kit.

833 Antique Dbl Bbl Gangster Gun in Trumpet Case
Ne

2 French Gras Carbine bayonets, both have good blades & 1 has wooden
handles which have deteriorated & falling apart. 
plus Gras rifle bayonet & 2 Model 1866 rifle bayonets w/brass handles.

834 Lot of 5 French Bayonets
Ne

Includes a 1917 dated 45 holster w/belt & ammo pouch; 1943 dated 45
holster w/belt; 1918 dated 45 holster w/belt & ammo pouch plus a T
handled shovel & wooden 30 cal Browning ammo box.

835 US Military Lot
Ne

NO SHIPPING PICK UP ONLY ITEM.  Includes: 9 various ammo cans,
plus 3 10L gas cans

836 Surplus Ammo Can Lot
Ne

includes 1 NOS bbl; collapsible & solid butt stocks; numerous small
parts; bolts; uppers; some torch cut lowers & various other related M16
items

837 Lot of Surplus M16 Parts
Ne

includes: bbls, magazines, bolts, stock sets, slings, bayonets, Mag
pouches, & various small parts. Plus 2 Century Arms partially finished
steel receivers

838 Large lot of FAL Gun Parts
Ne

Receivers #AL20070; #AL200029; #AL20075; & #WA1555 #CA30480.
mfg in Sisters, OR

839 Lot of 4 William Arms Aluminum Receivers
Ne

includes: 1980 era soft amour; 3 small field jackets; & olive drab shirts
(qty 9) & pants (qty 12).

840 Lot of Military Surplus Clothing (C1)
Ne

3 High Power holster stock sets; 3 Broom Handle Holster stock sets & 3
leather broom handle holsters. All new stock

841 Lot New Broom Handle & High Power Holsters (A13)
Ne

Includes: 2 totes dress uniforms, Woodland & olive drab, foreign wool &
some field gear.

842 Misc. Military Surplus Uniforms & Clothing (C2)
Ne
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includes: Dummy gun assembled on aluminum receiver, 2 parts kits &
large amount of Surplus magazines in British Military cases.

843 Sten Gun Part Kits & Dummy Gun
Ne

in good surplus condition.
844 Rare BRENN Gun Tripod
Ne

Springfield Receivers  #2523930; #275563; 3130579; #2272446; 
Also includes: Surplus M1 bbls, operating rod, M14 butt assemblies,
small parts, full trigger assemblies, front sights, springs, bolts & related
pieces, plus torch cut receivers a large box of clips & numerous other
parts.  A large lot of desirable parts for M1 Garand.

845 Lot of Surplus M1 Garand Parts & Receivers
Ne

Includes: several uniforms; 6 poncho liners & other small items, all
average condition

846 Lot of Misc. US Military Clothing Items (C4)
Ne

Includes: 2 parts kits, plus dummy gun & magazines.
847 Sten Gun Part Kits & Dummy Gun Lot
Ne

848 Lot of 4 US Military Helmets
Ne

849 Lot of 6 Various Foreign Military Helmets
Ne

FFL required. Includes 8 bbl receivers some including bolts & 8 stock
sets; in rough condition, buy as is.

850 Lot of Surplus CZ52 Rifles
Ne

includes: Bandoleers; slings, pouches, canteens & 4 - M17 protective
masks.

851 Lot of Misc Military Clothing Items (C3)
Ne

8 Spanish &/or South American actions, in very rough condition, buy for
parts or projects only.

852 Lot of Rough Surplus Mauser Bbl Actions
Ne

853 Surplus Anti Aircraft (?) Tripod
Ne

2 OD jackets average condition; 2 shelter halves; 3 duffel bags, etc
854 1980s Military Uniforms & related (C10)
Ne

plus hard frame military back pack
855 5 Medium Olive Drab 06-107 Field Jackets (C11)
Ne

LOT #

includes: wool scarves, mittens, pants, jackets & other small clothing
items

856 Lot of Misc Military Clothing in Wood Box (C5)
Ne

Kessler Arms Model 326 #0003; 20 ga & in good condition.
Kessler Arms Model 128 #0004; 12 ga bolt action & in fair overall
condition.

857 Pair of Kessler Bolt Action Shotguns
Ne

H&R #18138; 12 ga. Metal is grey & in fair overall condition. 
Riverside Arms Co. #NSN; 12 ga. & in rougher overall condition.

858 Pair of Single Shot Shotguns
Ne

#NSN; 410 ga. Blued bbl w/spots & case colored receiver w/spots. Gun
has a Tenite stock which is solid & in overall fair condition.

859 Stevens Model 94 410 w/Tenite Stock
Ne

New York Arms #20653; 12 ga metal is grey & gun is in fair condition.
Enders Royal Western  #NSN; 16 ga. Greyed metal & in fair condition.

860 Pair of Single Shot Shotguns
Ne

Stevens Model 5100 w/Tenite stock #NSN; 12 ga. & in rough condition
absent trigger guard. 
Winchester Model 37 #NSN; 410 ga. & in very rough condition
w/homemade stock. 

861 Stevens & Winchester Rough Shotgun Pair
Ne

#NSN; 22 cal & in rougher overall condition.
862 Springfield Model 84C 22 Bolt Action Rifle
Ne

Antique parts gun. Original full stock is solid although well worn. Missing
breech block & hammer is broken 1864 dated lock

863 Antique Springfield Allin Conversion Trap Door
Ne

#M35283; 12 ga. 28" ribbed bbl w/FULL choke. Metal has some mixed
spots from long term storage, otherwise in good used condition. 200.00 -
300.00

864 Winchester Super X Model 1 12 ga Shotgun
Ne

Black Powder. #52879; 50 cal. std. config w/walnut stock & couple of
light spots by muzzle. Overall in very good lightly used condition. 150.00 -
250.00

865 Thompson Center New Englander 50 cal Muzzle Loader
Ne
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#B4921; 20 ga. 28" bbls. w/fair bores & exterior are greyed, the rib looks
to be epoxied into place & mechanically gun is loose. Gun is fair overall
condition. 100.00 - 200.00

866 Daniel Boone Dbl Bbl 20 ga Shotgun
Ne

#18215; 12 ga. 32" ribbed bbl & mechanically fair w/browned metal & chip
in forearm. Gun has recoil pad added. 
Long Range Field & Trap #3558; 12 ga. overall in fair condition. 200.00 -
300.00

867 Pair of LeFever Single Bbl Trap Guns
Ne

White Powder Wonder #NSN; 20 ga. in fair condition w/blue to grey
metal. 
H&R Reinforce Breech #27539; 12 ga. & in fair condition. 200.00 - 300.00

868 Pair of Single Shot Shotguns
Ne

#NSN; 20 ga. bolt action & is absent magazine w/red painted stock. Hard
to loose if set down in woods! 50.00 - 100.00

869 Beautiful Red Stevens Model 258B 20 ga Bolt Action
Ne

#279331; 30-06. Std config. w/blued metal & mixed spots overall. Comes
w/one additional magazine & wood has scratches & marks. Gun is in fair
used condition. 250.00 - 350.00

870 Remington Model 742 30-06 Rifle
Ne

#15664;  12 ga  32" bbl. & bore has some pitting & exterior spots w/adj
butt added. Gun is fair overall.
#18334; 12 ga. w/bright bore & metal has been refinished, wood is a
replacement & absent butt pad. Fair overall condition. 300.00 - 400.00

871 Pair of LeFever 12 ga SBT Shotgun
Ne

#18072; 22 automatic. Spotted brown to grey metal & in rougher overall
condition. 150.00 - 250.00

872 Winchester Model 1903 22 Semi Auto Rifle
Ne

Hopkins & Allen #9971;  16 ga w/spotted grey metal & in rougher overall
condition. 
Excel #46685; 12 ga. in fair, partially refinished condition & mechanically
poor. 100.00 - 150.00

873 Pair of Single Shot Shotguns
Ne

Model 151M-B #NSN; 22 cal. semi auto & in fair condition
Model 152 #NSN; 22 cal. & in fair condition w/fold down stock & peep
sight. 200.00 - 300.00

874 Pair of Mossberg 22 cal Rifles
Ne

LOT #

Antique. Spencer/Bannerman Pump #8928; 12 ga. 32" bbl.  greyed metal,
mechanically good w/old repair at wrist & forearm replaced. In fair antique
condition. 
Antique Iver Johnson Ring Trigger  #37325; 12 ga.  Spotted grey  brown
metal, mechanically ok & wood appears sanded w/rough bore. In fair
overall condition. 300.00 - 500.00

875 Pair of  Antique American Shotguns
Ne

Model 53D Buckhorn #NSN; 22 cal  single shot bolt action in very clean
condition Stevens Buckhorn Rifle is marked on bottom of bbl. 
Model 86C #NSN; 22 cal w/tubular magazine & grey to brown metal
w/visible crack at wrist. Overall in fair condition. 300.00 - 400.00

876 Pair of Stevens Bolt Action 22 Rifles
Ne

#12706; 22 cal. w/early bbl markings but bbl has numerous spots &
marks. Wood is good w/scratches & marks. A good project 22. 75.00 -
150.00

877 Ruger 10-22 Rifle
Ne

#157298; bbl is marked 22L & metal is cleaned in the silver  w/various
light pits & marks, wood is heavily sanded, magazine tube is absent &
bore is dark. 100.00 - 150.00

878 Winchester Model 90 22L Parts Gun
Ne

#180630; 12 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl w/spotted grey metal & wood is
rough w/forearm cracked in numerous spots. 75.00 - 125.00

879 Remington Model 11 12 ga Semi Auto Shotgun
Ne

44" w/partially assembled full length stock. Metal is in the white & now
spotted from age.

880 32 cal Douglass Long Rifle Bbl
Ne

Antique #19540; 12 ga. 30" Damascus pattern bbls. w/fair bores & left bbl
is dented. G grade w/dbl triggers.
#40162; H Grade 30" Damascus pattern bbls w/frosted bores but fair &
has some smaller dents. Gun has ejectors & dbl triggers. & cocking
indicators. Absent safety & wood is rough w/crack at wrist. overall a fair
pair of antique LeFevers. 300.00 - 500.00

881 Pair of Antique LeFever Dbl Bbl Shotgun
Ne

Including: The Cap Stick Library; Roosevelt in Africa & others.  NO
SHIPPING PICK UP ITEM ONLY

882 2 Boxes of Hard Cover African Safari Books (B8)
Ne

including: catalogs by Browning, Ithaca, Mossberg, Winchester, Ruger &
German catalogs. NO SHIPPING PICK UP ITEM ONLY

883 Large Lot of Hunting & Shooting Catalogs/Info (B7)
Ne
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including: Target Rifle in Australia; British Shotguns; Single Shot Rifle;
etc. NO SHIPPING PICK UP ITEM ONLY

884 Large Box of Gun & Hunting Books (B4)
Ne

including: Big Game Records. NO SHIPPING PICK UP ITEM ONLY
885 Large Lot of Gun & Hunting Books (B5)
Ne

Guns by: O'Connor; Whelen; Keith & others.  NO SHIPPING PICK UP
ITEM ONLY

886 Lot of Hard Cover Rifle Books (B6)
Ne

includes: Mauser Bolt rifles; Japanese Handguns & others. NO
SHIPPING PICK UP ONLY ITEM

887 Lot of Hunting & Gun Books (B1)
Ne

NO SHIPPING PICK UP ONLY ITEM
888 Large lot of Gun & Hunting Books (B2)
Ne

NO SHIPPING PICK UP ITEM ONLY
889 Large Box of Hard Cover Hunting & Gun Books (B3)
Ne

includes: medical evac sled & 2 medical folding litters. NO SHIPPING
PICK UP ONLY ITEM

890 Lot of Surplus Medical Evacuation Equipment
Ne

Model 370 #C332920; 20 ga. Metal is browned, metal is rough & rough
overall condition.
Model 37A #C500316; 410 ga. w/ spotted receiver fading brown & in
rougher overall condition. 150.00 - 250.00

891 Pair of Winchester Single Shot Shotguns
Ne

892 10 Assorted 1890's-1901 Morgan Silver Dollars
Ne

893 10 Assorted 1880 & 1890's Morgan Silver Dollars
Ne

894 10 Assorted 1880 & 1890's Morgan Silver Dollars
Ne

895 10 Assorted 1880 & 1890's Morgan Silver Dollars
Ne


